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FOREWORD

TO
the exhaustive biographies of able historians, whose

work gives a wealth of fact and detail concerning

the adventurers herein portrayed, I owe a debt of gratitude

for their aid in the making of this small volume.

Especially do I tender grateful appreciation to the works

of J. S. C. Abbott, Francis Parkman, Washington Irving,

Dr. Reuben G. Thwaite, H. D. Traill, John Fiske, Vautier

Golding, W. H. Prescott, Julian Corbett, H. C. Buell, J. P.

Frothingham, Basil Matthews, L. M. Elton, J. W. Mario,

G. M. Trevelyan, and many others whose monographs and

magazine articles have given inspiration in the writing of

these sketches for young readers.

If the volume gives them a desire to turn to the more

comprehensive histories it will have accomplished its object.

Kate D. Sweetser.
East Orange, N. J.

1915-
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"
Conquering, holding, daring, venturing as we go the unknown

ways,

Pioneers! O Pioneers!***********
We primeval forests felling,

We the rivers stemming, vexing we, and piercing deep the

mines within;

We the surface broad surveying, we the virgin soil upheaving,

Pioneers! O Pioneers!"
Walt Whitman
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TEN GREAT ADVENTURERS

FRANCIS DRAKE: ADVENTURER IN

SPANISH WATERS

IT
was a night of terrific storm in the south of England.

Out in Plymouth Harbor an old war-ship lying at anchor

rolled heavily, while the wind howled in its rigging, waves

dashed high against it, and blinding sheets of rain swept
across the decks.

In the old ship there were sounds of occupancy, cries of

frightened children, flickering lights, voices calling, men

hurrying here and there, below and above. Some one was

lost in the fury of the gale. They were searching. Then
came a joyful shout:

"
Here he is ! We have found him !" as strong arms gripped

a small boy snuggled close to a great gun at the ship's side.

"Wast not afraid, my son?" queried Edmund Drake as

he and the child battled out of the teeth of the gale.

"Afraid!" the boy laughed. "Had you not come, I was

going to climb the rigging, to see better." And he added,

with deep conviction, "Father, I love the sea best of all!"

That this childish assertion was no passing whim history

has clearly revealed, for inwrought in the nature of the boy,

Francis Drake, was such a love of the sea in all its moods
i



TEN GREAT ADVENTURERS
that to it and its adventuring his later career was to be

joyfully dedicated for the glory of England.

Throughout his life Francis Drake had one clear vision of

childhood. It was of a night when there was confusion in

the Drake home in Devonshire, voices of crying women,
of stern men; then he was carried out into the darkness on

a long journey, at the end of which he was put to bed, to

awaken in strange surroundings. There were sights and

sounds of the great sea, of dockyards and ships in the dis-

tance, and a strange stillness unbroken by any carter's

wheel. Then memory shifted to an old war-ship lying at

anchor in Chatham reach, off Plymouth Harbor, and there

we have our first glimpse of the boy who was later to win

renown as "the foremost sailor of the Reformation, the chief

pirate of Queen Elizabeth, and one of England's greatest

admirals."

When blue-eyed, curly-haired Francis grew older he heard

the details of his earlier life. In 1554, at the time of his

birth, there was hot strife between Catholics and Protes-

tants. Because of that strife his father, Edmund Drake,

a loyal Protestant, was obliged to flee from his home in

Devon, and that early memory of Francis' was of St.

Nicholas Island in Plymouth Harbor, where, through the

aid of the Hawkins brothers, relatives of the Drakes and

rich ship-builders who owned almost all of Plymouth, the

fugitives were given a refuge. Then, through other influen-

tial friends, Edmund Drake was given an appointment as

reader of prayers to the royal navy, and with the appoint-

ment went a unique home in the old war-vessel riding at

anchor in the quiet harbor.

There were eleven sturdy brothers to keep Francis com-

pany on the old ship, and many a merry game and pirate

prank the flock must have played as they romped on deck



FRANCIS DRAKE
or climbed the rigging of their strange home. It was in-

deed a fit nursery for the crusading sea-king of later years,

for "the clatter of the shipwright's hammers as they polished

the idle guns . . . were the first sounds his dawning intelli-

gence learned to grasp. His eyes could rest nowhere but

on masts and guns and the towering hulks of war-ships

which lay anchored about his floating home." Small wonder

that the shriek and surge of the elements were as the call

of the master to which he thrilled and pledged a joyful

service !

Edmund Drake's hope had been to place his boys in the

navy, but when, at the death of King Edward, his sister

Mary, the Catholic queen, came to the throne of England,
and became betrothed to Philip of Spain, a country as

loyally Catholic as England in general was Protestant,

not only was all England roused to opposition, but many
good Protestants, among them Edmund Drake, lost their

positions. For that reason he was obliged to let his boys
find work wherever they could, and Francis became ship-

boy on a vessel which carried on a coasting trade with

France and Holland.

This apprenticeship was in itself a determining factor in

Drake's later career, for on the little Channel coaster the

rigid discipline and bitter privations molded the boy into

a man of firm muscles and iron will, while he was learning

about ship management, and letting no detail of wind or

tide escape him as the little boat plied its way to various

ports.

He heard captains and sailors talk bitterly of Philip and

his persecution of subjects in the Netherlands, and of the

horrors of the Inquisition. These were rousing Protestants

to that fierce indignation which was an underlying cause

of the religious war, or Reformation.

3



TEN GREAT ADVENTURERS
These reasons, added to the memory of that flight from

Devon in childhood, doubtless gave Drake the first sharp

impulse of hatred for Spain and the Spaniards which was

to be the driving-force of his later career, and from those

days on the Channel coaster his determination never wa-

vered. He would be a power on the sea, and a menace

to Catholic, predatory Spain wherever and whenever he had

the opportunity.

Then a great event happened. The captain of the Chan-

nel coaster died, leaving his small craft to Francis Drake!

One can fancy the joy and pride with which the young

captain now began to trade for himself along the coast,

daily gaining more accurate knowledge of shipcraft and

of the sea, and as he heard returning seamen tell in glowing

phrases of those new-found islands, called the Indies, across

the untried ocean, his dreams expanded, he grew tired of

his little boat which "crept along the shore," and as he

steered it in the familiar course he determined on voyages
to far-off" lands and adventures beyond those of any who had

yet fared forth to the new land of America.

Following up this decision, he gave his boat to a younger

brother, and went into the employ of the Hawkins brothers,

one of whom, John Hawkins, had just come back from

such a successful slave-trading expedition in the Indies—
England's first venture in this questionable kind of com-

merce—that all Plymouth was ringing with his praise.

Only too glad was he to take into his employ such a stal-

wart young fellow as this kinsman of his, and although
Francis did not go on the second slave-trading trip of the

Hawkins', having been sent as purser of a ship bound for

the Bay of Biscay, his second voyage was to the islands of

his dreams.

Hawkins' second expedition had been as successful as

4



FRANCIS DRAKE
the first, and Spain, in alarm for her own trade, forced him

to promise not to repeat it the following year. Hawkins

fulfilled the letter of the promise and remained at home,

but he sent an expedition under Captain Lovell, and with

him went Francis Drake. It was a trip Drake never forgot,

not only because of the wealth of tropical luxuriance that

stretched before his unwonted eyes, but because when

at La Hacha, a port on the Spanish Main, he and his com-

panions were the victims of such unexpected treachery from

the Spaniards that they were "obliged to sail home ig-

nominiously with the loss of all their venture."

Then he made a voyage to Guinea on the west coast of

Africa, under Captain George Fenner, when for two days
Fenner fought and finally drove off a Portuguese galleass

and six gunboats; and Drake, watching the breathless en-

counter, vowed a vow that some day he, too, would be as

valiant a sea-fighter as was this brave captain.

And soon came the chance to prove his mettle. On an

October day in 1567 a small fleet of six ships
—the Jesus and

the Minion of the royal navy, with four smaller boats,

the William and Mary, the Angel, the Swallow, and the

Judith
—all sail set, glided slowly out of Plymouth Harbor,

and with them went Drake, as pilot, or second officer, of

the Jesus, with Hawkins in command. Later in the voy-

age Drake was transferred to the command of a French

trading-vessel which they had captured, and still later to

command of the Judith.

As the little fleet sailed away from Plymouth, Drake

stood by Hawkins's side, erect and resolute, with eyes as

blue and hair as curly as in his childish days, but now with

the flowing mustache and pointed beard of Queen Eliza-

beth's time adding to his air of distinction, and with a native

kindliness of nature and firmness of purpose showing in his

5



TEN GREAT ADVENTURERS
features and bearing, while it was easy to see his glee at

the thought of adventuring on the high seas.

From the moment of setting sail until they had secured

a rich cargo of gold and precious stones in exchange for

the two hundred slaves they carried from Africa for barter,

the expedition was successful, but no sooner had they turned

homeward with their treasure than two terrific hurricanes

so disabled their ships that they were obliged to put into

port at San Juan de Ulua, or Vera Cruz, the port of the

city of Mexico.

There in the quiet harbor they found twelve Spanish ves-

sels lying at anchor, unarmed, and loaded with an almost

priceless cargo of gold and silver; this was to be escorted

to Spain by a strong fleet, for which the ships were waiting,

and on the morning after the English vessels had anchored

in the harbor, up came the looked-for fleet, to find itself

in an unexpected and critical position.

If the Spanish ships remained outside the harbor, the

first gale that came would either destroy or blow them out

to sea, while if they entered, they would be at the mercy
of the English seamen. Hawkins had it in his power to

keep them out of the harbor, and to have them at his mercy
must have been a great temptation to the English com-

mander. But being diplomatic as well as eager, he made
a compact of peace with them, and for three days English

and Spanish vessels lay side by side in apparent peace

and good-fellowship. But underneath was a current of

hostility utterly unguessed by Hawkins. With infamous

treachery the Spaniards, regardless of compacts, attacked

the rival fleet, and though the English resisted bravely,

sank four Spanish ships, killed over five hundred Spaniards,

and wrecked the Spanish flag-ship, the result was disas-

trous. The smaller English ships were sunk, and the Jesus
6



FRANCIS DRAKE
so badly damaged that it had to be abandoned with a valu-

able cargo. Only the little Judith and the Minion got clear,

and it is said that Drake escaped from the Jesus at great

peril.

The men on the Minion were so panic-stricken that they
set sail without orders, and, "being separated from the

Judith, wandered in unknown seas, the sailors forced by

hunger to eat cats, parrots, mice, and monkeys, while a

terrible thirst almost made them lose their reason."

Meanwhile, into Plymouth Harbor, on January 23, 1569,

sailed a small, battered ship; and before any one realized

what ship it was, Drake, sturdy and weather-bronzed, had

gone ashore and told his story of disaster to William Haw-
kins. He, stunned by the misfortune which had come to

the English fleet, sent Drake immediately to the queen
with the bad news.

His tale produced a profound sensation not only among
court circles, but throughout England. While the excite-

ment was at its height the Minion was sighted off Corn-

wall, and John Hawkins arrived to tell his equally thrilling

story of adventure and disaster. At first he was very cool

to Drake, feeling that he had deserted him in a time of

sore need, but when he heard that Drake's one thought on

that fateful night of storm had been to get his men and

cargo home without further loss, he let the matter drop.

In the following summer Drake married Mary Newman,
a Devonshire girl, giving characteristically far less time

to this romantic chapter of his life than to his sea ventures,

for because of that last disastrous voyage he was burning
with desire to have the queen declare war on Spain. This

Elizabeth did not think best to do, so Drake decided to

take the matter of revenge in his own hands, and this is

the way he did it:

7
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In 1570, with two small vessels, the Dragon and the

Swan, he sailed quietly out of Plymouth Harbor, headed

for the Indies to look them over and discover the best place

to make a successful attack on the Spaniards. Then later,

with a suitable fleet, he would return and strike at the weak

spot. At the time it seemed as if this reconnoitering expedi-

tion was really a private one, manned and carried out by
Drake alone, but it has since been thought that John
Hawkins suggested the trip and aided in financing it.

With safe swiftness Drake made his desired discoveries

and added to them in the next year, when he went again,

this time with the Szvan alone, and, if the trips accomplished

nothing else, they gave the Spaniards a great respect for

Drake's humanity, while he, we are told, acquired a con-

tempt for their power.

Whatever Francis Drake was or was not—and of all

great pirates he was the most daring and the most success-

ful—his sea raids were all made with one determining

impulse. His was more the idea of a crusading king

than a bucaneer, and wherever he plundered or pillaged or

took men as prisoners of war, there were justice and mercy
for the unarmed, for women, and for children. This, even

under their anger at his wild inroads on their colonies and

cargoes, the Spaniards never denied, and his frank, kind

nature won men even under stress of fear.

He returned to England full of a scheme so wild in its

daring that those to whom he presented it gasped at the

extravagance of its details. But despite its hazards, it is

generally supposed that the queen, though giving it no

open approval, secretly subscribed largely to the cost of

the expedition. Certain it is that no ships in the royal

navy were ever more elaborately fitted out with ammuni-

tion, weapons, and all the necessities of a long voyage, than
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were the Pascha and the Swan when on a Whitsunday Eve,

May 24, 1572, under the command of Drake as admiral

and his brother John as vice-admiral, they sailed out of

Plymouth Harbor.

"The crews, all told, numbered but seventy-three souls;

among them Joseph Drake, too, and John Oxenham; there

was but one of them who had reached the age of thirty, and

their modest end was nothing less than to seize the port

of Nombre de Dios and empty into their holds the Treasure-

House of the World!

"On his previous voyage Drake had discovered a little

landlocked bay indenting the lonely shores of the Gulf of

Darien, and there had buried his surplus stores for a future

necessity."

Now, on the 12th of July, the Pascha and Szvan quietly

sailed into the little cove, where Drake planned to put to-

gether pinnaces, or small boats, which he had brought in

the Pascha in pieces, and in which his attack on Nombre
de Dios was to be made. But as the Pascha led the way into

the bay a cloud of smoke was seen blowing off the land.

Some one had discovered Drake's tropical treasure-house!

Hastily arming his men with muskets and such other

firearms as were on hand, and proceeding boldly to land,

Drake, leading, plunged into the dense forest before him,

in search of a solution of the mystery. Not a human being

was in sight, but nailed on a huge tree was a lead tablet

with this cut in it:

Captain Drake,—If you fortune to come to this Port, make haste

away! For the Spaniards which you had with you here the last year have

betrayed this place and taken away all that you left here.

I depart from hence this present 7th of July, 1572.

Your very loving friend,

John Garret.

9



TEN GREAT ADVENTURERS
The smoke came from a fire which Garret and his com-

panions had lighted before they left five days before. Not-

withstanding the news contained on the tablet, Drake was

determined to stay in the harbor until he had put together

his pinnaces; so the Pascha and Swan anchored, and the

men, after building a shore fortification for defense, were

busy with the pinnaces when, much to their alarm, they

sighted a suspicious-looking squadron making for the shore.

It proved to be only an English one under Captain James

Ranse, with two Spanish prizes in tow. Immediately Drake

held a long conversation with Ranse. The two sea-rovers

pledged their solemn covenant of comradeship, and Drake

went back to work at his pinnaces.

At the end of the week they were ready for use, and the

whole fleet stole silently out of the bay, with no sound to

betray their going but the soft swirl of the waves against

the little ships.

"Sailing northwest to a thickly wooded island, they found

negroes there loading timber into frigates from Nombre
de Dios," who told them that the forests on either side of

Nombre de Dios were inhabited by a savage black tribe

called Maroons, who hated the Spaniards and had only one

desire—to kill and torture them. Only six weeks before

they had almost succeeded in surprising Nombre de Dios,

when the governor, in great alarm, had sent to Panama
for fresh troops to help resist their further attacks.

This was bad news for Drake, for the Panama troops might
arrive before his own, and there was need to push ahead

quickly. Freeing the negroes whom he had seized, he sent

them ashore, hoping they would give a good account of his

kindness to the Maroons, as it was necessary to have them

friendly. He and Captain Ranse held a quick conversation,

and arranged that the three ships and the caravel should

10



FRANCIS DRAKE
lie hidden among the Pine Islands, under Ranse, while

Drake made his venture in the pinnaces manned by seventy-

three men, taking as many firearms as they could carry,

also trumpets and a drum for the comfort of the men and

to alarm the enemy.

Sailing westward along the coast toward Nombre de

Dios, presently the little fleet lay under a bluff in the har-

bor, waiting breathlessly for dawn, which was the time

Drake had appointed for the attack on the town.

There was no sound but the booming of the surf and

the anxious whispers of the invaders, and Drake saw clear-

ly that another hour of suspense would make cowards of

his bravest men, who realized that on the other side of

the point lay a settlement as big as Plymouth, perhaps
even then full of Spanish soldiers. Drake made a quick
resolution. The rising moon should play the part of the

sun. Boldly he proclaimed dawn, and ordered an immediate

assault!

A few moments later the boats had grounded and his

men were landing right under the shore batteries, from

which, unfortunately, the gunner in charge escaped and ran

to give the alarm. So when Drake's men marched into

town it was in an uproar of defense, and a sharp volley of

shot greeted them. They retorted by a roar of musketry;

then, pikes and swords in hand, the Spaniards fled in wild

confusion and terror, leaving the adventurers free to march

to the governor's house. There they found piles of silver

bars, to the joy of the men; but Drake ordered them to

be left untouched, and gave a command to march on to

the king's treasure-house near the harbor, which held far

more valuable stores of gold and gems. While they were

wondering how to break into the treasure-house, John Drake

and Oxenham, who had been down to the harbor to make
ii
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sure of the safety of the pinnaces, breathlessly reported one

hundred and fifty soldiers newly arrived to protect the

town. Drake's men were panic-stricken with fear of being
taken prisoners, but his ringing voice reassured them.

"I have brought you to the door of the Treasure-House

of the World," he declared.
"
Blame nobody but yourselves

if you go away empty!" But he saw that they were still

afraid, and commanded his brother and Oxenham to im-

mediately break open the door of the treasure-house, while

he went back to hold the Plaza. Even while he spoke he

grew deathly white and fell forward, overcome with faint-

ness from a wound in his leg which he had been conceal-

ing for hours for fear of creating panic among his men.

Now loss of blood and pain overcame him, and his men,

clustering around him and seeing how grave his condition

was, firmly set aside his orders to proceed with the expedi-

tion, "in spite of his angry protest, declaring that his life

was more to them than all the gold of the world, lifting him

with almost womanly tenderness; and, still protesting,

he was carried on board his pinnace as the sun rose over

the quiet harbor, and his great attempt to rifle the Treas-

ure-House of the World had failed."

But it was no easy matter to daunt the great pirate.

"Ten days later, with his wounds healed and his men
and ships in good shape again, he swooped down on Carta-

gena, the capital of the Spanish Main, but found that he

had been sighted and an alarm given. However, he boldly

entered the harbor with his pinnaces, seized a large ship

that was unloading at the quay, and, while frantic alarms

rang on land, carried it off to sea in his own redoubtable

fashion. Then, realizing that it would be wise to disappear

until the excitement he had caused in the capital had sub-

sided, he laid a quick plan, and by night there was no trace

12
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of him or of his fleet except the charred remains of the

Swan burning at the water's edge!"

To carry out his new plan the pinnaces must be more

fully manned, which could only be done by his brother's

boat being abandoned, and this would bring about a mutiny
on board should the men discover it. But Drake's brain

was fertile in expedients. He held a long talk with Tom
Moone, carpenter of the Szvan, who was a great admirer

of Drake, and, as a result of the talk, "that night Moone

secretly scuttled his ship at the risk of his life, and in the

morning she was full of water; yet so cleverly had Moone's

work been done that not a leak could be found!" It is said

that Drake himself worked all day at the pumps with well-

simulated anxiety till he was exhausted, and yet the water

was scarcely reduced. Then, in despair, the broken-hearted

young captain asked his brother's advice, and as a result

at dusk fired his own stricken ship; so, according to his de-

sire and plan, without mutiny, Drake had the men to man
his pinnaces. Small wonder that he was called "The Devil"

by those who feared his bold pirateering.

To the Spaniards the burning ship was proof that the

hated pirate had left the coast. But, no indeed! He had

merely sailed for a landlocked harbor not far away, where

he remained for over two weeks while his ships were being

overhauled. "The English called the place Port Plenty,

because from its safe retreat they were able to sail out and

sweep the sea of every passing ship," thereby adding largely

to their store of supplies. Along the coast, on the many
near-by islands, they made storehouses in which they hid

their surplus supplies, and almost daily captured new prizes,

large and small.

Friendly relations with the Maroons had been established

by the aid of a faithful negro, Diego, who had become

13
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Drake's loyal subject at Nombre de Dios. He brought
two Maroon leaders to his master, and they declared that

because of Drake's hatred of the Spaniards they stood

ready to assist him in any enterprise against them. Conse-

quently he decided to tell them of his new project to seize

King Philip's gold as it was leaving Panama, for the achieve-

ment of which their help was necessary. They were thrilled

with the idea, but told Drake that it would be five months

before the dry season, when the gold would be carried

overland. This was a blow to Drake, for he dreaded the

long months of waiting in the enervating climate; but

with characteristic resolve he at once set to work to make
all conditions of life as healthful as possible, and anchored

in a safer harbor among the islands of the Muletas, where

he had a strong fort built for shore defense.

Nevertheless, those were weary months of waiting, and,

as Drake had feared, months of sickness and disaster, dur-

ing which, every now and again, Drake, like some saga

of Norsemen days, would venture forth on a pirate trip;

and then it was that the wild blood of the adventurer

flowed fast and free in the veins of the sea-king of

Devon.

"He gathered fruit in the gardens of Santiago de Tolu;

he snatched vessels from the very jaws of the Spanish guns;

he rode out two gales in the harbor of Cartagena itself; he

jumped ashore in the face of the garrison to show how cheap-

ly he held the arms of Spain; and yet with a skill and judg-

ment beyond his years he eluded every attempt to capture

him by force or fraud, and through sickness and hunger, ex-

posure and disappointment, maintained his men in such a

state of cheerful obedience as had perhaps never before

been seen."

But conditions were all against him. Coming back from

14
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one of his expeditions, he found his brother John dead, he

having been foolish enough to attack with a rapier and an

old firelock a frigate full of Spanish musketeers. This great

loss came at a bad time, for the daring seizure of the gold

was now very near. While they waited for the Maroons

to bring word that the moment for action had come, ten

men came down with fever, and in a few hours half the com-

pany had been stricken. Joseph Drake died in his brother's

arms, and it seemed as if there would be none left for the

great adventure.

At the end of January the Maroons reported that the

fleet had put in at Nombre de Dios and that the gold would

now begin to be carried overland. A pinnace which was

despatched to prove the truth of the statement confirmed

the news, and at once all was bustle and excitement where

before only sorrow and sickness had been.

Of the seventy-three men who left Plymouth eight months

before, some were too feeble to march, and some had to be

left to tend them and to guard the Spanish prisoners from

the fury of the Maroons, so only eighteen men stood ready
for action when, on the 3d of February, with a body-guard
of thirty Maroons, they plunged into the forest on their

bold hazard. The Maroons marched ahead, cheering them

with the news that about half-way on their journey they
would come to a great tree from which could be seen not

only the north sea from which they came, but the south

sea toward which they were going, which report proved true.

In the morning on the fourth day of their march with a

mighty thrill they saw the untried ocean of Drake's dreams,

and, "sinking on his knees, he prayed Almighty God of

His goodness to give him life and leave to sail once in an

English ship on that sea!" He called the other seventeen

Englishmen around him, and they stood in silence, strain-
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ing their eyes to look across the Pacific Ocean, which

stretched in blue calm beyond their yearning gaze. Then,

refreshed and inspired, they took up their march again tow-

ard Panama, and, having found out from a Maroon spy

the time when the gold-trains would pass on the Nombre
de Dios road, the little company lay in ambush for weary
hours in silent expectation.

Down the road echoed the faint tinkle of mule bells, and

hearts beat fast; the long-awaited hour had come. Drake's

command was for all to lie down close to the ground and keep

still. But one man, eager to see whether the treasure was

really coming in sight, cautiously raised his head above the

high grass, silently peering over it. Only the top of his head

showed, but that was enough! He was seen; there was

a quick whispered alarm given by the convoy of the treasure.

Quietly the precious gold packs were turned back toward

Nombre de Dios, and when Drake's men with shouts leaped

from the thicket on the heavily laden mules they found

neither gold nor precious stones, and again Drake's adven-

turing had been foiled of its aim. But there was no time to

waste in regrets. There must be immediate action, for sol-

diers would soon doubtless come hurrying out of Panama,
and perhaps in Venta Cruz the alarm had been given, too.

The best way of escape lay through that place. Mounted

on mules, the men made their way through the woods almost

into the town, when the escorting Maroons declared they

smelled powder, that the enemy was near, and suddenly a

Spanish officer cried, "Hoo!" and barred the road. Drake

answered in the same fashion.

"Who are you?" asked the officer.

"Englishmen!" said Drake.

"Then," said the Spanish commander, "in the name of

the King of Spain yield yourselves, and on the word and
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faith of a gentleman soldier you shall be used with all

courtesy"; to which Drake made answer:

"For the honor of the Queen of England, my mistress, I

must have passage that way!" and flashed his pistol in the

Spaniard's face.

Instantly there was a volley of shots from the Spaniards,

and as the firing stopped Drake whistled, a signal for his

men to fire. The Maroons led the charge, leaping and

yelling like fiends, shouting
" Yo Peho! Yo Peho!" Their

terrible war-cry struck terror to the hearts of many, who
were swept before the English force as leaves in the wind.

Up the narrow streets of the city and into a monastery they

fled, and were locked in, while the victors pillaged the place,

with an English picket holding the gate. An hour and a

half later the looting was stopped by an advance-guard of

cavalry from Panama, but so strong was Drake's command
over his men that the cavalry were repulsed, and when

they came back later, reinforced by other troops, to storm

the captured town, the redoubtable Drake had vanished.

"Where he and his fleet had gone no one knew, and the

gold-ships did not dare to move from port until he had

been located. Meanwhile, the treasure was being sent over-

land across the Isthmus under strong guards, and on the 31st

of March three long mule-trains, guarded by many soldiers,

left Venta Cruz carrying thirty tons of silver and a quantity
of gold."

Safely the trains went on to the very gates of Nombre de

Dios, when the stillness of the night was broken by rattling

of muskets, jangling of bells, and hideous cries of
"
Yo Peho!

Yo Peho!" as yelling figures surrounded soldiers and mule-

trains, and the body-guard of the treasure fled terrified into

the city without the silver and gold.

Drake had reappeared, and while the Spaniards were
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recovering from the shock he and his men, light-hearted

with success, were "busily hiding bars of silver under trees,

burying them in the bed of the river and in land-crabs'

burrows," until fifteen tons of their loot was concealed.

Then, carrying the remainder, they staggered on to load

the pinnaces with it; but when they reached the shore

there were only seven Spanish ships to be seen, and not a

pinnace in sight.

Drake showed quick wit. "Have a good hope!" he cried.

"It is God who has permitted the enemy to prevail against

the pinnaces in our absence. It is He who sent the storm

to bring tree-trunks down the river that we may make a

raft on which to reach the ships before the Spaniards ar-

rive." Then, seeing fright still written on some faces, he

added, "It is no time to fear, but rather to haste to prevent
that which is feared!" His courage was infectious. A
raft was hastily made of the tree-trunks, with a biscuit-bag

for a sail, and a tree for a rudder, and manned with two

Frenchmen and an Englishman. As they set off in their

odd craft, Drake waved a brave farewell to those on shore,

crying out, "If it please God that I shall ever set foot

aboard my frigate in safety, I will, God willing, by one

means or other, get you all aboard, despite all the Spaniards
in the Indies!"

But only too well he knew how desperate was their plight.

For six hours they rolled on the heavy sea, their bodies

parched and blistered by the sun, the waves surging over

them to the armpits. Then Drake cried, "There are the

pinnaces!" And sure enough, there they were, disappearing

around a point of land not far away. Steering the raft

ashore through the high surf, Drake jumped out and,

running around the headland, found the crews of the pin-

naces, who were horrified at the blistered flesh and ragged
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condition of the captain and his men, while they told of

the heavy gale which had driven them out of their course.

Then Drake drew a piece of gold from his bosom, and, hold-

ing it up for them all to see, he cried:

"Give thanks to God. Our voyage is made!"

With quiet despatch they then set sail and joined the

party guarding their great treasure. Much of that which

had been buried was also afterward recovered, despite the

Spaniards' efforts to find it, and the entire booty of the

expedition was tremendous, for besides the lesser plunder
of Nombre de Dios and Venta Cruz, and the large amount
taken from the mule-trains, they had also plundered two

hundred other vessels once, and some as many as three

times. So, despite their great failures, they had made great

successes too, and now their one thought was to reach home
in safety with their treasure.

So small was the number of men left that the Pascha

was too large for them to sail, and Drake gave it to his

Spanish prisoners as a reward for their long detention.

"A fortnight later, after an uneventful voyage, the little

fleet sailed into Plymouth Harbor, with a thunder of salut-

ing guns which brought the good folk, who had just gathered
for the church service, running to the harbor edge to greet

the returning adventurers."

Drake had returned to England not only with his old

impulse to wage war on all subjects of Spain, but with a

new hot desire to go back and sail on that untried ocean of

which he had had a glimpse from the great tree.

But he tried in vain to rouse the queen to a like enthusi-

asm for his new project, for she was now surrounded with

men who were friendly with Spain, and bitter against her

favorite pirate, whose actions by land and sea had robbed

their country of so much wealth. Not only was he obliged
3
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to wait for a more fortunate time to plead his cause, but so

bitter was the feeling against him, as being dangerous to

Spain, that he was compelled to hurry out to sea for fear

of arrest, and spent two years, if legend be true, hiding among
islands off the coast of Ireland. Then, having fitted up three

frigates and manned them at his own expense
—for he was

now a rich man—he joined the Earl of Essex in a cam-

paign in Ulster, and greatly enjoyed the society of the

courtly earl and those brilliant men of the world who were

associated with him. One of Francis Drake's strongest char-

acteristics was that, despite his own rough, unpolished

bearing, he dearly loved refinement of speech and manner

and all the luxuries of life.

At the end of four years, Queen Elizabeth at last decided

to give one thousand pounds to Drake's new hazard, pro-

vided everything connected with the expedition should be

kept secret. Nothing loath, so long as he could once

again ride the high seas in quest of adventures, on a Novem-
ber day of 1577 the great pirate rover stood ready to start

for that fabled ocean of his longings.

His fleet was made up of five ships
—the Pelican (his

flag-ship), the Elizabeth, the Marigold, the Swan, and the

Christopher. The ships' crews numbered one hundred and

fifteen men and fourteen boys, all armed with "cartridges,

wildfire, chain-shot, guns, pistols, bows, and other weapons."
A large store of provisions was taken, and pinnaces to be

set up when needed, and Drake took care to "make pro-

vision for ornament and delight, carrying to this purpose

expert musicians, rich furnishings, and even vessels for his

table made of pure silver," that there should be nothing

lacking to impress any foreign people who might be en-

countered in the perilous trip; but at best it was a madcap

expedition, and its real destination was kept a secret from
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the crews until the coast of Morocco was reached, Drake

allowing them to think they were bound for Alexandria, for

fear many would refuse to go. On their way out they picked

up several large prizes, one a big Portuguese ship with a

valuable cargo of food and wine. The passengers and crew

Drake sent ashore, but kept the pilot, Numa de Silva, who

proved an invaluable assistant and wrote an^ account of

the trip.

Drake having decided it wise to lessen the number of

his ships, found a harbor to anchor in, and sacrificed the

Swan, a prize ship, and the Christopher, adding their stores

to those of the other vessels, then went on his way in the

three remaining ships to the bleak shore of Patagonia.

There, in a harbor called Port St. Julian, they found a gib-

bet on which Magellan was supposed to have executed

several rebellious men of his company. And here Drake,

cut to the heart by the treachery of Thomas Doughty, his

supposedly loyal friend, after consultation with his crew

and the guilty man himself, was obliged to mete out a

horrible punishment to him for his infamy.
But even after Doughty had been put to death there

was bad blood among the crews, and Drake was fearful that

the voyage might be unsuccessful because of this, and

after much thought on the subject finally gathered his

whole company together on shore, supposedly to hear the

clergyman preach. Instead, Drake himself rose and stood

before them with dignified presence, and in a clear voice

of command said that their quarreling must cease or the

voyage would be disastrous. "I must have the gentle-

man to haul and draw with the mariner, and the mariner

with the gentleman," he cried. "I would know him who
would refuse to set his hand to a rope." Then he offered

to send any who wished to quit the expedition back to
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England in the Marigold. "But let them take heed," he

said, "that they go homeward; for if I find them in my way,
I will surely sink them."

There was a moment of silence; then, as one man, they

agreed to stand by him, whereupon he told them the entire

scheme of the voyage, and that it was the queen who had

sent them out. Then with cheery words he dismissed them

to their various duties, and there was no more discord

with which to contend.

"On the 20th of August, the small fleet, in bitter cold

and with many of the crew sick, sailed between snow-

capped peaks and dull, gray clifFs in to the Strait of Magel-

lan, and a month later the Pelican, which Drake had re-

christened the Golden Hind, in honor of Christopher Hat-

ton, the queen's favorite, whose crest was a golden hind,

sailed into the untried waters of Drake's dream-sea, being

the first English vessel to venture on the Pacific." For six

weeks the voyagers encountered the most terrific storm they
had ever been subjected to, and, battered and torn of sail,

were swept six hundred miles out of their course; the Mari-

gold went down with all on board; and a week later Captain

Wynter, on the Elizabeth, having lost courage, turned back

and sailed for England.

Drake, undaunted, pursued his course, and sailed into

smooth, sunny waters. Then came the day of days, even

in his adventurous career, when, after threading his way
among the islands of Tierra del Fuego, he landed and stood

where the waters of the two mighty oceans surged and

merged into one.

With a thrill of awe, he then lay down on the most south-

erly point of land on the Western Hemisphere, and, stretching

out his arms, "with his hands struck from the chart the

Terra Australis Incognita."
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From that time all went prosperously with ships and

crews, and as they sailed northward along the coast of

America, Drake, the new-made explorer and navigator,

once more became the pirate in whose blood surged hot im-

pulse for plunder. In the harbor of Valparaiso, the Golden

Hind seized a Spanish galleon lying at anchor, and stored

her rich cargo of gold away in her own hold. At Tatapaca

they found a dock piled high with bars of shining silver,

while at Arica were found blocks of precious metal as large

as brickbats, and both bars and blocks were immediately

appropriated by the crew of the Golden Hind. Then Drake

heard of a galleon which was the great glory of the Spanish

Main, carrying gems and gold to Panama, and away sped the

Golden Hind in pursuit. The treasure-ship off Cape San Fran-

cisco sighted, captured, rifled of its priceless gems, its glitter-

ing gold, its tons of silver, all added to the stores of the Golden

Hind!

Drake's question now was whether to turn toward home
or to risk his precious cargo for further adventuring. To
turn back would be wise, but his was ever the way of valor

rather than that of discretion, and he decided that, having

"swept one whole continent from the globe, and by his

survey of the coast of America determined the shape of

another," he would now settle the question of the north-

west passage, and, if it existed, sail home by that route.

This new resolve completely mystified the Spaniards, who,
in a state of alarm at the redoubtable pirate's latest feats

of bucaneering, were guarding the Strait of Magellan in

hopes of capturing him there, and with no idea of what he

was really doing.

Meanwhile he had seized a vessel near the China Sea,

carrying secret charts by which the rich Spanish trade

across the Pacific was guided, and the charts were of far
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more value to the captain of the Golden Hind than all its

other cargo, priceless as it was.

"In high glee Drake now sped on his way northward, but

a terrific storm caught his small ship, froze the rigging, and

half paralyzed his men. However, he went on to Vancouver,
but there gave up the struggle and ran south to a harbor

near San Francisco, where the Indian natives begged the

strange white men to remain among them. But in a month

the Golden Hind was ready for its long trip across the Pacific,

and then for sixty-four days Drake steered his ship with-

out sight of land, disdaining to follow the usual trade-track

of the Spaniards. Beyond the Caroline Islands, beyond the

Moluccas, sped the Golden Hind through unnumbered perils,

with but one aim now—making for her old moorings in

Plymouth Harbor, left behind three long years before, and

never did quiet harbor present such beauty and happiness

to seafarers as did that same bay when they sailed into it

safely, with joyful minds and thankful hearts, on the 26th

of September, 1580."

Despite his long absence from civilization, Drake had

not forgotten the shifting tide of court policy, nor the many
varying moods of the queen, and with characteristic diplo-

macy, instead of running close to land, he dropped anchor

behind St. Nicholas Island, and waited for developments.
The news of his return spread like wildfire on shore. A

messenger rowed out to the Golden Hind and commanded
his immediate presence at court, which message he received

without comment other than a dry smile, and wisely gathered

together some of the rarest treasures of his sea-raids. Well

he knew Elizabeth's love of the glittering prizes he always

bore home for her enrichment, and whatever temper he

might find the court disposed to hold toward him, he

trusted that his offerings would balance the scales on his
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side with the queen. And he was right. The vague rumors

of his death at the hands of the Spaniards, which had reach-

ed England from time to time during his long voyage, had

caused many to rejoice that the "Master Thief of the Un-

known World," as he was called, could no longer be a

menace to the sea commerce of Spain. Yet when he ap-

peared laden with rich booty the queen was so filled with

admiration for his vast venturing that she lauded him to

the skies, and all England was roused to wild enthusiasm

by the tales he had to tell and the treasure he had brought
back to their country.

By Elizabeth's order the Golden Hind was taken up the

Thames, and on the 4th of April she honored it with a visit,

at which time a great banquet was served. Then, in the

presence of a vast throng, and amid wild applause, she

knighted her favorite pirate. By her order "the little ship

of great adventuring" was to be preserved for ever, and

to-day its remains are to be found made into a chair which

is on view in an Oxford library. Drake's plunder was

deposited in the Tower, after some four hundred thousand

dollars had been taken from it, as his own share, and later

the queen gave him fifty thousand dollars more, making
the hazard well worth while for all concerned.

Burning in Drake's heart there was now a keen desire

to show the possibilities of the navy as a separate weapon
of war, and he was longing to prove his point in such a way
as to increase England's supremacy at sea. But for five

weary years he was obliged to wait to get his "letters of

marque," or commission. They were not idle years, how-

ever, for he spent them in serving both as member of Parlia-

ment and as mayor of Plymouth, in which office he improved
the town and harbor greatly, and showed himself to be a

man of executive ability on land as well as on sea.
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Then Philip of Spain seized a fleet of English corn-ships

trading in Spanish ports, and Drake had immediate orders

to sail against the settlements on the Spanish Main, his

old familiar haunts; and with thirty ships, "commanded

by such famous captains as Fenner, Winter, and Frobisher,

and with two thousand soldiers and sailors to man the

most extensive privateering fleet on record, on a day in

late September the fleet stood out to sea with Drake's

colors flying on the Elizabeth Bonaventura." Once again the

great sea-rover felt the thrill of adventuring as he steered

his course across the Atlantic to the West Indies, and,

reaching Santiago, took possession of fortress and town

and raised the English flag on the fortress. Food and wine

were taken, but no treasure, and after firing the town in

revenge for old-time wrongs done to William Hawkins, the

fleet again put out to sea, but because of sickness, which

broke out among the crews, they anchored off some islands

and passed Christmas there among kindly natives. Then

they attacked the city of San Domingo, the oldest and

most important city of the Indies, and foremost in Drake's

list for destruction.

After some brisk fighting he took possession of it, while

the Spanish troops fled; but the English, not having enough
men to garrison the town, after demanding a heavy ran-

som, left, taking guns and food, besides many galley-slaves,

whom they freed, as was Drake's custom whenever it was

possible. At Cartagena, where he knew the fortifications

well, from his many visits there, he steered into the outer

harbor by a difficult channel, and fired on the fort under

cover of darkness while secretly landing soldiers, who made
their way to town, "wading in the sea-wash" to avoid the

poisoned stakes which had been placed in readiness for

them. The place was taken as if by magic; then Drake
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calmly destroyed the shipping and demanded a large ran-

som, but was forced to accept a smaller one rather than

delay, as there was much sickness among his men—for

which reason he gave up attacks on Nombre de Dios and

Panama, to his great disappointment.

As a whole the expedition had not been successful in the

way of plunder, for much treasure had been taken from

the towns by Spaniards in fear of an attack; also many
of Drake's best men had died, and he thought it wise to

turn again toward England, stopping only at St. Augus-
tine to destroy a fort, from which he took away guns and

two thousand pounds. By the 28th of July the fleet was

again in home waters, Drake feeling partly satisfied be-

cause, despite the disappointments of the voyage, by the

capture of San Domingo and Cartagena he had struck

Spain a blow from which she could not easily recover.

His uppermost thought now was to strengthen the English

navy, as there were repeated rumors that Philip of Spain

was collecting and equipping a vast Armada for the invasion

and conquest of England. But the queen was incredulous

of Philip's design, and glad to keep Drake, her most able

sea strategist, at home, for there were plots against her life

at that time, as well as rumors of war.

At last, by means of a stolen document which was suffi-

cient evidence that Philip was indeed preparing to invade

England, Elizabeth was convinced of his purpose, and there

was a flurry of preparation, with Drake as its central figure.

He was made the queen's admiral-at-the-seas, with Borough
as vice-admiral, while a fleet of five battle-ships, nine gun-

boats, and nine cruisers was equipped, to which the queen
contributed four battle-ships; the rest were the property

of Drake and London merchants, and their proposed pur-

pose was "to cripple the King of Spain in his own waters
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and retard his preparations for invasion, a purpose which

Drake called 'Singeing the King of Spain's beard.'"

"With apparent bravado, but really with consummate

seamanship, Drake sailed for Cadiz harbor, where he had

heard the Spanish ships were gathering. Both the outer

and inner harbors were crowded with vessels, and in sailed

Drake, routed the defending galleys, and made havoc

among the ships, of which he burned or captured about

thirty-six, and carried away four laden with wine, oil, bis-

cuits, and dried fruit; departing thence, as Drake said, 'at

our pleasure, with as much honor as we could wish.' His

fleet was chased by Spanish galleys, but the wind favored

the English and away they sailed in safety without the

loss of a single man, having captured a rich Spanish galleon

belonging to the Marquis de Santa Cruz, plundered and

scuttled and captured war -ships and store-ships, and

destroyed twelve thousand tons of shipping in less than

thirty-six hours."

Philip's plan had been for squadrons from Sicily, Italy,

and Spain to meet at Lisbon, ready to advance against Eng-

land, so Drake learned from Spaniards he captured, and

he decided to "stand off Cape St. Vincent and intercept the

fleet." But first he needed water.

"At Sagres Castle was the one anchorage along the

coast, and that was on a high cliff defended by strong forts.

With quick decision Drake announced his intention of

storming the castle. Borough, more conservative in his

policy, objected to the risk, and was promptly made a

prisoner in his own cabin, while Drake, the redoubtable,

led an attack on the strongly fortified castle, he himself

toiling like a common laborer, carrying fagots which were

piled against the castle gate and set on fire. The com-

mander was killed and the fort surrendered, leaving Drake
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in possession of one of the best places to get water and

to anchor on the coast of Spain."

Having finished his work by throwing the big guns of

the fort over the cliffs into the sea, Drake retreated to a bay
south of Lisbon, where he could attack the ships if they
should attempt to move north. "His real desire was to fall

on the Spanish admiral, Santa Cruz, and the whole fleet,

as he had entered the harbor of Cadiz, but orders from

the home government forbade this declaration of war,

so he lay in the southerly bay, sending occasional taunting

messages to the admiral, hoping to goad him into a fight

in open waters; but Santa Cruz refused the challenge, and

Drake grew restless and sailed for the Azores, capturing

the San Filipe, a royal merchantman, with a cargo worth

a million dollars and papers revealing the secrets of the

East India trade." Then back he went triumphant, to lay

his gifts, the results of his latest exploit, at the feet of his

queen, who, it is said, graciously accepted the offerings,

sent her apologies to Philip for the depredations of her

favorite, whom she reprimanded, though none too severely,

and settled down into a state of peace again, believing that

the Armada would give no further trouble for some time

to come.

"But Philip at once began repairing Drake's inroads on

his great fleet with feverish activity, while the Duke of

Medina Sidonia was chosen to take command of the fleet,

as Santa Cruz had died recently. Drake, too, was making
his preparations, and when there was a rumor that the

Armada would sail from Lisbon before 1587, England im-

mediately placed the navy on an established war footing,

while Lord Howard as high admiral, with Drake as his

lieutenant, was put in command of a squadron of thirty

ships."
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Drake's drastic method would have been to go in search

of the great fleet at once, but circumstances were against

him; instead he was obliged to remain for months at an-

chor in Plymouth Harbor. Four times he put to sea, only to

be forced back by shifting orders from the changeable-
minded queen or by contrary winds, but at last came the

day for which his whole roving life had been preparing him.

The Spanish Armada put to sea on a May day of 1588,

and a gorgeous pageant it was, with its one hundred and

forty vessels—galleys, galleons, and galleasses
—decorated

with gay streamers, with standards glittering in the sunshine,

while the booming of guns and the voices of cheering throngs
added to the thrill of the occasion as the vast fleet set

sail, carrying twenty thousand soldiers, eight thousand

sailors, two thousand galley-slaves, and many noblemen.

In this same month of May, while Drake and his officers

were passing time by playing a game of bowls on Plymouth

Hoe, there came a captain of a pinnace running and breath-

less with his news: "the Armada has been sighted
—is

coming up the coast!" Trembling with excitement, his

companions at once stopped their game, but Drake calmly

continued, remarking, "There is time to finish the game and

beat the Spaniards, too!" and not until night did the Eng-
lish ships sail out of the harbor for the great conflict. When
the two fleets had the first glimpse of each other, the Spanish
Armada was a wonderful spectacle as it wound along the

English coast in an unbroken, crescent-shaped line for seven

miles. On the decks of the ships were massed a great num-
ber of sailors and men of rank, and bands were playing when
the great fleet came within sight. The news of their coming
ran like lightning down the English coast, and fires of warn-

ing were kindled all along the shore.

"In point of numbers, the great fleets were almost evenly
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matched, but the Spanish boats were heavy and unwieldy
in comparison to the English ships, which were built on

newer and faster principles and carried more guns for their

size. Then, too, they had the great advantage over the

enemy in being manned with men who could either sail the

ships or fight the enemy, while the Spaniards were only pre-

pared to fight in the old-fashioned way; the soldiers despised

big guns and preferred a fight with 'hand-thrusts and push
of pike,' while their sailors were not prepared to fight at all,

so the English had the advantage."

Early the next morning the battle between the fleets

began, and raged along the Channel throughout the week,

the nimble, light English ships darting in and out among
the unwieldy Spanish craft, harassing them, cannonading
their enormous turrets, then slipping out of range of their

shots. Twice there were close encounters between the

clumsy galleons and the quicker English war-ships, and all

the time both fleets were making their slow way down the

Channel until they dropped anchor in the narrow strait

between Dover and Calais, and lay there facing each other—
exponents of the hatred of two rival nations—the Spanish

ships examples of the old naval system, the English vessels

showing the dawn of the modern navy.
Darkness fell over the great fleets, but Drake, the un-

conquerable, was at work. Quietly, stealthily, six ships

threaded their silent way between the Spanish vessels—
there was a flash of blinding light, the roar of flames, as

eight fire-boats blazed their way, carrying terror in their

wake. Shrieks and shouts of terror were heard from the

great Armada, and, although not a ship took fire, the panic

caused cables and anchors to be slipped, and "huge galleons,

like fleeing monsters, took their flight, routed and dismayed.

Daylight found the remains of the fleet off Gravelines, on
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the Flemish coast, still pursued by the English, led on by
Drake."

" From early morning until six that night the two great

fleets were locked in terrific combat; then, disabled and

disorganized, riddled with shot and shell, the ships which

had been the glory of the Spanish Armada gave up the

losing fight, drifted some toward the coast of Holland, others

to the Spanish coast, even then pursued by Drake's flying

frigates, so that only a shattered, tattered remnant of the

glorious sea pageant at last found its way back to home
waters." To Drake's indomitable courage, to his keen wit

and heroic daring, the great rout and victory were due.

Having broken the power of Spain by crippling the great

Armada, the hero of the hour, by reason of his daring vic-

tory, now dreamed a new dream of conquest
—to free Portu-

gal from the power of Spain by the aid of an armada of his

own. The expedition failed, but at least it was a brilliant

failure which gave the Spanish king much trouble and

added to the honor of the English.

Then, with a burst of enthusiasm for the scene of his early

adventuring
—the Spanish Main—once again Drake headed

an expedition to La Hacha and Nombre de Dios, and next,

as if overcome by a thrill of youthful zeal, he headed for

the rich towns of Nicaragua and the port of Honduras,
but sickness broke out among his men; John Hawkins, sec-

ond in command, was taken sick and died; then Drake was

stricken down at Porto Bello, never to recover.

"The body was carried out a league to sea, and there, in

sight of the spot where his first victory had been celebrated,

amidst a lament of trumpets and the thunder of cannon,

the sea received her own again. At his side were sunk

two of his ships, for which there was no longer need, and

all his latest prizes, and for a pall he had the smoke of the
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latest fort which his life-long enemy had raised against

him.

"So the fleet went its way and left him, lying like a Viking,
dead and alone amidst his trophies, on the scene of his earliest

triumph and his last defeat."

Drake, the great sea-rover, had fared forth to his last

and greatest Adventure.



DAVID LIVINGSTONE: ADVENTURER IN "DARK-
EST AFRICA"

ROBERT
MOFFAT, just back from Africa, was speak-

ing before a large audience at Chipping Ongar, near

London. The hall was crowded with enthusiastic men and

women who listened breathlessly to his thrilling experiences

in a country which was then an almost uncharted wilder-

ness; and when he ended his address with a stirring appeal

for men to go to vast and pagan Africa as missionaries,

straight to the heart of a slim, dark youth among the crowd

went the appeal.

When the meeting was ended he sought Moffat, with shin-

ing eyes and eager questions, and to his inquiries, Moffat

replied, "There is a vast plain to the north where I have

sometimes seen in the morning sun the smoke of a thousand

villages where no missionary has ever been."

Quick the answer came: "I will go to Africa. I was edu-

cated to be a medical missionary in China, but the war

prevented me from carrying out my plan. Now I see why.
I will go to Africa."

And who, you ask, was this youth to whom Robert Mof-

fat's plea meant so much? To answer the question fully

let us go back to the little village of Blantyre, Scotland,

where, on the 19th of March, 1813, there was born to

Neil Livingstone and his wife Agnes a son named David,

to whom the whole civilized world was in later years to pay
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homage because of his noble adventuring for the good of

mankind.

On the rocky island of Ulva lived for generations those

rugged Highlanders who were the ancestors of Neil Living-

stone, and in the veins of Agnes Hunter, his wife, flowed

the devout blood of the old Scotch Covenanters—so David

had a rich inheritance of religious zeal, of courage, and

of those qualities which had ever marked the Scotch nature

as one of high ideals and unfaltering purpose.

When the boy was ten years old, he realized fully the pov-

erty with which his parents were struggling, and with

manly determination beyond his years trudged off to

secure work in the Blantyre cotton-mill, where every day
afterward he was at work by six in the morning, ready to

tie together the broken ends of threads as they came off

the whirling reels on which they were wound. Despite the

poverty of the Livingstones, David had inherited a profound
love of education, and after giving half of his first week's pay
to his mother, with the other half he bought a Latin grammar,
over which he pored, keeping it propped up on his spinning-
"
jenny" while he worked, reading a sentence whenever

he could raise his eyes from the threads. He later bought
other books, and in his hunger for knowledge went to

night school, and often read so late that his mother was

obliged to blow out his candle and order him to go to

sleep.

After eight years of faithful work in the mill he was

promoted to the position of a spinner, which was much harder

work, but paid much better. And ever, as he worked, his

thoughts ran in one channel. He had read about the work

of a medical missionary named GutslafF, who had carried

to the Chinese help for their suffering bodies and the Gospel

story to heal their sick souls. David, with the blood of the
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old Covenanters flowing fast in his veins, wondered what

he could do for the ignorant and the sick in far-off" lands.

Then came the quick determination. He would go to

China to do such work as GutslafF had done. But how
could a poor lad like himself get the proper education for

such a career? It would be necessary to go to Glasgow to

study, and how could this be accomplished?

His parents heard of his ambition with wet eyes and

thrilled hearts. If their son had such a God-given desire,

in some way or other it should be achieved. After earnest

discussion and planning, it was decided that by saving all his

earnings through the summer instead of putting them in the

family treasury, he would have enough for a season of study.

Then, on a winter day when the snow lay like a glittering

blanket over the Blantyre fields, David and his father set

out to walk to Glasgow, with his mother's blessing ringing

in David's ears as they took the seven-mile tramp which

was the dividing-line between the old life and the new.

Reaching the big city, they found it no easy matter to get

cheap lodgings, but finally the right place was secured, and

Neil Livingstone bade his son a proud farewell, leaving

David alone in a strange city. That he was bitterly lonely

at first in the new surroundings, so alien to the country boy's

experiences, is shown by a letter he wrote that night to a

friend, in which he said, "I must put a stout heart to a

stey brae" (stiff hill).

It was hard work to make his savings last through the

whole winter, but by counting every penny he managed to

live. When summer came again, however, he was obliged to

go back to the mill to earn enough for another winter's

study. Finding that he must have a preacher's training,

he wrote to the London Missionary Society, offering himself

for service in the foreign field, and his excitement was
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great when a reply summoned him to London to meet the

directors of the society, who, after examining him carefully,

sent him down to Chipping Ongar for a course of training.

He proved himself quick and capable, except in the matter

of preaching, which was never his forte, and the directors

were so disappointed that they almost decided against ac-

cepting him for field work. But his earnestness finally out-

weighed his limitations, and he was just ready to go to

China when the war broke out, making this impossible.

Then he heard Robert Moffat speak, and decided to go to

Africa. Having been formally ordained as a missionary,

he went to bid his sorrowing but proud family farewell,

and on the 8th of December, 1840, when he was twenty-
seven years old, he began his life-work.

As his father wrung his hand in silent leave-taking on the

quay before he went aboard the steamer George, bound for

Cape Town, despite the agony at parting with his boy, in

the father's heart was a certainty that David's service to

mankind would in some unknown way be great, and pride

overbalanced sorrow. And that was the last time father

and son ever saw each other, for when David went back

to the Blantyre home Neil Livingstone had gone to his last

resting-place.

To the country-bred youth the long sea-trip on the George

under Captain Donaldson was a perpetual delight and

wonder. Never did he cease to thrill at the beauty of the

starlit sky or the mystery of sunrise over the trackless

ocean, and many were the questions he asked the captain

about the curious brass instruments by which Donaldson

ascertained the exact position of the ship; and when the

captain laughingly asked why a man who was going to

preach and teach should be interested in such matters,

Livingstone replied:
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"Moffat told me of a great plain where he saw the smoke

of a thousand villages, and no white man had been there;

and north of that is desert, and north of the desert no man
knows. It may be that I shall go where no white man has

gone. I should be in that trackless desert and in the forest

as a ship in the pathless sea unless I know how to tell my
path with such instruments as these—and those stars,"

and the captain gladly added to the practical knowledge of

the young adventurer going out to explore an uncharted

wilderness and made him a present of a compass.
The voyage lasted for three long wonderful months; then,

landing at Cape Town, Livingstone had an opportunity to

see many novel sights as he watched the natives in their

strange costumes and noted their habits and the unwonted

scenes of this new land.

After a short stay there he set out for Kuruman, the most

northern of the missionary settlements—one which had

been founded by Moffat himself—and every one of the

seven hundred miles of trekking across the African veldt

in a great ox-wagon was thrilling and joyous to the young

explorer. Each day he and his native companions traveled

until some deep water-pit or a stream was reached, as the great

need of both animals and men was for water, and when it

was sighted there would at once be a halt and an eager

rush for the refreshing drink. Then some of the men would

outspan the weary oxen, others would collect wood for

a fire and bring a kettle to sling over it. Then, gathering

around the glowing flames, they would enjoy a meal of good
hot coffee and often meat of an antelope shot that day,

after which all would be quiet in the impromptu camp until

sunrise, when they would journey on.

Despite the many difficulties of the trip, at last Kuruman
was reached, and Livingstone eagerly investigated the settle-
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ment which Moffat had so carefully laid out. Especially

was he interested in the use to which he had put a stream,

diverting its flow to the various houses and gardens of the

settlement by means of many trenches.

Impatient to begin work, Livingstone made several jour-

neys in various directions from Kuruman, going about from

tribe to tribe, learning the resources and nature of their

districts as well as their languages and characteristics, and

on these trips he had many thrilling experiences. One day
when his oxen had been outspanned for needed rest he

suddenly noticed a young girl hiding under his wagon.

Stooping, he spoke gently to her, and she came from her hid-

ing-place and, after she had been fed, told her story. She

was an orphan, so she said, and had been taken by another

family, who planned to sell her to some chief as a slave wife,

and so make money out of her. When she discovered this

she ran away, and, having heard of the kindness of the

wonderful white man who had healed people in the village

where she lived, she had determined to follow his wagon.
As she was telling the story she suddenly hid her face and

began to sob, and Livingstone saw a tall native, armed

with a rifle, confronting the child and evidently intending

to carry her back to slavery. Unaccustomed to such

dilemmas, Livingstone did not know what to do, but Pomari,

a native convert who was with him, took a string of gay beads

from the girl's neck, with which she had been decorated

by her captors, and dangled them alluringly before the eyes

of the armed savage, who took the bribe and went away,

leaving the girl with the white man. Livingstone took

good care to keep her hidden until they had left the region

where she was known.

At Lepelole he stayed for six months, learning the lan-

guage of the people, who were called the Bakwena, or People
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of the Crocodile, whose chief was Bubi. Every African tribe

had its sorcerer, he found, who, in case of a drought, was

supposed to be able to bring rain out of the clouds, but

while he was with the Bakwena Bubi's sorcerer failed to

achieve his task, whereupon Livingstone played the sorcerer

and added greatly to his popularity by showing the Bakwena

how to dig a ditch from the river to their village, carrying

its waters to their thirsty soil and saving them from famine.

From tribe to tribe Livingstone's party went, their lives

often endangered by attacks of wild animals and the bite

of the fatal tsetse-fly. Once when trekking several hun-

dred miles the dreaded cattle-sickness killed all of his oxen,

leaving the party no choice but to walk home. With evi-

dent scorn, a native pointed to Livingstone's trousers and

announced that "he was not really strong enough, and only

put his legs into those bags to make them look stout."

Livingstone, smiling, started off at such a good pace
—

which he kept up throughout the trip
—that he almost

exhausted the others, to his great amusement.

Again he had to travel for four hundred miles on the

back of Sinbad, one of his oxen, which was difficult, as he

was constantly obliged to avoid the sweep of the beast's

horns as it tried to rid itself of flies lighting on its eyes

and nose; and in consequence he fell ofF, breaking a finger,

which he set with his other hand, having no other way of

doing it. When the bone was knitting, one night a lion raided

their camp, but was driven ofF by a shot from Livingstone's

revolver, which unfortunately kicked and broke his finger

again, and again he had to set it. At another time he drove

too near a rhinoceros while she was feeding her calf, and

the furious animal charged on the wagon, Livingstone fleeing

for his life to a safe shelter, while the stroke of the rhi-

noceros's horn broke the wagon wheel into splinters. All
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the while Livingstone was making friends of the natives

they met in their journeying, and because of his courage and

kindness, as well as the honesty of his dealings with them,

he won the black men's hearts completely, while the medical

care he gave them won him such fame that crowds thronged

around his wagon wherever he stopped, and it was even

said that he could raise men from the dead. Often when

encamped for the night the natives gathered around his

camp-fire and told legends and stories of their native heroes.

Then Livingstone would tell of the Hero of Bethlehem,

on whose life he was trying to model his own, for whose

sake he had come to this far-off land to heal men's souls

and bodies, and the people listened breathlessly and loved

him much.

Finally permission came from the Missionary Society to

start a new station at Mabotsa, a place two hundred and

fifty miles north of Kuruman, where the Bakhatla, or People
of the Monkey, lived, and Livingstone was greatly pleased.

As his salary was only one hundred pounds a year, he had

to build a house there with his own hands, and one day
while he was working hard to finish the hut he heard that

a lion had attacked a flock of sheep near the village, killing

many of them. He rushed to the spot to urge the natives

to protect the sheep by surrounding them, wnen suddenly
the lion sprang out of the bush and, laying a huge paw on

Livingstone's head, pinned him down and began to crunch

the bone of his arm. A native, Mewalbe, shot at the beast,

who, turning, attacked him, while another savage fell on

the lion with a spear, and the angry beast caught the man

by the shoulder; but at that moment Mewalbe's bullets

took effect and he fell dead, having crunched the bone of

Livingstone's left arm into splinters, leaving eleven tooth-

marks on it.
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By the time his house was finished, the Moffats had come

from England to Kuruman, and Livingstone went down to

see his old friend, and met Moffat's daughter Mary, whom
he shortly afterward married and took to his new home in

Mabotsa. There they worked together to make the natives

love them and to lift them up to nobler lives, and Mrs.

Livingstone, whom the natives called Ma Robert, not only

kept house and took care of her little baby Robert, but also

taught a big school of native children who were devoted to

their teacher.

Then another missionary came to Mabotsa, and Living-
stone went on forty miles to the north, to Chonuane, a dis-

trict of the Bakwena, to establish another mission station.

The chief, Sechele, gave them a royal welcome, and as at

Mabotsa, Livingstone built a house for his family, and his

wife set up a school where the children of Chonuane could

learn to read and write as the children of Mabotsa had done.

The chief, Sechele, had never seen a book, but he was so bright

that he learned the whole alphabet in one day. He was

eager to have all his people adopt the religion of the white

men, and suggested to Livingstone that he would give

orders to have them beaten with great whips until they
said they would worship Jesus, and it took Livingstone a

long time to make him understand that those who become

Christians must be converted through love, not fear.

Water was so scarce in Chonuane that Livingstone de-

cided to move still farther north to Kolobeng; and when
the chief and his people found that their beloved white

leader was going, they went with him. At Kolobeng Liv-

ingstone also built a house, but this time he knew he would

not live in it for long, as he was determined to go to the

very heart of Africa, and from there explore the wilderness

to the west and east, in an attempt to open up a way from
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the interior to the coast, either by land or water. This

would give a chance for legitimate commerce with other

countries and make it possible for missionaries to come

and establish settlements where they could teach, and try

to stamp out slavery, which Livingstone already saw was

the greatest curse of Africa.

His first step would be to plant a small pioneer colony

of his own, but the question was, where it had best be laid

out and where he could get the money for necessary equip-

ment.

While he was wondering what to do, an Englishman named

William Cotton Oswell, who had made many hunting-

trips in Africa and was an admirer of Livingstone, offered

to pay the cost of the expedition. Joyfully Livingstone

made preparations for the long trip, and with Oswell left

Kolobeng on the 27th of May, 1849, with eighty oxen,

twenty horses, and twenty-five natives.

At that time, because of the enormous flow of water in the

three great rivers of Africa—the Congo, the Nile, and the

Zambesi—it was thought that there must be somewhere

hills, forests, and streams vast enough to feed these rivers,

yet no such region had been found. In fact, except for a

few hundred miles of coast and up the rivers, little was

known of Africa, but even in the face of such real igno-

rance of the land which he was about to explore, or the

hardships which were to be endured, Livingstone showed no

fear, and without a shadow of regret, except that of the

separation from his wife, he started off with Oswell, follow-

ing a familiar route for the first one hundred and twenty
miles. Then they entered the Kalahari Desert, which one

native had a dim memory of having crossed years before.

With him as guide, they came to the so-called "wells of

Serotli," where "they found scrub trees and shallow holes
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in the sand containing such a small amount of water that,

though they all set to work to dig deeper holes, there was

not enough water for the thirsty animals, and as the guide

told them this was the last chance to get water for seventy

miles, the oxen were sent back twenty-five miles to their

last watering-place, moaning and bellowing with an agony
of thirst."

While they were gone, by hard work the holes had been

deepened, and water had trickled so freely into them that

the oxen could be brought back, and were at once watered,

inspanned, and headed across the desert, struggling on

through such intense heat and sand so deep that they
made very slow progress. When they came near a village

belonging to the Bushmen—who not only refused water

to travelers who demanded it, but were apt to fire poisoned
arrows at strangers and kill them—Livingstone and Osweli

were apprehensive, but Livingstone's manner was so friendly

that the Bushmen gave him the desired water, and the

white men traveled on, wondering if the stories they had

heard of a great lake lying to the north had been untrue.

Then suddenly they saw before them what seemed to be

the sun dancing on waves, but, alas—it was only a mirage
made by the rays of the sun on the sand of the desert!

The disappointment was cruel, but men and beasts toiled on

to a broad and deep river, which—so the natives on its

banks said—was the Zouga, flowing from the great Lake

Ngami, two hundred and fifty miles up-stream. Then

there was a lake, after all! With lighter hearts, on they
went for twelve more days along the bank of the river

until the weary oxen were almost exhausted. Then Osweli

and Livingstone, inspanning the two freshest animals to a

light wagon, went on alone through dense thickets of brush,

and were obliged to stop and cut down one hundred small
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obstructing trees. But at last their patience and courage

had its great reward—on the 28th of July, 1849, they saw

stretching before their delighted eyes the blue, rippling

waters of Lake Ngami, never before seen by a white man!

Livingstone had his first great adventure in this, his first

great discovery.

But even while he thrilled over the lovely sight, he was

anxious to go forward—forward to reach a multitude of men
who must have their eyes opened to the light of the world!

His desire now was to go at once into the country north of

the Zouga, and he tried to build a raft on which to cross

the river with his ox-wagon, but the wood was all rotten

and would not hold together despite his hours of hard

work standing waist-deep in water full of crocodiles. So

contenting himself with his discovery he went back to

Kolobeng, planning to take the journey with Oswell in the

following year. The plan did not materialize then, but sev-

eral years later the two great men once more crossed the

Kalahari Desert, taking with them Mrs. Livingstone and

the children, to insure whose comfort Livingstone, with

characteristic unselfishness, went ahead and dug out the

wells that they might be spared delay and thirst.

It was a marvelous trip through a land of "fruit, flowers,

and herds," and in safety they passed the Zouga and several

small streams, reaching the headquarters of the Makololo

tribe, whose chief, Sebituani, though at first showing some

fear at sight of white faces, was completely won by Liv-

ingstone's frank friendliness, and promised to show the

white men the mighty river Sesheke—a river which fell, so

he said, "over a cliff into a chasm with a smoke, and thunder

that sounded for many miles." Before he could fulfil his

promise, Sebituani was taken with pneumonia and died,

but his tribe led the explorers to the Sesheke, which proved
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to be the great Zambesi. They did not see the thundering
waterfall then, as it was too far off, and the season too late,

but turned back, meeting as they journeyed brutal men

selling slaves for eighteen pence apiece! To stamp out

this hideous traffic and open up the country from the in-

terior to the east or west coast to honest commerce was

Livingstone's burning ambition now; but he could not keep
his family traveling in a country where attacks of fever

were so prevalent. While he was wondering what to do

his good friend Oswell again came to the rescue and pro-

vided the necessary funds to send Mrs. Livingstone and the

children home to England. Then with a lighter heart, de-

spite his loneliness, Livingstone turned back to the work to

which he had dedicated his life. At Kolobeng he found

that his house had been broken into by a marauding party
of Boers, who hated any one who opposed slavery, and had

not only carried off everything of value, and wrecked the

remainder, but had destroyed his priceless diaries and books.

When he saw the ruin of his home built with such difficulty,

and realized his irreparable loss, he simply said:

"I will open a path through the country or perish."

And off he went again, traveling across the Kalahari Desert

on a wonderful journey on which he saw flocks of ostriches,

who, when turning in terror at the sound of wheels and

voices, took fourteen-foot strides; also great tawny-maned
lions,who came close to the camp at night, roaring to frighten

the oxen; and Livingstone himself killed one huge python
with a body as large around as a man's leg. The trip was full

of memorable hardships, too, but the explorer's enthusiasm

and courage were undaunted.

When the white men's approach was heard in Linyanti,

the capital village of the Makololo, all of its six thousand

natives rushed out to see the strange vehicles and the
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invaders. Sekeletu, the son of Sebituani, was now chief

of the tribe, and he greeted Livingstone warmly, saying

he had found a new father. One day he and Livingstone,

riding on oxen, started out from Linyanti to explore the

Barotsi country, which was at the very heart of Africa.

They were followed by many Makololo braves in picturesque

procession; some decorated with the tuft of white hairs

from the end of the tail of an ox, others proudly decked

with waving ostrich feathers, and still others wore the tawny
manes of lions. They crossed the great Zambesi in thirty-

three canoes, paddled by over a hundred natives; but when

they reached cataracts and rapids over which no boat could

pass, Livingstone gave the order to turn back to Linyanti.

As they were going they saw a party of African

hunters on the river-bank, on whom Livingstone's men
rushed with wild yells, and seized all their spoils trium-

phantly, as they had always done. To their great surprise

Livingstone sternly commanded them to give back every-

thing they had taken, and in quiet words told them why
such plundering was wrong.
He was also profoundly depressed by meeting a long line

of slaves toiling along chained together in hopeless misery
—

a ghastly sight to be witnessed by a man consecrated to

the cause of justice and freedom.

Back again in Linyanti, he told Sekeletu of his desire to

find a good path to the west coast, and he at once offered

his white friend an escort of twenty-seven Makololo to go

with him on an exploring trip from the interior to the coast

settlement of Loanda. Gratefully Livingstone accepted

the offer, and they started in November, going by canoe

up the Zambesi and Leeba rivers, until some impassable
falls stopped them. Then they continued the journey on

ox-back, having daily perils almost too great to believe,
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encountering such obstacles as would have made any other

man retreat and content himself for ever with work at

already established mission stations. Even Livingstone's

devoted Makololo attendants were often so discouraged

that they would have turned back but for the cheery courage
and firmness of their leader, who "had thirty-one attacks of

fever during the journey, whose medicine-chest was rifled

of its contents—a serious matter indeed—whose portable

boat was lost, and who was twice thrown from his ox, Sin-

bad—who was so bad tempered that he caused Livingstone

no end of trouble, but Livingstone kept on riding him be-

cause his back was softer than that of the other oxen, and

his horns bent down in a peculiar way so that he could not

strike his rider below the belt—even so, Sinbad many
times nearly caused the loss of the great explorer's life."

As they came nearer the coast the natives everywhere re-

fused right of way through their territory without rewards.

With glittering eyes and a fierce manner the chief of a

tribe would confront Livingstone and demand, "Man,

Ox, Gun, or Tusk!" threatening death if the request was

not complied with, but Livingstone always quietly refused.

Even when the warriors of different tribes gathered around

him, brandishing weapons menacingly, with calm diplomacy

he would speak to them and win their respect. And at night

they flocked to his camp, where he showed his magic lantern

and talked about its pictures, winning many friends by his

kindness and sincerity.

"Many of the streams they crossed were swollen by heavy

rains, and the country was so flooded with water that

both their clothes and sleeping-blankets were moldy from

continual soaking, and the only place where Livingstone

could keep his watch dry was to carry it under his armpit,

as the water through which they waded was often waist-
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high, while rain came down in torrents at the same time.

Livingstone's attacks of fever had made him very weak,

but still he refused to turn back or to halt, and at last, after

traveling for over six months by canoe, on ox-back, and on

foot, through marsh and forest, through river and flood, in

fever and hunger, in peril of savage men and beasts, for

fifteen hundred miles which no white man had ever seen

before, the weary explorer came out on a high plain in

sight of the sea and Loanda, a west-coast settlement, the

goal of his journey."

To the Makololo the sight of the sea sparkling in the sun-

light was like a fairy picture, and they looked at it with

wonder and awe, as they did at the strange houses in Loanda,
while a British cruiser which lay in port and which they were

invited to go aboard filled them with utter amaze. "It is

not a canoe," they said; "it is a town!"

Seeing Livingstone's pitiably weak condition as a result

of the terrible journey, the captain of the cruiser begged
the explorer to sail with him to England, and sorely was

he tempted; but he could not go, for his purpose was not

yet accomplished, and also he had promised to take the

Makololo who had accompanied him on the perilous trip,

and called him "father," back to their own people. So

with quiet heroism he wrote an account of his journey to

the coast, to be taken back to England by the British ship,

and started for Linyanti. The people of Loanda sent as gifts

to Sekeletu a horse and a gay colonel's uniform, and two

donkeys, which would be valuable, as they are not killed by
the bite of the tsetse-fly. The British commissioner for sup-

pression of slave traffic also gave the Makololo new costumes

of striped cloth and red caps, while the officers of the cruiser

gave Livingstone a fine new tent, with which he was de-

lighted; so the travelers started on their homeward trip
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somewhat richer than when they reached the coast. They
had not gone far from Loanda when messengers arrived,

bringing the news that the cruiser had been wrecked and

Livingstone's journal lost at sea! It was imperative that

this account be preserved and sent to England, so at a

place called Pungo Andongo the party halted for three

months while the records were rewritten, which was the

hardest kind of work, but Livingstone knew that it was vital

to have the reports sent back to the civilized world. When
at last the explorers reached Linyanti again, they were given
a joyful greeting by the whole tribe, and at once Sekeletu

put on his new uniform, which so diverted his followers' at-

tention that they paid no heed to Livingstone's attempt to

hold a thanksgiving service for their safe return!

That the route to the west coast was too difficult and un-

healthy for general use Livingstone had already decided.

Now he would set out to the east, hoping for better results.

His faithful friend Sekeletu gave him a fresh escort of one

hundred and twenty Makololo, three riding-oxen, and ten

more for food, and his men started down the Chobi, some

in canoes, others going in wagons along the bank. Sud-

denly on the clear air came the sound of a mighty booming
from a distance, and Livingstone could see columns of spray

rising in the air miles ahead. The Makololo exclaimed,

"It is Mosi-oa-tunya !" (Sounding Smoke), and with a

thrill of expectation Livingstone saw a spot where "the

great Zambesi, more than a mile wide, plunged like a

downward smoke three hundred sheer feet into a chasm,

and then went seething and swirling away through a

narrow zigzag rift," while the spray rose in five columns

which darkened the sun, and its booming reverberated

for miles. In reverent awe the great explorer
—the first

white man to see these falls— watched the stupendous
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miracle ot nature, the rinding of which was another great

adventure.

Having renamed the "Sounding Smoke" Victoria Falls,

the party went on to Tete, about four hundred miles from

the east coast. Threatening natives crowded around them

when attempting to cross the Loangwe River, ready to kill

them, but while the Makololo were transporting the luggage

and oxen over the river Livingstone showed the savages

his watch and a magnifying-glass and let them see how to

burn holes with the lens by focusing the sun's rays through
it. Then they listened to the ticking of his watch, and,

clustering around him, asked eager questions, which Liv-

ingstone answered pleasantly. When all his men had gone
over the river he said, "I thank you heartily for the loan

of your canoe, and wish you peace." Then stepping into

it, he was paddled across the river, while no one raised a

weapon to harm him!

Livingstone was now completely exhausted from lack

of food and long-continued journeying, and after reaching

Tete, where he saw his loyal Makololo followers well placed

on plantations, he promised to come back as soon as pos-

sible, and went on to Quilimane, on the coast, then sailed for

England after sixteen years of exploration, during three

years of which he had not spoken one word in his native

language.

London gave the weary man a great ovation. Queen
Victoria and Lord Palmerston praised him highly for his

work, and many large societies held meetings in his honor;

but he was not at all spoiled by the flattery he received,

only eager to interest the public in opening up Africa to

civilization and in stamping out slavery. But he was

deeply pleased when the British government offered to

send him back to explore the valley of the Zambesi, giving
5
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him the title of Her Majesty's Consul, as well as an adequate
amount of money, supplies, and helpers. Then once more

he set sail for the land where his heart was, taking his wife

with him, but leaving the children in England.
Around the southerly end of Africa the Pearl carried

them to the mouth of the Zambesi, where, taking the deepest

channel from the sea, up steamed the Pearl between banks

"dark with mangrove thickets and forest trees twined with

creepers, while strange birds wheeled in bright flocks above

them, or flashed in single brilliance across the stream. Here

and there were open stretches where startled buffalo and

zebra made ofF into the long grass, or a lazy rhinoceros

could be heard wallowing and grunting out of sight among
the giant reeds."

To the explorers it seemed a paradise of luxuriant beauty,

and they looked with wonder at the huts of the natives,

built on high stakes and reached by ladders, down which

the savages came hurrying to see the white men.

Unfortunately a small steamer sent out by the govern-
ment for use on the Zambesi was tested and found to be

of little use, as she was so slow that even native canoes

easily passed her, and because of the way she creaked and

wheezed when under way she was nicknamed the Asthmatic;

so Livingstone landed his stores at a village where the

Zambesi joins the Shire, a broad branch of the Zambesi.

From there he slowly worked back to Tete, where he had

left his Makololo followers over two years before. Joy-

fully they rushed to embrace him, while some cried out,

half playfully: "Don't touch him; you will spoil his new

clothes!" Since his departure they had many times been

told that he would never return, which they had loyally dis-

believed, so now they were glad. "We trusted you," they

said; "now we can sleep!"
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From Tete, Livingstone and a fellow-explorer, Dr. Kirk,

decided to explore the Kebrasbasa Rapids on foot, to find

out how deep the bed of the river was. Climbing, now
over smooth rocks and rough boulders, and again wading

through water waist-deep and full of crocodiles, consider-

ing themselves very lucky not to be killed by wild beasts

at night, as one native was by a leopard on the other side

of the river, they reached the head of the rapids. Being
told that there was another rapid a few miles up-stream,

on they went, finding "a narrow gorge whose sides rose

two thousand feet above them on both sides, and up this

gorge they managed to scramble, crawling and cutting

their way through the prickly scrub, the rocks so hot from

the sun's rays that they could scarcely grip them long

enough to gain a firm foothold. Even the feet of the

Makololo, which were as tough as leather hides, were blis-

tered and burnt" and for the first time they turned against

Livingstone, declaring he had no heart, to bring them there.

But Livingstone encouraged them to press on, and at last

they heard the roar of the Morumbwa Cataract, where the

river was jammed into a space fifty yards wide by the bend

of the mountains, and poured down in a great seething flood,

which, though beautiful, meant disappointment to Living-

stone. Such a cataract could be passed at flood-tide by a

powerful steamer, but would not be a practical waterway
for trade. He decided to explore the Shire now, despite

the exclamation of the natives and Portuguese, "It is im-

possible; the river is choked with duckweed—the natives

will shoot white men," and turned the Asthmatic up the

Shire, while at its coming five hundred armed Manganya
warriors, under a chief called Tingane, lined the bank and

shouted to the white men to put back or they would be

killed.
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Instead of heeding the warning, Livingstone went ashore,

unarmed and without an escort, and faced Tingane with

such superb courage that no man dared shoot at him.

Tingane, admiring his daring, became friendly at once,

and allowed the Asthmatic to continue on its way up the

river to a chain of rapids stretching for over forty miles,

which Livingstone named the Murchison Cataracts. Leav-

ing most of his equipment there, he made two trips on foot,

the first over the mountains to the east, where he found

Lake Shirwa with its bitter, stagnant waters, and another

toward the head of the Shire Valley, where Livingstone

was much interested in seeing the large rings of tin or

ivory worn through the upper lip by the women, who
"wore short hair, while the men's was worn long and

done in many curious fashions, sometimes stiffened with

strips of bark to look like a buffalo's horn or tail; some-

times it was shaved off in patches in the form of a wild

animal."

At last just before midday on the 1 6th of September,

1859, the rippling waters of Lake Nyassa came in sight, and

again Livingstone was the first white man to find a lake in

the heart of Africa. That night the explorers "slept under

a giant banyan-tree, and dealers came there to them, offer-

ing to sell them native boys and girls; but when Livingstone

told them they were Englishmen they ran away," for they

had heard that the English were trying to put a stop to

slave-trading.

And now the noble pioneer felt that he had at last found a

place where a colony of Christian pioneers might settle

and show the natives how to live better lives, for "out of the

waters of the newly discovered lake ran the waters of the

Shire, smooth and deep, down the long valley to the Mur-

chison Cataracts, beyond which forty miles of road could
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easily be made, opening the great Nyassa to the sea. The

uplands of the Shire Valley were healthy and fertile, and,

best of all, as the slaves had to cross the river or lake in

some way, a small steamer could put an end to the hideous

traffic which Livingstone was trying to suppress. Imme-

diately he sat down and wrote to England, promising to

give two thousand pounds from the sale of his book, to be

spent in sending out suitable emigrants for the colony. He
also asked the government for a new steamer to replace the

wheezy Asthmatic, and offered four thousand pounds
toward a smaller steamer for use on the lake." Having
done this, he, who always kept his promises, started off

up the Zambesi to Tete, to take the Makololo back to

Linyanti, as he had said he would. Later when the new

steamer, the Pioneer, arrived, with it came a party of

missionaries under Bishop Mackenzie, to settle in the

Shire Valley, to which Livingstone was about to take them

when he received orders from the government to search

for another route to reach Lake Nyassa, by way of the river

Rovuma.

Taking the bishop with him, he started to carry out the

orders, but the Pioneer kept running aground, so he left the

Rovuma to take the party up the Shire, and was much
distressed at being told by the natives that some of the

Portuguese who had helped him to make friends with the

natives, as soon as he had gone had sent men on his trail

to capture slaves. These men said they were "Living-
stone's friends," and so were allowed to go into the heart

of the country, where they bribed a strong tribe to attack a

weak one, and after the fight made slaves of the captives.

Halting for rest and food, the explorers saw "a long line

of these ghastly victims come around a hill, bound together

with thongs of hide, some of the men's necks fixed in a
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forked slave-stick or goree, the two prongs joined under the

chin by a bar of iron, while a slaver walked behind holding

the shaft of the stick, ready to wring the poor slave's neck

at the first sign of rebellion. Worn out with agony, the

poor creatures staggered under their loads, while the slavers

in their red caps and gaudy finery marched jauntily on,

blowing tin horns and shouting merrily." Suddenly the

slavers caught sight of the white leader, who was opposed
to their trade, and made a dash into the bush, while Liv-

ingstone and his men were busy cutting the thongs and

sawing off the goree sticks to free the victims. Then they

went on their way, leaving the bishop at the village of

Magomero, to establish his mission station.

Despite the great sorrow which came to Livingstone only

a few weeks later in the death of his beloved wife, and

despite his longing to go home to comfort his motherless

children, the great pathfinder felt that his time for rest

had not come. He now tried a second time to find a

shorter way to Lake Nyassa by the Rovuma, seeing every-

where evidences of the ghastly trade in human beings which

he would have given his life to suppress, and yet he had no

authority to stop the hideous traffic! All he could do was

to push on with his work, and write books full of descrip-

tions of what he saw, hoping for help from the English

government.
But luck was against him now. At the Murchison Cata-

racts the smaller steamer was taken to pieces, and Living-
stone and Kirk began to make a road over which to carry

her piece by piece to the head of the rapids; but before the

road was completed both men were taken sick and Kirk

had to go back to England. Then Livingstone had a cruel

blow. The English government recalled the expedition

because "the Portuguese had forbidden all ships but their
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own to enter the Zambesi, and the English did not think it

wise to interfere." However, it would be several months

before the order could be carried out, for it would be impos-

sible to take the Pioneer down until the rainy season had

filled the river, and meanwhile Livingstone tried to row

around the lake. Being unsuccessful in that, he bravely

attempted to walk around it; but there was no time to

do this before he must obey the government decree, so he

determined to go to England and make another attempt to

rouse them to their responsibility in the matter of the slave-

trade, which they alone could stop. To raise money for the

voyage he tried to sell the small Lady Nyassa, but only

the Portuguese wanted her for a slave-boat, for which pur-

pose he would never sell her, and he decided to sail in her

to Bombay, which was one of the boldest feats he ever

achieved.

In the little steamer, "with a crew of nine natives and

three white men, he started to cross twenty-five hundred

miles of the Indian Ocean with only fourteen tons of coal.

Two of the white men fell sick, and for several days he

and the third man shared the watch in four-hour shifts.

Then the wind died down and for twenty-five days they lay

becalmed, not daring to waste any coal. At last a breeze

sprang up and they were able to use their sail again, but

they had to pass through two terrible storms before they
reached their journey's end.

The little craft, however, seemed alive with the daunt-

less spirit of her captain. She shook ofF the waves from her

streaming deck and drove on through the storm," until at

last she made her port, and from there Livingstone went

back to England, to be welcomed with a great demonstration

as the "hero-scout" of Africa. He gave lectures which

roused the English people to the wrongs of the slave-traffic,
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and wrote a book, The Zambesi and Its Tributaries, with

the single purpose of rousing public sentiment against con-

ditions in Africa—and then he went back to the land of

his loyal devotion, having been given by England five

hundred pounds and a title, Consul of Central Africa,

with neither salary nor pension. The Royal Geographical

Society, however, gave him fifteen hundred pounds toward

his new expedition to find the sources of the Nile and Congo,
and in March of 1866 he landed near the mouth of the Ro-

vuma, taking with him thirty-six native bearers, thirteen

Sepoys from Bombay, and ten from Johanna. The Sepoys
who had charge of the animals neglected them so shamefully
that most of them died, and so untrustworthy were they
that Livingstone sent them back to Bombay. The men
from Johanna were thieves and rascals, especially one called

Musa. Also the country through which they were passing

had been stripped of food by slavers, the evidences of whose

work were horrible; they even found women, too tired to

go farther, tied to trees and left to starve. On reaching

Nyassa Livingstone could not get a boat to cross the lake,

as all of them were owned by the slavers, who now hated

him. Nothing daunted, he walked round the south end of

the lake, and, crossing the Shire, was on familiar ground

again.

In the village of a chief called Marenga an Arab slaver,

anxious to make trouble for the white reformer, told Musa:

"There is a savage Mazitu chief farther ahead on the path

you are taking who kills everybody who goes through his

land. He will kill you, too."

Terrified, Musa told the other bearers, nine of whom de-

serted in the night and, fleeing to Zanzibar, sent to Eng-
land the report that Livingstone had been killed by natives

and that the Johanna men had buried him at dead of night.
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England was plunged in gloom at the news. One man

alone, named Young, who had been in Africa and knew

Musa's character, refused to believe any report that came

through him, and went immediately to Africa to find out

the truth of the tale for the Royal Geographical Society,

and, discovering that Livingstone had been seen alive on

his way north, he carried the good news back to England.
But of this or of Musa's tale the great pathfinder knew

nothing, for he was pushing on through almost impassable

country, often so sick that he was obliged to halt until able

to tramp on, and not until April of 1867 did he reach Lake

Tanganyika and find rest and refreshment in a small village.

He was now at the south end of the lake, and was anxious

to reach Ujiji on the east shore, but, hearing of a chain of

lakes joined by a broad river to the west, he wondered if

he had not at last discovered the head-waters of the river

Nile. With this hope in his heart, even exhausted and sick

as he was, he started west, and after a terrible journey
found Lake Moero, out of which a wide river flowed to the

north, called the Luapula. He was eager to find the source

of this river, which the Africans told him flowed from a great

lake to the south, but his followers refused to accompany
him, saying that no sooner had he discovered one lake than

he wanted to find another, and they wanted rest. So with

brave persistence the explorer went ahead with only five

faithful bearers, two of whom, Susi and Chumah, were his

devoted friends, and the weary party tramped on, with

the* usual bitter experience. The result of his persistence

was the discovery of beautiful Lake Bangweolo, which was

over one hundred miles long, and dotted with lovely islands,

to which Livingstone paddled in a canoe, stared at by the

wondering natives who saw a white face for the first time.

Having discovered the beautiful lake, he went on to
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Ujiji, which he was eager to reach, as letters and supplies

were to be forwarded there for him. Seeing his pitiably weak

condition, a friendly Arab slaver offered to take him with

his caravan, which offer Livingstone gladly accepted, being

now almost unconscious from fever and pain, and the Arab

made a hammock in which the sick explorer was carried to

the west shore of Lake Tanganyika, where he was taken by
water to Ujiji, and his life saved by the kindness of a savage.

For three months he rested, then crossed Lake Tanganyika
in a canoe and went on foot northwest to Kabambare, hop-

ing to find out whether the Luapula or Lualaba was the

Congo or the Nile. The chief at Kabambare was very

friendly, and after remaining in his village for ten days

Livingstone went on into a wonderfully beautiful land of

"great mountains, gigantic trees, and marvelous vegetation,

where lilies, orchids, clematis, and marigolds opened their

rich colors to the light and poured their scent into the air,

while all kinds of fruit clustered among the leaves, and

gaudy parrots and other gay-feathered birds flashed about

in the brilliant heat, while tribes of monkeys scampered

along the branches or swung themselves on the ropelike

creepers." Even here there were signs of the ghastly slave-

trade, and the natives were not very friendly to him, as

most of them thought him a slaver and tried to set his

bearers against him, hoping this would make him leave

their land, but they did not reckon with the invincible

man they were trying to beat. Returning to Kabambare,
he stayed there until the rainy season was over. Then,

taking with him three faithful followers, he made one more

attempt to explore the great river. This was unsuccessful,

too, and he went back to Kabambare so exhausted that it

took him several months to recover. Nothing daunted, he

was about to make a third attempt when he heard the
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good news that his fresh bearers from Zanzibar were on their

way to him, and his heart beat fast with hope that they

would bring letters from England, provisions, and the qui-

nine which was so much needed in that land of fever. Again
he was bitterly disappointed. The ten worthless bearers

who at last arrived brought only one letter, all the others

having been destroyed, doubtless by the slavers, who, with

few exceptions, hated and feared this gentle white man who
was so bitterly opposed to their traffic in human beings.

No wonder the pathfinder was disheartened! In less than

a week the worthless new bearers rebelled against going

forward, but by giving them extra wages and using diplo-

macy Livingstone persuaded them to go on to Nyangwe
on the Lualaba. There the Arab slavers would not allow

him to have canoes, so he could not go farther down the

stream. But from what the natives told him of the river he

thought it might really be the Congo; and while he was

planning how to prove it on a bright, clear morning, he

watched with interest the women coming to Nyangwe in

canoes, bringing their wares to the native market for sale.

They came by river and forest path until fifteen hundred

of them were busily buying and selling, when suddenly the

sound of shots rang out, then shouts for help and screams

of terror.

Turning quickly, Livingstone saw Arabs firing recklessly

at the surprised people, who jumped shrieking into their

canoes or into the river, on the banks of which stood the

brutes, who kept on shooting until there had been a ghastly

slaughter of hundreds, some in canoes, others trying to

swim to the opposite bank. While the massacre was going

on, and some Arabs were busily collecting and carrying

away all that the natives had left behind in their hasty

flight, Livingstone managed to rescue thirty women.
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Livingstone immediately wrote a full account of this

horrible event, which he sent to England, and it so roused

the people that the government at once set to work to

stamp out the slave-trade in Africa, and so Livingstone

had accomplished another great end by his adventuring.

And now, struggling back to Ujiji, he was so worn out that

it seemed at times as though he could go no farther, but for

love of the cause for which he was working he toiled on,

and after a journey of over five hundred miles made in

three months of incredible pain and hardship reached

Ujiji. "White as death and worn to a mere shadow of

his former self, he staggered into the settlement," only to

find that all the supplies which he had ordered sent there

had been sold or stolen. Exhausted, but still undaunted,

taking from the tin box in which he always carried it, the

Bible, which had been his only inspiration on such lonely

journeyings, he mused on the poverty of his condition, and

afterwards wrote :

I felt in my destitution as if I were the man who went down from Jeru-

salem to Jericho and fell among thieves. I could not hope for priest,

Levite, or Good Samaritan to come by on either side. But when my spirits

were at their lowest ebb the Good Samaritan was close at hand. . . .

He heard the firing of guns at a distance, and Susi came

running breathlessly to him, crying: "An Englishman! An

Englishman!"
Before the weary explorer stood Henry M. Stanley, who

with a thrill of pain noted the haggard face and worn fea-

tures of the great man, to find whom he had been sent.

With a genial smile and hungry eyes Livingstone looked

at the first white face he had seen for five years, then their

hands met in a close grip, and the yearning heart of the

explorer was rested and soothed by Stanley's news and by
the letters he had brought. Late into the night he and
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Stanley sat together, and the young man told how he had

been telegraphed to by James Gordon Bennett, of the

New York Herald, and told to go to Central Africa, spar-

ing no expense, to find Livingstone if he were alive. In

return, Livingstone told the details of his many journeys
and his discoveries in Africa, and so inspired Stanley with

enthusiasm that together they went to the north end of

Lake Tanganyika, where they found the Rusizi River flow-

ing into the lake. If they had gone farther north they could

have settled the question of the Nile in a short time. But

Stanley had to go back to England, and Livingstone went

with him as far as Unyanyembe, where he expected to find

some supplies from the English government; but, as usual,

they had been stolen and sold.

Four months of comradeship with Livingstone completely

changed the life of young Stanley, on whose shoulders the

mantle of Livingstone's African exploration was later to

fall. He was as keen as his older companion to discover the

sources of the great rivers, and deeply regretful when the

day came to leave a man who had become his ideal and his

inspiration. When they gripped hands in a silent farewell,

he was unashamed of the tears he shed. To Livingstone

the parting was even sadder. And never again was he seen

by a white man.

He remained at Unyanyembe for five months, until fifty-

seven good, faithful bearers sent to him by Stanley arrived,

also fresh supplies, and in high spirits he started off" around

Lake Bangwcolo, then west of Lake Moero to the Lualaba,

hoping he might reach the Nile; but the continued hard-

ships and privations of the trip to the southern end of the

lake were too much for the explorer. He was now sixty

years old and daily growing weaker and sicker, despite the

devotion of his bearers, who "often carried him for miles and
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miles, through floods and marshes, fording streams which

were sometimes swollen so high as to be up to their necks

as they carried their precious burden. Food grew scarce,

fever grew worse and worse—and for four days Livingstone
was too weak to write in his diary anything but the

date. Then on the 27th of April he feebly scrawled;
* Knocked up quite, and remain . . . recover . . . Sent to

buy milch goats.* His men scoured the country for miles

around, hoping to find goats, and so get milk for the invalid,

but were unsuccessful, and, sorrowing, saw that the man who
had become their hero could not live long under such con-

ditions. Pushing ahead to higher ground, in the village of a

chief called Chitambe, with quick and skilful hands they
built a hut and laid the suffering leader on a bed made of

boughs and covered with blankets. Susi cared for him all

the next day, but in the night while he snatched some rest

he was roused by a watching bearer, who woke him and

whispered, hoarsely, 'Come, Susi, I am afraid!"
1

"Reverently they went back to the hut, and by the

flickering light of a candle saw the savior of Central Africa

dead on his knees by the side of the bed, with his hands to

his face on the pillow."

Then around the camp-fire, as dawn was breaking, his

devoted followers planned a heroic act for his sake who had

risked all for their race.

"They took his heart and buried it under a tree; then

they embalmed the body and, swathing it in cloths, bound

it to a pole and, carrying it shoulder high, bore their leader,

who could no longer be their guide, for thirteen hundred

miles to the east coast, that he might be buried in the land

of his birth, among his own people.

"Through marsh and forest, jungle and river, over moun-

tains and across the valleys they bore him with swift, tireless
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feet, and of all the journeys of the great explorer this last

was greatest proof of his accomplishment. For his sake the

five savages carrying their precious burden faced hunger
and thirst and the gun of the enemy, and when, on coming
near the east coast, they feared the natives would keep them

from carrying such a burden through their territory, they

wrapped the body up to look like a bale of cotton, and made
another like it out of fagots of wood. With this, six men
marched off through the interior, and were allowed to carry

the supposed bale of cotton to the coast, where the body
was put aboard a cruiser and taken to England."
There rich and poor alike mourned for a man heroic

enough to give his life for the sake of bringing civilization

and Christianity to savage tribes, and on the eighteenth day
of April, 1874, David Livingstone was laid to rest, together

with mighty rulers and conquerors of the world, in the nave

of Westminster Abbey—an adventurer as noble as was that

great ideal on which he had fashioned his adventuring.



CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH: ADVENTURER
IN MANY LANDS

A SHIP full of pilgrims bound for the holy city of Rome
had just set sail from Marseilles, and among its pas-

sengers was one John Smith, a so-called "heretic" in this

goodly company of those whose faith was that of the Church

of Rome.

The weather being stormy, the ship had a rough voyage,

and put into the port of Toulon to wait for quieter seas.

Then, venturing out again, it was once more forced to drop

anchor, this time off St. Mary's Island, not far from Nice.

And now there were murmurs among the passengers, at

first whispered, then louder and more emphatic, against the

English as a Protestant nation, against Queen Elizabeth,

and against the one particular English person who was one

of their company. At last the murmurs grew into a chorus

of sharp complaints. No good weather would they have,

nor good luck, as long as a heretic was aboard. So, with

medieval action and prompt settling of the discord, they

threw John Smith overboard!

The young Jonah was fortunately a good swimmer, and

struck out immediately for an island not far away, where,

with no companions but the sea and stars and a few goats

and cattle, he spent the night. Then sighting a Breton ship,

he hailed her, and was taken aboard by Captain La Roche,

who was full of kindly interest in this youth whom he had

rescued.
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Twenty years before, John Smith was christened in the

parish church at Willoughby, in Lincolnshire, England,
on the 9th of January, 1580, as all good babies should be,

but there the likeness between his life and that of ordinary

children ends, and an Arabian Nights' Tale of wandering
and of adventure begins.

In his early boyhood, as his mother and father had died,

he was free to gratify his desire to wander and to discover

places and people far from the small hamlet of his birth.

So he left England for France, where he went into the army,
and later spent three years fighting against the Spaniards

in the Netherlands.

But of this he soon wearied, and went back to Willoughby,

where, as he says in his True Travels, "having grown tired

of people, he built himself a pavilion of boughs, in a secluded

spot by a fair brook, where he read Machiavelli's Art of War,
and Marcus Aurelius." He also exercised on a good horse

"with lance and ring," and lived well on the game he killed.

But of this too he quickly wearied, and became again

eager to see more of the world, and to try his fortunes against

the Turks, who were natural enemies of the Christians and

had become so powerful that they threatened to overrun all

Europe.
So again he left his birthplace, and in his wanderings

many strange adventures befell him. In passing through

France he was attacked by a band of robbers who took all

his possessions and left him lying by the roadside, half

starved and frozen. From this miserable plight he was

rescued by a peasant who happened by and took him

where he was warmed and fed.

His next move was to go on to Marseilles, where he de-

cided to embark for the Levant with the party of pilgrims

in whose company we first see him.
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Luck being with him, in his rescue by the kindly Breton

captain, the young wanderer went with him as far as Egypt
and Cyprus. On their return voyage, in the Adriatic Sea

"they hailed a Venetian merchantman, heavily laden with

gold and rich stuffs such as silk, velvet, and cloth of gold.

To the hail the Venetian argosy responded with a cannon-

shot, and there was a spirited encounter between the two

ships, which resulted in the argosy striking her flag, where-

upon the delighted Bretons stripped her of as much of her

cargo as they could carry and let her go free."

That Smith played a creditable part in the encounter

is clearly shown by the fact that when the captain set him

down at "Antibes in Piedmont
"

he was given about one

thousand dollars as his share of the plunder. Then he

continued on his way, rich and happy, traveling through

Italy to Naples, visiting Florence and Bologna, and slowly

coming near to Venice.

"Then on he went to Gratz in Styria, where he entered

the service of the emperor, Rudolph II., who gave him

command of a division of cavalry with the rank of captain.

So proud was he of this title that he eagerly tried to make

himself worthy of it, and in his zeal he devised a new system
of signals for army use, and also invented a kind of missile

which he called 'fiery dragons,' and greatly annoyed the

Turks by setting fire to their camps with them."

Later, during his twenty-first and twenty-second years, as

one of a troop in the service of Sigismund Bathori, a prince

of Transylvania, he saw much rough campaigning, during

which "the Transylvanians were besieging Regal, one of

their towns which the Turks had occupied, and so little

progress did the besiegers make that the Turks, from the

top of the wall, hurled down sarcastic remarks such as,

'We are growing fat from lack of exercise!"
1
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Finally a Turkish captain sent a challenge to the Chris-

tians, defying "any captain that had the command of a

company, who durst combat him for his head.

"The challenge was accepted, and lots were drawn for

the champion. The lot fell to Smith. Then a truce was

proclaimed; the besieging army was drawn up in battle

array, the two walls were crowded with veiled dames and

turbaned warriors, the combatants on their horses politely

exchanged salutes and then rushed on each other with leveled

lances.

"At the first thrust Smith killed the Turk and, dismount-

ing, unfastened his helmet, cut off his head, and carried it

to the commanding general, who received it graciously.

"The Turks were so chagrined that one of their captains

sent a personal challenge to Smith, and the next day the

scene was repeated.

"This time both lances were shivered and recourse was

had to pistols. The Turk received a ball which threw him

to the ground, and then Smith beheaded him."

Some time afterward, still elated with his victory over

the enemy, Smith "sent a message to the Turks saying

that the ladies might know that he was not so much enam-

oured of their servants' heads, but if any Turk of their rank

would come to the place of combat to redeem them he should

have his also upon the like conditions, if he could win it.

"This challenge was accepted by a champion called

Bonny Mulgro, who, having the choice of weapons, chose a

battle-ax, and pressed the attack so vigorously that Smith's

weapon flew from his hand, amid loud cheers from the crowd

on the ramparts; but with a quick movement of his horse

he dodged his enemy's next blow and, drawing his sword,

gave him a fearful thrust in the side."

In another moment Smith had his head!
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Smith was twenty-two years old when he became the

victorious champion of the Christian army, but, despite

his renown, on the 18th of November, 1602, he was taken

prisoner and sold into slavery, becoming the property
of the Lady Charatza Tragabigzanda at Constantinople.

Luckily for him, this was not as bitter a circumstance as it

might have been, for she treated him with all possible kind-

ness and was able to speak Italian with him. That he

was happy with her was evident, for twelve years later,

when in the New World of America, he gave the name of

Tragabigzanda to the cape which is now called Cape Anne.

Three neighboring islands he named the Turks Heads,
which emblem Prince Sigismund had given him for a coat

of arms.

Why the Lady Tragabigzanda should have dismissed him

from her service we do not know, unless she felt that her

affections were becoming too deeply involved. However

that may have been, we find him next in a territory called

Nalbrits, bordering on the Cossack country, whose pasha, or

ruler, was Timour, brother to the Lady Tragabigzanda.
She asked that Smith be well treated, but the rough pasha

paid no heed to this and used him in the usual brutal manner

of a man with his slaves. In his narrative of this period of

his life, Smith says:

"Among these slavish fortunes there was no great choice,

for the best was so bad a dog could hardly have lived to

endure it."

We are told that he was clothed in the skin of a wild beast,

with an iron collar fastened around his neck, and that he

was cuffed and kicked about until he grew desperate. Then

he was "sent to thresh wheat in a lonely grange more than a

league away from Timour's castle, whither the pasha sud-

denly came and, without cause, struck him and unjustly
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abused him. Swiftly Smith turned on him, knocking him

down with his threshing-stick, and beat his brains out.

Then he stripped the body and hid it under the straw,

dressed up in the dead man's clothes, then mounted his

horse, tied a sack of grain to his saddle-bow, and galloped

away into the Scythian desert!"

His one fear was that he might meet some party of roving

Turks, who would recognize the mark on his iron collar

and either send him back to the pasha or take him for their

own slave. But luckily he met no one in sixteen days of

swift traveling, and finally arrived at a Russian fortress

on the River Don, where he got rid of his badge of servitude.

From there he traveled on in safety through Russia and

Poland, Hungary and Bohemia, until at last he reached

Leipsic, where he found Prince Sigismund, and in December

of 1603 obtained from him letters of safe-conduct.

Having acquired a "perfect passion for wandering," he

traveled on through Germany, France, Spain, and Morocco,
and went back to England just at the time when Captain

Newport, one of the most highly respected officers of the

English navy, also Bartholomew Gosnold, Edward Wing-

field, and others interested in colonizing the New World

of America, were eagerly conferring about an enterprise to

be financed by the London Company, which would include a

voyage to America and planting a colony there in Virginia.

Smith only needed to hear of the project to throw himself

into it with heart and soul, and when the little company of

would-be colonists set sail he went with them, ready for any

hardships or hazard which the expedition might bring.

The voyage was a long one, and evidently Smith made
himself unpopular with some of his companions, perhaps

by disclosing his expectation of becoming leader of the

expedition and chief executive of the colony they were to
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found. In any case, he was accused of mutiny, put in irons,

and a gallows was erected for the purpose of hanging him;

but this was given up, as has been humorously recorded, be-

cause "Smith could not be persuaded to use it!" He was,

however, kept in irons until the ship reached Chesapeake

Bay, where thirty of the party landed and went ashore to

reconnoiter, but retreated to their ship after some war-like

Indians had glided out of the forest and attacked them,

wounding two of their company.
Before coming from England the London Company had

placed in a sealed box the names of those men who they

thought capable to govern the new colony, and now the

box was opened and the names read of those who were to

compose the council of the settlement, and who were to

choose a president to act for one year.

This was very embarrassing, for one of the names was that

of Smith, and he was still a prisoner
—whether for suf-

ficient reasons we know not; it seems impossible to credit

him with any graver error than that of desiring to assume too

much responsibility. However, his name was excluded

from the council, and Wingfield was chosen to be president.

The next day the ships sailed into Hampton Roads, nam-

ing the neck of land at the entrance Point Comfort, and

proceeded up a broad river, called the James, until they
found a spot suitable for their purpose, where they landed

on the 13 th of May, and all went to work with a will

to fell trees and clear spaces. Then with the timber they
cut they began to erect more cabins and other necessary

buildings, and named the settlement Jamestown. For a

defense against Indian attacks they erected a triangular

stockade, while their church was made by nailing a board

between two trees for a reading-desk and stretching an

awning over it.
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Smith was too valuable as a workman to be kept a prisoner

any longer, and when it seemed advisable to send out a

party to explore the river and neighboring territory, he

was chosen to go with Captain Newport and four other

gentlemen, with sailors to man their small sloop. The

expedition delighted Smith, whose love of adventure had

been stifled for some time and whose quick sagacity in

dealing with strange peoples amounted almost to genius.

The party met many red men, who were friendly and were

of the famous Powhatan tribe, at whose principal village,

Werewocomoco, on the north bank of the York River, lived

this great emperor, who was so mighty that all lesser tribes

paid tribute to him as king.

With this information and a better knowledge of the sur-

rounding country the explorers went back to the settlement,

which they found had been attacked in their absence by
Indian warriors who had been driven away. But for

several weeks afterward they continued to lurk near the

settlement, crouching in the tall grass around the fort, where

they would suddenly "pick off a man with their barbed

stone-tipped arrows." Then some of the friendly Pow-

hatans came to Jamestown and said that the harassing

red men were of hostile tribes, and that the Powhatans

would gladly enter into an alliance with the white strangers

against them. They also wisely advised the colonists to

cut the grass!

And now Smith, who had been waiting for the right time

to do so, demanded a trial on the charges which had been

brought against him. He was formally acquitted, and was

not only allowed to take his place in the council, but Presi-

dent Wingfield, who had been most bitterly opposed to

him, was obliged to pay him over two hundred pounds

damages for his false accusations, which sum Smith wisely
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put into* the general fund of the settlement. Captain New-

port now decided to make a voyage to England, as the set-

tlement was in a fairly prosperous and peaceful condition,

so he sailed for home with a cargo of sassafras and hard-

woods, promising to be back in twenty weeks, as he left

behind a very meager supply of food. Scarcely had New-

port gone when it became evident that Captain Smith's

courage and resources alone kept the colonists from sink-

ing to a low level of despondency. "Supplies ran des-

perately low, the location of the settlement in the valley

of the river proved so unhealthy, now that hot weather had

come, that daily new graves were dug, and it seemed as if

the attempt to colonize Virginia was to be a complete
failure. Among those who died was Gosnold, one of the

prime movers in the expedition, and after his death there

were only three ruling spirits left—Smith, Martin, and Rat-

cliffe, the latter being chosen president to succeed Wingfield,"

who was accused of having hidden choice supplies for his own

private use.

Although when autumn came many wild fowl were shot,

yet it was imperative to have more corn. Smith promptly
offered to go in search of some, and on the ioth of December

started up the Chickahominy River, a branch of the James,

hoping to be able to trade with the Indians for the needed

commodity, and he brought back a boat-load of provisions,

secured after a variety of adventures which delighted him.

He had sailed up the river in his large boat, or barge, as

far as it could go. Then leaving seven sailors to guard the

barge, he went on up the shallow stream in a canoe, with

two Indian guides and two other white men. Not far from

Werewocomoco they were attacked by two hundred stal-

wart savages who looked at the thin white men scornfully

when they tried to trade their guns and swords for food,
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and merely offered them a handful of corn or a piece of bread

in return. But when Smith suddenly discharged his musket

they fled in terror, leaving the Englishmen to enter their

village, where they found great piles of corn. But Smith,

fearing a return of the savages, gave a stern command

against touching the piles, and even as he spoke, out of the

woods came the gaily painted Indians again, dancing and

singing and carrying their sacred image before them. They
were armed with bows and arrows and were valiant until

the English rained bullets on them, when the image fell

and many of the Indians dropped on the ground. The others

fled to the woods, but soon came back with offers of peace,

evidently fearing to be at war with these white warriors, and

Captain Smith seized his chance.

"If you will send six unarmed men to load my boat with

provisions," he said, "I will return your image and give

you beads and copper." As he spoke he held up samples

of these wares. "And I will also be your friend. Say this

to your comrades while we await your answer."

An Indian plunged into the woods and soon came back

with a crowd of whooping red men at his heels, eager to see

and trade with the strangers
—and Smith got his corn.

Later in the trip they encountered other Indians, with

whom they traded for more provisions, and Smith took back

nearly thirty bushels of corn to the starving colonists, with

no little pride in the act.

But instead of praising him for his services, the colonists

reproached him for not having discovered a passage to the

South Sea or found gold. They also wasted the corn he

had secured with so much effort, so there was soon need of

more; and in midwinter he set off again to try to satisfy their

demands and their needs, taking with him a suitable com-

pany of men and sailors and a friendly Indian as guide and
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interpreter. They went as far as possible up the Chicka-

hominy in the barge, then, leaving it guarded by seven men,
he and two others with the Indian went on in a canoe,

which they left to explore the river-bank, and near a great

swamp a band of yelling savages fell on them, led by Ope-

chancanough, brother of Powhatan.

Smith's two white comrades were killed and the throng
of red men surrounded the brave captain, demanding his

musket and telling him that he was their prisoner. As he

resisted them, shaking his head in reply to their demands,
and backing away from them as hastily as possible, he

suddenly stepped into a quagmire and sank up to his waist.

The Indian who tried to pull him out sank too, and, see-

ing that all hope of escape was gone, Smith threw his musket

far from him, surrendered, and was taken captive. The

savages treated him with great kindness after rescuing him,

rubbing his numb legs and arms and carrying him to a fire.

Soon he was himself again, and at once asked who was the

leader of the Indians. All pointed to Opechancanough, and

Smith "gave him a round, ivory double compass dial.

Much they (the Indians) marveled at the playing of the

fly and needle which they could see so plainly and yet not

touch because of the glass that covered them. But when he

demonstrated by that globelike jewel the roundness of the

earth and skies, the sphere of the sun, moon, and stars, . . .

and many other such like matters, they all stood still,

amazed with admiration.'*

Though this statement has been discredited by Smith's

critics, a comparison of narratives proves that he did show the

Indians his compass and give them a short talk about its

uses, and so impressed them with his learning that they

believed him to be a "medicine-man" whom they feared

to put to death. So when he was tied to a tree, surrounded
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by the savages, ready to shoot at him, and Opechanca-

nough held the compass high, all laid down their bows and

arrows, and the captain's life had again been saved by his

ready wit in a grave emergency.

And now they bore him from town to town, marching
in Indian file, with their heads and shoulders gaily painted,

through forest, field, and meadow, their leader in the center,

followed by Smith, whose arms were gripped by three strong

Indians, while six others marched on either side to prevent
his escape. In this way the procession wound its slow way
to the residence of Opechancanough at Pamunkey, and

then on to Werewocomoco, as the great Emperor Powhatan

had expressed a wish to see this white prisoner. When
Smith was ushered into his presence and received, he

was reclining on a couch covered with raccoon-skins and

looking every inch a king in his barbaric splendor. Water

was at once brought for the guest to wash his hands, and a

bunch of feathers ofFered him to dry them on. Then came

an elaborate meal, followed by a grave debate between the

emperor and his councilors, and Captain Smith knew that

his fate was trembling in the balance.

Powhatan gave a command. Two Indians stepped for-

ward, rolled two large stones before the Emperor, gripped

Smith by the shoulders, dragged him to Powhatan's feet,

and forced his head down on the stones. His hour had come
—no pleading or subterfuge would save him now; the brave

captain shuddered. Then there was the sound of rushing

feet, a woman's cry, and Pocahontas, Powhatan's "dear-

est daughter," knelt at her father's feet, begging for the

life of this strange white man.

With inscrutable calm the emperor refused to listen to

her plea, and the waiting Indians were ready to do their

deadly work when Pocahontas swiftly laid her head over
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that of the captain, and the blow that killed him must per-

force have killed her. Powhatan then relented and agreed

to let the prisoner live; so once again luck had been with

Smith at a critical moment.

That this story, so interwoven with our earliest his-

torical memories, has been subjected to scathing attack

by critics does not make it lose its charm, and to-day

many historians are giving evidence to prove it a neces-

sary link in the chain of events woven around the romantic

life of Captain Smith.

Two days afterward, Powhatan, in disguise, had the

captain taken to a house in the woods and left alone there

on a mat by the fire. Presently from behind a curtain came
"
the most dolefullest noise he ever heard." Then Powhatan

stood before him in a weird costume and told him that they

were now friends and he could go back to Jamestown.

Joyfully Smith heard this, and he agreed when Powhatan

added that "if he would send back to him a couple of cannon

and a grindstone, Smith should ever after be treated as his

own son and should be given a plot of land in the neigh-

borhood."

Home he went to the settlement, and with him went Raw-

hunt, Powhatan's faithful servant, and other Indians, to

take back to the emperor those gifts which he had asked

of Smith. While carrying out his promise, Smith showed a

vein of grim humor mingled with his wisdom. He dis-

played the cannon and grindstone, then suddenly had

the cannon discharged, which made such a crash of falling

limbs and of icicles from the trees that the Indians fled into

the woods in an agony of fright. But soon they came back

again, and Smith suggested that they lift the grindstone

and cannon. They staggered under the weight, and when

he offered them beads and other trinkets instead of the
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heavy load, they gladly hurried off to Werewocomoco with

the substitutes, leaving Smith well content, as he had had

no notion of sending cannon to a savage ruler, however

friendly he might seem.

With a fresh supply of men and provisions Captain New-

port had arrived from England on the day when Smith came

back from his expedition among the Indians, and the two

captains had a hearty laugh over Smith's description of

the Indian emperor and the air of condescension with

which he received the white men. Newport showed eager-

ness to see this savage ruler, and Smith promised to take

him to Werewocomoco on his next visit to that village.

But first Newport looked about the settlement, and,

having heard how affairs had gone during his absence, could

not help noting how important to the little band of settlers

was Captain Smith's good judgment and ready courage in

any emergency. Only thirty-eight of the original settlers

were still alive, but Newport had brought with him one hun-

dred and twenty new recruits, who, while they were helpful

in many ways, yet did much to raise the price of needed

commodities by their eagerness to trade with the Indians

who came to Jamestown. Also, with the idea that America

was full of gold-mines, they wasted much time in digging,

at which Smith plainly showed his annoyance.

Newport would not be put off in his desire to visit Pow-

hatan, so he and Smith with forty other men, rowed up the

river toward Werewocomoco, but before they arrived there

Newport became afraid of putting himself in the power of

the Indian monarch with such a small body of men, so Smith

went on ahead, with an escort of only twenty, leaving New-

port to follow him.

Powhatan received Smith with royal courtesy, and again

promised an alliance with the white men. The next day
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Captain Newport arrived, with a young English boy as a

present for the emperor. Not to be outdone by the white

ruler, Powhatan in turn gave him an Indian boy, Namon-

tack; and for several days white men and savages made

merry with feasting and dancing. Then Powhatan, who
was anxious to trade, suggested to Newport, "Lay me down

your commodities together. What I like I will take, and in

recompense give you what I think fitting their value."

This offer Newport accepted, despite Smith's warning,
and in exchange for his goods the wily old chief only gave
him four bushels of corn, when Newport had expected twenty

hogsheads. Annoyed at his folly, he then let Smith do some

bargaining in his own way, and was much interested as the

captain took in his hand some beautiful blue beads and care-

lessly dangled them before the eyes of the emperor. At once

Powhatan showed delight in the pretty trinkets, and offered

corn for them. Smith shook his head. He had no desire

to part with the beads, he said. Powhatan grew more eager—offered a larger quantity of corn, but Smith persisted in

his refusal. Such beads were only for the wearing of kings,

he said. Powhatan was more than ever determined, and the

result of the bartering was three hundred bushels of wheat

paid to Smith for the blue beads, which from that time were

very popular with the Indians, and their wear was restricted

to those of royal blood. Clever Captain Smith!

Powhatan urged the white men to give up their weapons,

saying that, as they were friends with the Powhatans, no

weapons were needed. Captain Newport would have

agreed to the request, but Smith managed to keep the fire-

arms, and also balked the savages when they tried to get

possession of the colonists' boat; and seeing his tact and

cleverness in dealing with the Indians, Newport's admiration

for this brave captain of many adventures, who was not
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simply a soldier of fortune, but a wise and clever man, grew
more intense.

Powhatan and Newport talked of making a combined

attack on the tribe of Monacans, in whose territory it might
be possible to discover the sea route to India for which the

colonists were always searching, but Smith discouraged

the scheme, and on they went to Pamunkey, and then to

Jamestown. Then back again to England went Newport,

leaving the settlers to the hard work of rebuilding such

edifices as had been burned in a recent fire, Smith being in

his element while he directed the "rebuilding of the church

and houses, set up the palisades, cleared land, planted corn,

and put a new roof on the storehouse."

In the summer of 1608 he went on two short voyages
of discovery up Chesapeake Bay and several neighboring

rivers, and during his absence President Ratcliffe was de-

posed. As soon as Smith returned in September he was

chosen to take RatclifFe's place; so when Newport returned

from England, bringing with him seventy new colonists and

more supplies, he found the redoubtable captain of many
adventures president of the colony.

The London Company, who knew so little about this new

land of America where they were sinking much money
in an endeavor to win fame or fortune, talked seriously with

Newport in London, and ordered him either to find a pas-

sage to the South Sea or gold-mines, else he need never

return to his native land. Also the king commanded that

Powhatan be crowned as a real monarch—thus cementing
the union between him and the English and putting him

on an established basis of comradeship with the King of

England.
To Captain Smith and Newport the idea was ridiculous,

but the king's commands must be carried out, so they
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sent a formal invitation to Powhatan to come to James-
town for the ceremony. But no power on earth could

induce the old monarch to venture within the stronghold

of the strangers, however many treaties of friendship he

might have signed with them. So Smith and Newport set

off for Werewocomoco, where they nearly frightened Pow-

hatan out of his wits by dressing him up in the scarlet

coronation robe sent him by the king. He flatly refused

to kneel that the crown might be placed on his head, and

yet this must be done to carry out the semblance of a

coronation; Namontack laid a firm hand on his shoulder,

he bent under the pressure, and the crown was hastily

slipped on his head! Finding that no harm had come to

him by wearing the new finery, he took courage, and with

lofty dignity presented his old shoes and mantle to New-

port, to take to the King of England in return for the robe

and crown, as well as a bowl and pitcher, a bed, and other

costly novelties sent by his brother monarch.

Once again Newport sailed back to England, and Smith

sent by him a map of Virginia which he had made from his

observations and measurements as he journeyed from place

to place, and of which he was justly proud. He also sent

a letter in which he did not hesitate to tell the London

Company what he thought was their duty to the Virginia

Colony.

Having seen Newport sail away once again, this time

taking with him the deposed president, Ratcliffe, as he had

taken Wingfield on a former trip, Smith turned his atten-

tion to matters at home, as he knew with the instinct born

of experience that there was trouble brewing with the

Indians, who, now when they were asked to trade even for

the coveted blue beads, always refused. But Smith only

became more determined. "No persuasion," he says,
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"could make him starve. If the Indians would not trade

of their own free will they must be made to trade."

During the past winter, doubtless having heard about the

starvation in the Jamestown colony, from chance words

dropped by her father and his advisers, Pocahontas had

slipped away from Werewocomoco night after night under

cover of darkness, hurrying with silent swiftness along the

forest trail that led to the settlement, carrying wild fowl

and corn to the needy men, who came to look at her as a

beautiful angel as with downcast eyes and reddening^ cheeks

she presented her offerings to the captain, then glided away
as silently and swiftly as she had come.

Meanwhile her father's ideas about the white men had

been changing. At first he had thought they were only

making a visit to his territory, and deemed it wise to be

as friendly with them as possible; but as more buildings

were erected in the settlement, and stronger fortifications

were being built, while shipload after shipload of men came

from England,'he realized that the strangers intended to stay,

which was not at all to his liking. With a canny smile he

came to a decision. The settlers must have corn, and he

and his tribe could easily refuse it; then they would re-

treat to their own country, leaving him monarch of his own

territory again; and thus came about the crisis for which

Smith was looking.

Powhatan asked Smith to send him some men to help him

in building a house. Then, to Smith's great amazement,
he sent him an invitation to visit Werewocomoco again,

and politely suggested that he bring with him "a grind-

stone, some muskets, beads, copper, and cock and hen, for

which he would be paid in corn."

Always eager for adventure, Smith accepted, and set out,

accompanied by twenty-seven men.
7
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"At Warrasqueak an old chief warned them to beware of

going on into Powhatan's territory, as he was determined

to cut their throats.

"This was not cheering news, but it took more than that

to daunt Smith, and he and his party went on to the territory

of the Kekoughtans, where a blinding snow-storm obliged

them to stay with the hospitable natives for a week. So

royally were they treated that they afterward asserted that

'they had never been more merry in their lives, lodged by
better fires, or fed with greater plenty of good bread, fish,

flesh, and wild fowl.'
"

When they finally landed at Werewocomoco the river

was frozen for almost a half-mile from the shore; but Smith

broke the ice with the prow of his boat, and they jumped
out and walked over the ice to shore, taking up their quarters

in the first house they came to and sending word to Powhatan

to provide them with food, which he did immediately, send-

ing a supply to last for two days.

At the end of the second day he sent a messenger to Smith,

asking: "When are you going away? Your visit was not

anticipated, and we Powhatans have too limited a supply

of corn to feed you much longer, although, if you will give

us forty swords, perhaps forty baskets could be collected."

This made Smith very angry, and he hastened to remind

Powhatan of his invitation, then tried to trade with him,

for fair prices, but the emperor refused to barter for any-

thing except guns and swords, and at such a high price that

Smith was still more angry, and said that he did not deserve

such treatment. To this Powhatan replied that he was told

the white men intended not trade, but invasion, which

frightened his people so much that they would not bring

in their corn. And again he begged the Englishmen to

lay down their arms.
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With quick diplomacy Smith answered the great chief,

who retorted in kind, and the better part of the day was

spent in wrangling; the only trade that was made was a

copper kettle, on which Smith, seeing it pleased Powhatan,
set the very large price of eighty bushels of corn.

Once more Powhatan begged Smith to give up his arms,

for, he said, "Captain Newport you called father, and so

you call me, but I see in spite of us both you will do what

you will and we must both study to humor and content you.
But if you intend as friendly as you say, send away your

arms, for you see my undesigning simplicity and friendship

cause me thus nakedly to forget myself."

Smith was too keen a diplomat to walk into such a trap;

and again he refused, saying, "Powhatan, . . . your people

coming to Jamestown are entertained with their bows and

arrows, ... we esteeming it with you as it is with us, to

wear our arms as our apparel." Seeing that this remark had

a good effect, he continued in a lofty tone:

"As for your hiding your provisions, we shall not so unad-

visedly starve as you conclude, for we have ways of finding

food that are quite beyond your knowledge."

Crafty as Powhatan was, he noted the inference that the

Englishmen could get along without his corn, and quickly

produced a large quantity of it; but Smith was uneasy, for

he felt sure Powhatan was secretly plotting against him,
and he was not in any position to repel a large force of natives

with the eighteen of his men who were with him. He sent

a messenger to the ships, ordering all men ashore but two

or three who were set to work breaking up the ice, so that

his largest ship could come near land to take them away as

soon as possible.

Powhatan meanwhile ordered an Indian woman to ap-

pear before Smith, to amuse him with strange dances and
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legends, and while she was obeying his orders the mighty
ruler slipped away from Werewocomoco to a safe retreat

farther up the river, while a great throng of warriors pressed

around Smith, trying to kill him. But he fought them

back so furiously with his sword that they fled in terror

to right and left.

After that Powhatan thought it unsafe to appear again,

but he felt he must make some excuse for his sudden flight

and for the Indian assault, so he sent a messenger to Smith

carrying a handsome bracelet and pearl chain as gifts,

also an apology for the attack, and again begged Smith

to make his men give up their firearms. But the deter-

mined Englishmen now "loaded their guns afresh and

cocked them," to protect a file of Indians who were forced

to carry the corn down to the waiting boat. Gladly would

the white men have sailed away now, but they were obliged

to wait for high tide, and Smith sent word boldly to the

Indians to provide them with supper.

Then as he sat alone over a smoldering fire, in the gather-

ing darkness, there glided through the forest that "dearest

jewel," Pocahontas, and stood before the wondering cap-

tain, a fair vision indeed. "Food will be sent to you," she

said, "but afterward you will be killed. I have come to

beg you to be careful in eating what is sent you, and to

leave immediately!"

Smith was deeply touched with this new proof of the

girl's loyalty, and offered her some valuable trinkets as a

reward for her brave act, but she shook her head, saying

that she would not be allowed to live longer if it were dis-

covered that she had warned him, and ran away into the

forest.

An hour later eight stalwart braves came with venison

and other appetizing food. Smith made them taste of each
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dish as it was set before him, and then sent them away with

this message: "If Father Powhatan is coming to visit me to-

night, let him make haste, for I am ready to receive him!"

It is needless to say the message was sufficient warning
to keep the Indians from their prearranged attack, and at

flood-tide Smith and his comrades set sail for Jamestown,

stopping at Pamunkey, where the Indians rose against them

in large numbers.

Smith's desire was to awe them rather than to kill them,

if possible, so "he and two of his friends rushed into the

house of the chief Opechancanough, seized him by his long

scalp-lock, and, dragging him out before his astonished

people, held a pistol to his breast. From sheer amazement

at his daring, chief and tribe became as putty in the hands

of the white men, who secured the corn they desired, then

went on their way to Jamestown, carrying with them three

hundred bushels of corn and a couple of hundredweight of

vension and deer suet."

Besides this—which was, after all, a small amount of food

to have gained in so long a trip
—

they had won from the vari-

ous tribes a vast amount of respect, which was strengthened

in the following months by several incidents which helped to

bring about peace between settlers and natives.

A Chickahominy Indian who was lurking near the James-
town settlement one day stole a pistol and fled with it to the

woods. Two comrades who were with him were arrested.

One was held, and the other sent out to bring back the pistol,

with the clear understanding that if it was not returned he

would be put to death. As the weather was bitterly cold,

charcoal was given him for a fire—and when his comrade

brought back the pistol he said that his friend had been

suffocated by the fumes of the charcoal.

Quickly Smith told the frightened man that he could
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restore him to life, but would only do so on a promise that

there would be no more stealing from the settlers. Then he

worked over the savage, giving him brandy and vinegar, and

rubbing him until there were signs of returning conscious-

ness, and the sick Indian was able to leave the settlement,

both he and his friends having been given small presents.

At another time an Indian at Werewocomoco got hold of

a bag of gunpowder, which he was handling carelessly, his

comrades pressing around him to watch his movements,
when it suddenly exploded, killing several of them and

scorching others. We are told "these and such petty ac-

cidents so amazed and affrighted Powhatan and all his

people that from all parts they came with presents saying

they desired peace, returning many stolen things, . . . and

after that . . . all the country became absolutely as free

for us as for themselves."

With his mind at rest in regard to Indian attacks, Captain
Smith was able to give more time and thought to affairs in

the little community of which he was president. The
settlement had been established on a community basis, each

man Working for the general good and not for his personal

profit, in consequence of which, as no one reaped special

rewards from hard work, many of the settlers idly lived on

the industry of the few, and Smith saw that this state of

affairs must be remedied. Calling the colonists together,

he spoke sharply, saying he was their ruling officer, and

hereafter it was his order that "he that will not work shall

not eat." So firm was his manner and so clear were his words

that all were impressed by his determination to enforce this

rule, and in the next three months all worked so well that

much was accomplished. "Twenty houses were built, the

church was roofed over, a well was dug within the fortress,

nets were woven for use in fishing, thirty acres of ground
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were tilled and planted, and pigs and chickens raised." Also

glass-making and the manufacture of tar went on vigorously,

and all industries were personally supervised by the energetic

captain, who was as capable in time of peace as in war.

Then ship-rats destroyed much of the scanty supply of

corn in the storehouse, and again there was such urgent

need to obtain food that the colonists scattered in all direc-

tions to find it, "some wandering in the woods to pick

berries, others joining the Indian settlements, others becom-

ing fishermen on the Point, and these encountered Samuel

Argyll, who had sailed from England for a cargo of fish or

any other commodity he could get. He brought news of an

expedition which was on its way to the Virginia Colony, its

principal object being, so he said, to reprimand and control

Captain Smith for his hard dealings with the savages, and

for not sending to England valuable cargoes!"

This bit of news did not make Smith as fearful as it should

have done, for he had won the respect and loyalty of the

colonists to such a degree that he knew they would stand

by him in the face of any new governing body which might
be sent by the London Company. And he was right.

The expedition sailed from England in May, 1609, carry-

ing a new commission, or charter, by which the settlement

was to be governed on an entirely different principle, one

which the London Company thought would make for better

results than the old form of government had given.

The fleet of nine ships carried five hundred men, women,
and children; and on one ship, the Sea Venture, were Cap-
tain Newport and the two other Englishmen who were

thought to be capable of re-establishing the Virginia Colony
under the new rule.

The fleet encountered a fierce hurricane near the Bermuda
Islands which drove them on to a rocky cliff and completely
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wrecked the Sea Venture, whose officers were obliged to

remain on the island for ten months until they could build

two pinnaces from the wreckage, in which, having laid in a

good supply of fish and salt pork, at last they sailed across

seven hundred miles of open ocean to Jamestown, where

they arrived on the loth of May, 1610. But the ship's

company were transferred to the other ships of the fleet,

which kept on their way, and reached Jamestown in August,

160.9, with their large number of colonists.

The officers of the new commission were on the

wrecked ship, and there was not one of the new-comers

who was at all fitted to take Smith's place as president,

although an effort was at once made to depose him. This the

old settlers would not allow, and, seeing their loyalty, he

firmly said that he would not give up his office until his

term was out. But the new-comers, among whom was the

deposed President Ratcliffe, did not make things pleasant

for him, and before his term was over he offered the position

to Martin, who had the decency to refuse it, and went off

to try to found a settlement of his own at Nansemund.

Another party went from Jamestown at that time in an

attempt to found a new colony on the river, but were so un-

successful that Smith took five men and went to their

rescue; but he found them so determined not to take his

advice that he left them to their own resources and started

back toward Jamestown.
No sooner had he turned his back on them than they were

attacked by a small band of Indians, and fled—one hundred

of them—through the woods with only twelve Indians at

their heels! Fortunately in their wild flight they encoun-

tered Captain Smith, whose boat had gone aground. As

they were now meekly ready to accept any aid he could give,

he escorted them back to their settlement, which was in such
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a beautiful hilly country that he named it None-Such, and

decided that it would be a much better location for a

colony than the marshy lowlands of Jamestown.

Only too clearly did he see now that because of the

arrival of the new-comers his determined efforts to make
the Virginia colonists work together in happy unity would

not be successful much longer. Many of them were mere

wanderers or vagabonds with no ambition for success or

love of labor, and he was saddened by the thought that his

days of successful achievement in Virginia were almost over.

But with quick courage he diverted his thoughts into

making plans for fortifying and building up a stronger

colony at None -Such, while sailing for Jamestown. As

he lay asleep on deck that night a bag of gunpowder in the

boat exploded, and when the noise and smoke cleared away
the brave Captain realized that he was badly wounded.

Disheartened as he was by discouragements, and weakened

as he was by the incessant toil of life in the settlement, no

one can say that at that moment he did not welcome an

accident which relieved him of further struggle in a cause

to which he had given so much and from which he had

gained so little real satisfaction. However, he concealed his

thoughts, and on finding himself in need of such surgical

care as he could not have in America, he left the New World

where he had seen so much rough adventuring. He sailed

for England early in October—before the arrival of the

wrecked officers of the Sea Venture, who were to remold

the colony on such lines of government as the London

Company felt would make it a success. Of that we have

no concern here. Our hero, the object of our intense in-

terest, had left the New World for the scene of his earlier

adventuring, and though he later came back to explore a part

of the coast of North America, which owes its name of
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"New England" to him, and though in this and other

subsequent voyages he was still the hero of adventures,

yet the great hazards of his life had been taken, and the

greatest of his achievements was that of holding the Vir-

ginia Colony together through the dreadful years known

in history as the "starving time"—for which act he received

scant credit.

But as the years have rolled by, more and more have

Smith's real honesty of purpose and sagacity as a leader

and explorer been recognized, while in his books, written

during the later years of his life, we find his reasons given

clearly for many an act which was severely criticized when it

was done, and also many proofs of his scholarly attainments,

no less than his genius as a soldier of fortune.

No fairer estimate of the brave captain has been given

than that of a colonist and also a historian, who says:

"What shall I say but thus we lost him that in all his

proceedings made justice his first guide and experience his

second; ever hating baseness, sloth, pride, and unworthiness

more than any dangers; that never allowed more for himself

than for his soldiers with him; that upon no danger would

send them where he would not lead them himself; that

would never see us want what he had or could by any means

get us; that would rather want than borrow, or starve

than not pay; that loved action more than words, and hated

falsehood and covetousness worse than death; whose ad-

ventures were our lives, and whose loss our deaths!"

With a knowledge of the pitiful conditions of affairs in

the Virginia Colony after Smith left for England, the value

of his service to America is revealed, and shows him to have

been daring, resourceful, and ambitious to lay the corner-

stone of colonization in America—a man undaunted when

fate did its worst, the gallant captain of our deep admiration.



CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS: ADVENTURER
IN A NEW WORLD

THE
little Andalusian seaport of Palos was in a state

of unwonted and hostile excitement.

To the Church of St. George had been called the governors

of the city and many of the inhabitants, to hear a royal

decree read which commanded the authorities of the town

to have two caravels, or small ships, manned and put
at the disposal of Christopher Columbus, who for seven long

years had been waiting for the sovereigns of Spain to grant

him permission to go, under their standard and with their

financial aid, on such a voyage of discovery as had never

before been made.

Again and again Columbus had presented his petition for

"a few ships and sailors to sail westward on the ocean for

two or three thousand miles, that he might be able to point

out to their Majesties a new short route to India, which

he believed would surely reveal unknown nations, rich in

power and wealth."

And now, at the successful end of the long war against

the Moors, Ferdinand and Isabella, the victorious and joy-

ful rulers of Spain, had at last consented to grant his request.

They also agreed that he should be made admiral of the

fleet, and viceroy of whatever lands he might discover, also

that one-eighth of such profits as might result from the

voyage should be his, and that his heirs should thereafter
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bear the title of Don and succeed as sovereigns of all lands

that he should find.

Queen Isabella, having decided to help Columbus, was
now all impatience to speed him on his way, and so had
sent forth her royal decree that two small vessels should be

suitably equipped for the expedition, while Columbus
himself was to furnish another, with the aid of Martin

Alonzo Pinzon, a wealthy man interested in exploration,

who had become the warm friend of Columbus during his

weary years of waiting. But though many distinguished

men were interested in the theories of Columbus—that there

were other lands and races yet unknown to the inhabitants

of Europe or Africa, that the world was a globe and by

sailing westward he would eventually reach Asia—when it

came to giving money for ships or embarking with him to

prove those theories, interest was less keen, and there was
distinct revolt among sailors against manning the ships for

such an expedition.

Cristoforo Colombo, or Christopher Columbus, the son

of Domenico Colombo, a weaver, of Genoa, was born prob-

ably in 1435, and despite many attempts to show him to

have been of noble birth, facts prove that his nobility was

of character rather than of ancestry.

He had two brothers of whom we hear frequently, Bar-

tolomeo and Diego, and one sister of whom we know

nothing but the fact of her mar-iage to a man of her

own city. From all accounts it would seem that from

his earliest childhood Christopher was the boy on whom
Domenico Colombo built his fondest hopes, and as he early

showed an intense love for life on the sea, he was given, be-

sides the simpler studies of the schools for weavers* children,

a short term in the University of Pavia, where to the small

amount of Latin he had picked up before he added geometry,
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geography, astronomy, and navigation, all of which were of

great assistance to him in his later career. He had a natural

talent for designing and drawing, and when he became

interested in reading accounts of the explorations of Sir

John Mandeville and Marco Polo, and in poring over

charts of the then known world, he began to draw maps
himself, from the sale of which he made quite a little money.

But always he was dreaming
—

dreaming of voyages to

unknown lands, longing for adventures which should prove
his theories and widen the area of the world. When he

was only fourteen years old he went to sea in an expedition

against Naples under an older relative, and "showed the

stuff he was made of when a galley had to be cut out in the

harbor of Tunis" and he was chosen to do it. The sailors,

fearing there might be other ships with the galley, were

too terrified to obey his orders unless he put back for more

ships and a larger crew. With quick resolve the young
commander apparently assented, but really altered the

points of the compass, so that, although the next morning

they were still going forward, all believed that they were

sailing back for reinforcements. A clever piece of strategy

for a boy in his teens, and indicative of a similar one in

his later career!

After that exploit we hear little of Columbus until we
find him a grown man mingling with captains of large

merchant fleets, and with men of rank and renown in Lisbon,

the famous seaport capital of Portugal, and married to an

Italian lady of high rank, Dona Felipa, who soon died,

leaving him with one son, Diego. The son of his later

union with Beatrix Enriques, of Cordova, was Fernando,

who later wrote a life of his father.

At that time, Columbus was a man of thirty-five, tall

and thoughtful, with a refined, studious manner, and ap-
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parently always deep in reverie. It is said that there was

never a man more sensitive, or more modest and just, and

his faults were those characteristic of such a nature and of

the times in which he lived.

From his own observations and calculations he deter-

mined the length of time it took the sun to travel the length
of the Mediterranean Sea, and from that inferred the dis-

tance it would traverse in twenty-four hours. Then by his

measurements of the sun's speed, after he had reached the

conclusion that the world was a globe, he was able to make
a fairly accurate estimate of its size, so by his studies he

was well equipped for extensive sea voyages, and we know
that he explored the North Sea as far as the arctic shores

of Iceland, doubtless hearing from the Norsemen of the

short distance which was supposed to exist between northern

Europe and the shores of Asia. Also in the south he visited

Madeira, the Canary Islands, and the coast of Guinea,

carefully studying all the routes traveled before by Portu-

guese navigators.

And now all Palos was in a state of excitement over the

royal order. Vessels and men were to be provided for a wild

enterprise of a mad adventurer! As has been seen, neither

ships nor crew were forthcoming, and weeks were swiftly

passing. But the queen was not to be turned aside now
from her determination to aid Columbus. On hearing of

the state of affairs in Palos, she sent a royal officer to en-

force her command, and offered to free prisoners if they
would man the boats; consequently, the expedition in-

cluded many men so mutinous and vicious in their tendencies,

that it was a grave question whether the voyage could pros-

per, especially under the command of Columbus, who was

too much of a dreamer to deal severely enough with such

hardened characters.
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At last ships provisions and crews were ready, and "on

the third day of August, in 1492, the newly made officers

and crews having received the sacrament of the Lord's

Supper together, and taken solemn farewells of friends and

families, who never expected to see them again, the little

squadron put to sea." The Santa Maria was commanded

by Columbus, the Pinta by Martin Alonzo Pinzon, with

his brother Francisco Martin as pilot, and the Nina by the

third of the Pinzon brothers, Vincente Yanez. Two of the

vessels were light barks, built with cabins for the officers

and forecastles for the crew, but with no general deck, and

all of the ships were scarcely larger than our modern yachts;

but this satisfied Columbus, who thought the smaller ships

could be more easily managed than larger, more unwieldy
vessels like the great Spanish galleons, or war-ships.

Manned by one hundred and twenty men, the little fleet

set sail, and Columbus had embarked on the voyage of his

dreams.

For two days all went smoothly, but on the third day
out the rudder of the Pinta was broken; Columbus mended

it after a fashion; the other ships shortened sail so the

Pinta might keep up with them, and in seven days they
reached the Canary Islands. Here Columbus made des-

perate attempts to get a new ship in place of the unsea-

worthy Pinta, but he failed to do so; the broken rudder was

replaced by a new one, and the small fleet, heading due

west, set forth to adventure on an untried sea.

For three days the ships lay caught in a dead calm, rolling

and pitching in the trough of the sea, making no progress,

and the sailors were terrified by the vast surrounding ocean.

Even when on the third day the wind freshened, and under

a clear sky sails began to fill again, there was no lifting of

the cloud of discontent on board the fleet.
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Columbus, pacing the deck of the Santa Maria, communed

with himself. His men were fearful of such vast distances

as they were to cover in their little ships. He would remedy
this by his boyhood's device. Two sets of records of their

daily progress should be kept, one showing that they were

going a shorter distance than in reality they were, the other,

a truthful one, for his own use. And as he planned the

little ships danced over the waves as if on wings, and ever

he watched wind and wave, sky and flying bird and floating

bit of wood, that he might detect land the moment it should

come in sight. Weary days of disappointment wore their

slow lengths away, to the great apprehension of the crews,

but with courage and tact Columbus cheered them and

quieted their fears.

The three ships kept so close together that a sound on

one could easily be heard on the other, and one night as a

sailor stood at the stern of the Pinta he looked excitedly

toward the southwest, and shouted ! "Land! Land! 1 claim

the reward!" (Isabella had promised a sum equal to three

thousand dollars to the man who should first discover land.)

There in the direction to which he pointed, apparently,

was a range of snow-capped mountains! Wild enthusiasm

thrilled all hearts; the men climbed the masts to see better,

while Columbus knelt and gave thanks to God; but the

joy was brief. All through that afternoon and night he

steered to the southwest, yet when day came there was no

sign of anything but the sea, glittering in the sunshine of

a brilliant day. Despite their disappointment, the climate

was so balmy and the breeze so refreshing that instead of

giving way to bitterness, as Columbus feared, the sailors

amused themselves by jumping into the quiet water, swim-

ming around the ships, and watching the dolphins sporting

at their bows.
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When they had been out of sight of land for over a month,

with ever the same expanse of endless sea and sky before

and behind them, Columbus noticed one night that all

the birds were flying toward the southwest. Remembering
that the Portuguese had often found land by following the

flight of birds at sunset, he steered accordingly, and pres-

ently sailed close to a bit of green thorn-bush freshly broken

from a tree, and found other sure signs that land must be

near. At the twilight hour, when the men always gathered

together for evening prayer, after the Vesper Hymn to the

Virgin had been sung, Columbus made a little speech, re-

minding them of the great goodness of Almighty God, who
had protected them in their long journey and had brought

them, he had no doubt now, near to land at the very place

where he had expected to find it, and he added:

"It would be no surprise to me if it should come in sight

before morning, and to that end I would have a strict

watch kept throughout the night. And besides the reward

already promised to the man who first sees land I will

give a velvet doublet!"

"Valiantly the little fleet cut its way through the sea, the

Pinta in the lead. Every heart on board beat fast with an-

ticipation now, and not a man slept the whole night through.

Columbus, on the high poop of his ship, at ten o'clock, watch-

ing the quiet, rippling waves and the star-lit sky, noted a

dim, trembling light in the distance." Now it appeared, now
faded away, as though it might be a torch in some one's

hand being carried from one place on land to another,

or a light in a fisherman's boat tossing up and down on the

waves. Eour hours later the Pinta fired a gun. Land!

A sailor had seen land! Sails were furled on all the ships

and cheers rang out as the clear outline of land showed in

the dawning light. In the heart of Columbus there must
8
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have been the most solemn joy. For sixty-seven days his

little fleet had been lost on the trackless ocean, and now on

the 1 2th day of October his dream had come true. A new
world was in sight.

"Dawn came, and the eager seamen, straining their eyes

for the new vision, saw a low-lying island thickly wooded,
in full beauty of tropical bloom. On all sides of the ships

the water was as clear as crystal, the songs of birds could be

faintly heard, while here and there among the great tropical

trees a bronzed and naked human figure darted."

All was now excitement and bustle on the ships; boats

were lowered and manned, and in eager expectancy the men
rowed to the island, carrying the banner of Spain and that

of the expedition, which had on one side the monograms of

Ferdinand and Isabella surmounted by a crown, on the

other a green cross. Columbus was a brilliant figure in a

rich scarlet robe he had put on for the occasion, and as the

boats grounded he and his fellow-officers and the sailors,

stepping out, fell reverently on their knees and kissed the

earth. Then Columbus took possession of the islands in

the names of their Majesties Ferdinand and Isabella, and

called the place San Salvador, or Holy Saviour, planting on

the shore the royal standard, while the seamen, before so

skeptical and mutinous, now crowded around him, kissing

his hand and begging his forgiveness for their unbelief.

Columbus received their penitence graciously, and then

exacted an oath of allegiance as viceroy of all the lands of

which they were now to take possession.

While these imposing ceremonials were taking place, a

crowd of natives hurried through the forests to look in won-

der and awe on these beings who had come apparently from

the Unknown in great birds with outstretched wings, for so

the ships seemed to them, and the glittering appearance
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of the men, and the weapons they carried, so terrified them

at first that they fled into the woods; then, seeing they

were not pursued, they flocked back to gaze at the marvel-

ous creatures. Columbus in his brilliant robe, with his

dignified bearing, and the homage paid him by his com-

panions, was most stared at and thought to be divine.

To the Spaniards the bronze-hued natives were objects

of equal interest, as they drew near to Columbus, some

timidly touching his robe and his hand, while with gentle

kindness he gave them presents
—red caps, strings of glass

beads, and other trifles which pleased them by their gay
colors. That the land to which he had come was a part of

India Columbus had no doubt, so he called the natives

Indians, which has since come to be the name of all native

American tribes.

After having taken possession of the island and named

it, Columbus and his men spent the remainder of the day

quietly on shore asking the natives questions, both ques-

tions and answers being made in sign language. When

evening came and the white men went back to the ships,

the news had spread to the very interior of the island of

"these marvelous creatures who had come from the skies on

wings, and, eager for a sight of them before they flew away

again, the naked bronzed men, hastily jumping into canoes

made from the hollowed trunks of great trees, paddled out

to the strangers' ships, offering live parrots or huge balls

of cotton yarn for anything the white men could give.

They even offered gold ornaments for broken dishes, barrel

hoops, or bits of glass, but Columbus would not allow his

men to trade with anything less valuable than beads or bells.

During the night traffic ceased, but by daylight the ships

were again surrounded by a swarm of canoes, their occupants

jumping out and swimming to the boats with the articles
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they had for exchange. A day or two later, having become

perfectly at home with the white men, they would come
aboard the ships, though they had nothing to trade, and,

seizing some trifle which had taken their fancy, would jump
overboard with it."

It was a great disappointment to Columbus to find that

they were evidently poor people and that he saw no traces

of any gold or silver mines. The gold nose-rings worn by
the women were the only trinkets he found of any value.

Those the girls eagerly exchanged for bright-colored beads,

and, when asked where they came from, pointed to the

south, where they said lived a great chief whose meals were

served in gold dishes. "Also they said that there were war-

like northern tribes who often went to attack the southern

nations and came back laden with gold. And so Columbus

came to the conclusion that near by lay a magnificent city

with gorgeous palaces, to which he should presently find his

way, and his hope of gaining gold ran high."

He was eager not only to acquire the precious metal

for the enriching of Ferdinand and Isabella, who had aided

him in his undertaking, but also for the accomplishing
of a crusade to rescue the tomb of our Saviour from the

hands of the infidels, a mission so sacred that he believed

any means permissible to accomplish it.

After a day on the wonderful new-found island Columbus

and his men rowed up the shore in a fine natural harbor

surrounded by coral reefs. As they went they could see

natives running down to watch them, and many of them

bowed low as if in adoration of the marvelous white men
and in thanksgiving for their coming. Some even paddled
or swam out to the boats and were given trinkets by Colum-

bus. They made signs which seemed to ask him if he had

come down from the skies, and he in turn inquired where
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they got their gold ornaments. They too pointed to the

south, so he decided to go on at once, taking with him some

Indians to learn Spanish and act as guides.

Sailing in the direction indicated, he reached another

island, to which he gave the name of Santa Maria de la

Concepcion, but, being disappointed anew in his hope of

finding wealthy natives and much gold, he again set sail,

to explore further in these unknown seas.

As the ships were leaving Concepcion Island a native

who was on the Nina jumped overboard, and escaped by

swimming to a canoe full of Indians paddling near. Over

went some of the Ninas men, too, in hot chase, but the

nimbler Indians had paddled ashore and were lost in the

depths of the woods long before the sailors reached land.

The seamen seized the canoe, however, and took it back

to their ship as a prize. Again, when a native paddled out

to the Santa Maria and held up his ball of cotton for the

sailors to buy, pretending interest, they tempted him to

come nearer their ship; then, springing into the canoe, they

made him a prisoner. Fortunately Columbus had seen

the incident, and, coming forward, spoke kindly to the

frightened Indian, and not only gave him some glittering

trinkets, but with sharp command ordered him to be low-

ered again to his canoe, and watched until he saw him reach

shore in safety.

From Concepcion Columbus sailed to a large island,

near which "a solitary Indian was paddling his canoe across

a wide gulf between the islands. He had in his canoe some

dry leaves, which the white men thought he must have

used as medicine, but were probably tobacco leaves, some

red earth to paint himself with, after the native custom,

and a gourd of water, as well as some cassava bread, the

main food of the Indians. To the great amusement of the
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white men, he wore around his neck a string of their beads,

and was doubtless going to other islands to thrill the natives

with the sight of them. As he seemed tired of paddling,

he was taken on board the Santa Maria and treated with

such kindness, and fed so sumptuously, that when in the

morning he and his canoe were again launched on the gulf,

he probably hurried ashore to tell his astounding tale of

the white man's goodness," which was just what Columbus

wanted, for it was greatly to the advantage of the Spaniards
to have the natives trust them.

To the third island of Columbus's discovering he gave
the name of the King of Spain, Fernandina, and he anchored

there in search of water, thrilled with the marvelous beauty

stretching everywhere about him, and touched by the kind-

ness of the natives, who led the Spaniards to clear springs

and helped them in filling their casks and rolling them to

the boats.

But Columbus was still disappointed, for he saw no traces

of gold here, and accordingly sailed at once for another

near-by island called Saometa, which, so said the natives,

was the residence of the chief, or king, of all the neighboring

islands, where were rich gold-mines. But, alas for hopes,

landing there, the Spaniards found neither monarch nor

mines! To this peculiarly beautiful island Columbus

gave the name of the queen, Isabella, and his journal speaks

of its birds and flowers and balmy air in glowing terms,

declaring that many of the herbs and trees would be very

valuable in Spain for medicines and spices, and that he

deeply regretted his lack of knowledge in regard to them.

There were also unknown fishes, rivaling the birds in their

brilliant coloring, and rabbits and lizards, which were new

to the Spaniards, and small dogs who could not bark.

It was now the end of October, the rainy season in the
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tropics was at hand, and the ships had to struggle against

baffling winds and glassy seas, but at last a brisk wind

sprang up and they were able to sail to the southwest, bound

for an island spoken of constantly by the natives as "Cuba."

"They passed many small islands, and after a three days'

sail, on the most brilliant of tropical mornings Columbus
saw a sight which thrilled him as no other of his whole

existence had done, as the towering mountains, the broad

vales, the luxuriant foliage and verdure, and the apparent-

ly boundless expanse of this grandest of earthly islands

stretched before his ravished eyes when Cuba came in*view.

Landing, he took possession of the island, as usual, for the

glory of God and in the names of the Spanish monarchs,

naming it Juan, in honor of Queen Isabella's son. The
broad river in which the fleet anchored he called San

Salvador."

To Columbus this island was as lovely as a dream-world,

and stretched out so endlessly, as the boats wound their way
up the river, that he was not sure whether he had found the

great island of Japan or the mainland of China. Journey-

ing on, they found many clustering groups of huts, making
small villages; but everywhere the natives fled at the

white men's approach. The huts were more strongly built

than any on neighboring islands, and were placed among the

groves like a military camp, "which made Columbus hopeful

that he had found a more civilized kingdom, especially as

in some of the huts he found rude carvings. He also found

some skulls which he thought were the skulls of cows, prov-

ing, he thought, that there were cattle in Cuba. In reality

they were merely sea-cows. There were also the small

dogs which did not bark, like those found on the other

island."

In their trip along the shore of the island, behind a cape
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which the Spaniards named the Cape of Palms, the Indians

told Pinzon there was a river which led to a country called

Cuba-nacan, nacan standing for interior, where there were

quantities of gold. This, Pinzon thought, must be the

country of Kublai Khan, the Emperor of China. In fact,

the three commanders agreed that Cuba was not an island,

as the natives thought, but the mainland of Asia which

stretched out indefinitely to the north, and Columbus was

more sure than ever that the land of his dreams had been

found.

For three days they sailed along the coast, but con-

trary winds forced them to cast anchor in a little river by
the way, which they called Rio de los Maries. Here the

natives told them that their king lived inland, and Columbus

at once sent two ambassadors, with Indians and guides,

to locate this monarch and find out from him the distance to

Asiatic seaports. They carried him many gifts, and a

letter expressing the desire of the Spanish rulers to enter

into friendly relations with the Eastern monarchs and

governments.

During the six days of their absence Columbus kept his

crews busy overhauling the ships, then, anxious to per-

sonally investigate the region, he went up the river a few

miles and landed, stopping to talk with the natives wherever

one would speak with him, and showed them gold and

pearls, but they shook their heads. In one place he found

them cooking a small bulbous root nearly the size of an

apple in hot ashes, and stopped to inquire about it, taking

away a root with him. Little did he dream that the find-

ing of this root was a more important discovery to the

whole civilized world than any gold-mine would have been,

for it was no other than the potato, the future indispensable

article of diet to the entire world !
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The ambassadors came back with a story of having

found a king of a small Indian village, who received them

graciously and entertained them bountifully, but could give

no information of gold, or even of rare spices, to be found

in the vicinity. They told also with great interest of hav-

ing seen Indians rolling up dry leaves and lighting them, to

hold them smoking between their teeth.

But as there was no hint of gold to be obtained, despite

the lure of this land of beauty and fragrance Columbus

again set sail, taking with him several of the handsomest

native girls and young men, to be taught Spanish and be

made useful as interpreters. So meek in disposition were

these natives that Columbus believed they would easily

be converted to the Christian religion, and allowed himself

to think that the desire to lead them to the true faith was his

real reason for taking them with him.

At that time there was evidently a good deal of bitterness

between Columbus and Martin Alonzo Pinzon, who con-

sidered himself quite the equal of Columbus, and objected

to obeying his orders without question, as Columbus rightly

insisted he should do, for although Pinzon had furnished

large funds for the trip, yet Columbus was his superior

officer. "A storm having come up, Columbus put about

ship to return to the harbor, and signaled to the other

vessels to do the same. Pinzon paid no heed to the signal,

having evidently determined to take a cruise on his own
account in search of gold, and when morning dawned the

Pinta was nowhere to be seen. This greatly worried

Columbus, who feared the missing commander might hasten

back to Spain and make the first revelation of their wonder-

ful discoveries. However, to pursue him would be useless,

so with his diminished fleet Columbus cruised along the

coast of Cuba to the east," in search of an island rich in gold,
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so the Indians said, with more and more awe at the luxuriant

beauty on every side; especially did he wonder at the

giant trees, some of them so huge that the natives could

make of one a canoe large enough to carry a hundred men.

Soon the marvelously beautiful island of Hayti, or San

Domingo, came in sight. Even ravished as the seamen's

eyes had been by the wonders of tropical vegetation, this

surpassed them all, as they entered a harbor to which

Columbus gave the name of Port Concepcion. The clear

waters of the bay and the river flowing into it were full

of many kinds of fishes, very much like those found in

Spanish waters, and they heard the song of a bird similar

to that of their own nightingale. For these reasons Colum-

bus called the place Hispaniola, or Little Spain.

Being much impressed with the beauty of this island,

Columbus with even more solemn ceremonials than usual

took possession of it and erected a cross, while six armed

men were sent, with Indians for guides, to find and talk

with the natives. They came back to report houses and

gardens everywhere well cared for, but not a native to be

found. They had fled, as had the Cubans, at sight of the

approaching white men.

But several of the sailors, roaming over the island, came

on a party of natives, who at once ran, pursued by the sea-

men. One of the Indians, a graceful young girl less fleet-

footed than her comrades, was captured by the Spaniards,

who carried her in triumph to Columbus.

Her beauty and charm delighted him, and he treated her

with such kindness that she felt no fear of him, being over-

joyed with the presents which he made her, while native

women on his ship gave her a sense of security.

At the sight of her gold nose-ring Columbus was much

excited, hoping that it might be a clue to gaining his desire.
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Having clothed the young captive in a dress of the civilized

world, doubtless to her great discomfort, he sent her ashore

accompanied by sailors and Indians, to return to her native

village, and the next day sent nine men with a Cuban guide

to follow them. The party were trailed to a picturesque

group of tents and cabins on the banks of a river, but every

native had fled. The Cuban guide at once pursued the

fugitives, who, seeing a native, were willing to listen to his

account of the wonderful white men, and many of them

turned back for a friendly interview with the strangers,

before whom they bowed low, placing their hands on their

heads in token of reverent submission to divine will. With

them came others who carried the beautiful Indian girl in

her civilized dress, on their shoulders. She also wore the

glittering trinkets she had received, but neither she nor

any other native brought any gold to offer the strangers.

Having heard this, again Columbus set sail, touching at

the island of Tortugas, which he explored, but found no

warrant for remaining there.

Later, lying in the harbor of St. Thomas ofF Hispaniola,

he found friendly natives who had gold ornaments which

they would gladly have given for nothing, but this he

would not allow. At that time he made the acquaintance of

Guacanagari, the great chief of all that part of the island,

which was a piece of good fortune to the Spanish com-

mander, as we shall see:

"On the evening of the 24th of December," so says

Columbus in one of his letters which has been preserved:

"while lying ofF the coast of Hispaniola, it pleased the

Lord, seeing me gone to bed, and we being in a dead calm

and the sea as calm as water in a dish, that all the men
went to bed leaving the helm with boy. Thus it came to

pass that the currents easily carried away the ship upon one
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of those shoals which, though it was night, made such a

roaring noise that it might be heard a league off."

He roused instantly, and was the first on deck, where

he found a scene of panic and confusion. Hastily he gave

orders, and made a heroic attempt to save the ship, as her

loss would be an irreparable one. "The mast was cut away
to lighten her, but even that was useless; she settled heavily

on her side, the breakers cut open her seams, she began to

fill, and commander and crew were obliged to row away
from her to the Nina, which was lying a half-mile away."
Then Columbus remembered Guacanagari, and sent some

of his men ashore to tell him of their great disaster. So

stirred was the friendly chief by the sad tale that he sent

all his tribe, with every canoe which could be mustered,

to aid Columbus in unloading the sunken ship, and so

cleverly did they work that nearly everything was saved,

but chief and men refused to take any reward for their

labor. Guacanagari also gave three houses for the

storing of the rescued goods, and for such of the white men
as remained on shore, while Columbus and the remainder

of the crew went aboard the little Nina. Guacanagari, seeing

the eagerness of Columbus for gold ornaments, took great

pains to have his people present him with as many as pos-

sible, for which the Spaniards exchanged hawks' bells,

which delighted the savages by their musical tinkle.

Guacanagari also invited Columbus to a lavish feast, after

which they went out to a grove where a thousand natives

played tribal games for the amusement of the illustrious

guest.

In return Columbus ordered his men to give a military

drill for the Indians, which in its display of Spanish weapons,
and the discharge of a cannon, with its terrific report, both

awed and terrified the simple-minded, peace-loving natives,
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who scarcely knew whether to fear or adore these strange

white men.

Daily Columbus was becoming more hopeful of obtaining

gold on this beautiful island, for, besides the many glittering

trinkets given him, five chiefs from different localities had

brought him coronets of gold, and Guacanagari had pre-

sented him with a gold crown in exchange for a string of

bright beads, the crimson mantle which Columbus had

worn on his first arrival at San Salvador, and a silver ring,

which pleased him more than gold, as there was no silver

on the islands.

Meanwhile the sailors were thoroughly enjoying the in-

dolent tropical life where there were no days of hard work,
but of lazy repose, and evenings of dance and song with

the friendly natives, and they begged Columbus to stay

where they were, instead of returning to Spain; and when it is

remembered that many of them were criminals freed for the

purpose of manning the ships, their eagerness to stay in the

New World is doubly explained.

Having now far too many men to go back at one time on

his single remaining ship, the little Nina, Columbus, as he

listened to the sailors' plea to remain in Hispaniola, had a

great idea. He would go back to Spain to obtain more

ships and money and a larger crew for still further adventur-

ing in the New World, and to give an account of his voyage,

while a small company of his men should be left behind to

explore Hispaniola thoroughly and to secure all the gold

possible while awaiting his return. So elated with the

idea was he that we find in his journal this paragraph:
"I hoped that upon my return from Spain 1 should find

a ton of gold obtained in traffic by those I had left behind;

and also mines and spices, discovered in such quantities

that the sovereigns, before three years, would be able to
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undertake a crusade for the deliverance of the Holy Sep-

ulcher."

Immediately he and his men built a fortress, which they

manned with the cannon from the wrecked ship, supply-

ing it with ammunition for a year's need. In ten days
the fort was finished by the aid of the natives, who were

delighted with it, for now they felt that the Caribs, a savage

neighboring tribe, would not be able to attack them as they
had formerly, and carry off so many captives. The little

colony included about forty men, carefully selected, under

the command of a Cordovan noble, Diego de Arana. A
boat for fishing purposes was left, seeds to plant, and many
articles to use for trading; and when the time to leave drew

near, Columbus commanded his men to treat all natives,

especially their true friend Guacanagari and his people,

with the utmost justice and courtesy, to be honorable

in their intercourse with all women among the natives,

and with the aid of their commander to make every effort

to find gold-mines. He then gave a parting banquet to

the great chief who had been such a loyal friend, and on

the next morning the signal-gun from the little Nina was

fired and the small craft sailed slowly away from the troop ;

of cheering colonists.

Scarcely fifty miles away, the man on watch gave a

shout—The Pinta! The Pinta! And there indeed was the

missing ship. Its commander, Martin Pinzon, made a

confused apology, which Columbus accepted without com-

ment, for he knew it was wise to keep friendly terms with

him. But through the confession of one of Pinzon's crew

Columbus found out that an Indian had told Pinzon of a

gold-mine lying to the east, and Pinzon had hoped secretly to

load his ship with the precious metal, and go back to Spain

with it without having to share the glory with Columbus.
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The mine he never found, but his traffic with natives

had yielded a good deal of gold, half of which he kept for

himself and half he gave to the sailors to buy their secrecy.

When the Nina came on the Pinta she had been entangled
in shoals and small islands, and Pinzon was afraid he would

never reach Spain, so doubtless was glad to see Columbus

once more.

Together the two vessels set sail, and twenty-four hours

later cast anchor in a river where Pinzon had been trading,

named by Columbus Rio de Gracia. Here the natives

swarmed about the ships, pointing to Pinzon with complaints
that he had carried off four men and two young men by
force. A search found them on board the Pinta, and it

was plain that Pinzon had intended to carry them to Spain
and sell them for slaves. Columbus was very angry at

this, and, ordering their immediate release, he loaded them

with presents and spoke to them kindly, while Pinzon

watched in sullen anger.

Again they weighed anchor in the bay of Samana to

fill their casks with enough water to last for the voyage

home, finding a race of fierce savages, with their bodies

painted like the North American braves, and armed with

huge war-clubs, bows, and heavy swords.

One of these savages went aboard the Nina and seemed

friendly with Columbus, but he was evidently a spy, for

though Columbus sent him ashore in a ship's boat and

loaded him with presents, the moment he landed he gave a

war-whoop, and a crowd of natives rushed to capture the

white men manning the boat. Being better armed than

the savages, they routed them after a sharp conflict in

which two natives were wounded.

This was the first struggle between the white men and

natives, and Columbus feared it might result in bitter feel-
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ing between Indians and Spaniards, but, to his surprise, dur-

ing the three days of their stay in the bay not only several

of the tribe, but a chief himself, visited the ships; and

the chief gave Columbus his gold crown. When at last

the Nina and the Pinta set sail again, four young natives to

whom Columbus had become deeply attached insisted on

sailing with the white men to some neighboring islands.

The small ships encountered terrible storms on their

homebound trip, such storms that there seemed little

chance of ships or crews being saved. As the fury of the

gale grew worse, the terrified seamen made a solemn vow
that if they should ever reach land they would go, bare-

footed and only in their shirts, to the nearest church ded-

icated to the Virgin, to give thanks. And still the tempest

raged, and the anger of the crews increased against a com-

mander who had led them into such perils. Columbus

himself was filled with bitter forebodings. Was his great

discovery
—the greatest of his day—to be thus lost in the

trackless ocean?

In that black hour of personal suffering and of hideous

responsibility the great explorer thought of a way by which,

even should they all be lost at sea, the story of his New
World discoveries might reach Spain. While the waves

dashed high and the ships pitched and plunged he wrote

on a sheet of parchment the details of his voyage and of the

islands he had found and named. Then addressing the

document to their Majesties Ferdinand and Isabella, and

adding that he who should deliver it to them should have

a reward of a thousand ducats, he wrapped it in a waxed

cloth and put it in an air-tight cask, which was then thrown

into the sea, the sailors thinking this the performance of

another vow. And still the tempest raged. But "gradually,

as land dawns out of a mist, the stars came out, and a few
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hours later the sun rose; the sky was cloudless and the

breeze had freshened." Also land was in sight, and pres-

ently the two ships cast anchor off St. Mary's, the most

southern of the Azores, where the crews in devoutly attempt-

ing to perform their vows were arrested by the governor
of the island. Being under Portuguese rule, and Portugal

having been the only country to discover new lands before

the voyage of Columbus, and having refused him aid in

his venture, the people were anything but friendly to

him now, and after having a talk with the governor he

armed his men and made preparations for a struggle should

there be an attempt to capture him. To make matters

worse, for two days there was such a strong wind that his

anchorage was unsafe, and he was obliged to "stand out

to sea and was in great danger," with the added anxiety

of having half of his men under arrest. But on the third

day he was able to go back to his anchorage, where he

was visited by officers, who asked to see the ships' papers

and explained that the governor had taken the little Nina

and her crew for one of the pirate ships then infesting the

sea. The papers having been shown, the imprisoned sea-

men were freed, and the news was carried to Portugal that

Columbus had really discovered a new world and returned

in safety. At once curious visitors swarmed out to the

Nina, boats of all kinds filled the river around her, and

Columbus and his men told over and over about the won-

derful lands they had visited, showing the plants and animals

and gold ornaments they had brought back with them,

while the Indians, dressed in their native costumes, were

the central feature of the exhibition. No wonder Portugal

felt bitter regret at the short-sighted policy which had robbed

her of the glory of this conquest!

And now the Nina put to sea again, and crept into the
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port of Palos. The sight of the little craft which had left

its moorings almost seven months before, and been given

up as lost, created such excitement that the glad tidings

flew from house to house and business was practically sus-

pended. Columbus and all his crew were safe! They had

found a New World! The Pinta had parted company
with them in the storm only a few days since, and was

doubtless safe, too! Soon all Spain was ablaze with joy.

"And on that very night while the people were still mad
with rejoicing, the storm-bound Pinta crept into the harbor.

Driven before the gale, Pinzon had made a port in the Bay
of Biscay, where he had waited for the storm to subside."

When he entered the port of Palos and saw the rejoicing

over Columbus, he was so mortified at his desertion of the

great discoverer that he landed privately and, hurrying to

his home, was not seen until after Columbus had gone to

give an account of his journeyings to the king and queen.

When his story became known he was forbidden to appear
at court, and was soon taken sick, dying finally of a broken

heart.

The journey of Columbus to Barcelona, to report to their

Majesties, was a triumphal progress. The great discoverer,

mounted on a magnificent white horse, led the procession, and

behind came his men carrying the most showy products of the

worlds they had discovered, with the Indians in their brilliant

costumes, glittering ornaments, and gay plumes, at which

the Spaniards stared with awe and wonder. As the pro-

cession entered the city a long line of noblemen met and

escorted Columbus into the presence of the sovereigns.

Ferdinand and Isabella were seated under a silken canopy
in a great room specially prepared for the occasion, and all

eyes were fixed on Columbus as he entered and stood be-

fore them, conspicuous for his tall and stately carriage, his
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dignity and his expressive features. A smile played over his

face, showing that he realized the homage he was receiving,

and he showed surprise when the king and queen rose and

invited him to be seated beside them, a favor only con-

ferred on those of high rank.

In response he knelt and kissed their hands, then told

of his adventures and discoveries, "showing birds, living and

stuffed, of brilliant plumage and native to the island he had

visited. Gold in every form which had been acquired from

the natives was also shown, to the great satisfaction of the

monarchs who so coveted the glittering commodity." While

Columbus told his story the picturesque Indians stood

erect and beautiful in their gay costumes, adding a wonder-

ful note of color to the scene, and the devout Isabella thrilled

at the thought of converting them to her much-loved religion.

When Columbus ceased speaking, Ferdinand and Isabella

knelt and joined the choir in singing a Te Deum. Except
for this there was perfect stillness among the throng. Feel-

ing was too deep for words, and, as Las Casas says,
"
the

souls of the auditors were in that solemn hour so borne up
to heaven that it seemed as if they communicated with

celestial delights."

After that day, the most thrilling one in the life of Colum-

bus, whenever the king rode out Columbus rode beside him,

with the crown-prince on the other side—greatest of all

compliments paid to the adventurer.

And now in all the courts of Europe the great discoveries

of Columbus were the principal theme for discussion, and

all believed, as he did himself, that he had found a western

route to Asia.

He was given the reward offered for the first sight of

land; and while it seemed unfair that it should not have

been given to that sailor on the Pinta who actually saw the
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island, rather than to the commander who merely saw lights

flickering on a possible shore, still it must be remembered

that the whole crew of the Pinta were in disgrace for having
deserted Columbus and having plotted to rob the govern-
ment of much gold. Nevertheless, public sympathy has

been largely with the poor seaman who received no reward,

while on Columbus were heaped such honors.

One of the most famous stories of the great explorer at

that time is of his having been invited to a banquet, at

which one of the guests asked Columbus whether he did

not think that, had he not discovered the Indies, some one

else would have done so. Without answering, Columbus

took an egg and asked each one of the company to do the

same and to try to make it stand on end. No one could do

it. Then Columbus broke the end of his just enough to

make it balance, and said, quietly, that the route to the New
World would be easy, now he had shown the way.

Naturally, as this first venture of his had been so suc-

cessful, all Spain was now aflame for a second voyage of

discovery, so at once extensive preparations were begun
and carried to fulfilment, with what success we have no

concern in this brief sketch. Nor is it ours to weigh evidence

and give our verdict on the grievous faults and omissions

laid at the door of the great and brave man who by his

adventuring opened wide the door into a new continent

where liberty, equality, and fraternity were to be the rich

heritage of those who entered in.

Many who could not appreciate the vision of such a man
have made him the victim of venomous attacks and biting

criticism, but, when all is said, his faults were not those of

viciousness, but of the age in which he lived, and to him

who first planted the standard of civilization on the island

of San Salvador, who, despite all his knowledge and all his
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adventuring, "died ignorant of the real grandeur of his

discovery," we who reap the rich rewards of that opened
door into the land of our deepest loyalty pay admiring

tribute, as to one who fared forth in quest of adventure

and found America.



DANIEL BOONE: ADVENTURER IN KENTUCKY

MAY
-DAY of the year 1769, and a small party of

. adventurers starting out from the valley of the

Yadkin in North Carolina to explore the almost untrodden

wilderness of Kentucky, of whose fertile beauty and forests

teeming with game glowing reports had been brought by
one of the few pioneers who had penetrated its wild depths.

Each man of the expedition wore the usual costume of

deer or bear skin, and all were mounted on strong horses,

with a blanket or skin strapped on each saddle; camp
kettles and a supply of salt were also carried, and a small

quantity of provisions to eke out their principal diet of

game.
In the party were John Finley, whose tales had brought

about the expedition; John Stuart, brother-in-law of the

leader of the party; three men from the Yadkin who had

volunteered to go as camp-tenders and hunters; and Daniel

Boone, a famous pioneer pathfinder. By reason of his in-

timate knowledge of wilderness life and Indian habits, Boone

was well fitted to lead such an exploring-party as this over

the mountains and through the valleys into the Promised

Land of Finley's describing.

Circumstances had also combined from his earliest mem-

ory to fit Daniel Boone for a guide through the wilderness

of the Southwest, where his boyhood had been spent.

Born in Berks County, Pennsylvania, he was the fourth
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son of Squire Boone, a Quaker, who had come from England
to join the colony of Friends settled near the small city of

Philadelphia.

Having bought two hundred and fifty acres of woodland,

Squire set himself with firm resolve to making it into a

valuable farm. Besides the regular daily routine of work, he

kept a half-dozen looms busy making homespun for neigh-

bors and for the Philadelphia market, and it is said that

the cheery blaze of his forge was a welcome sight to tired

travelers after a day's journey through the forest. "Some
six miles north of the farm Boone had a fine grazing-range

for his stock, and, according to the custom of that day,

sent his cows there every season from early spring to late

autumn, and with them went Daniel and his mother to

live in a rough cabin, the boy tending the cattle while his

mother made butter and cheese, which was kept in a rustic

dairy-house over a cool spring."

During those summer months of herd-tending the lad had

much time to himself, and acquired so great a liking for

hunting that more than once his cattle strayed far from

home while he was roving in search of game. Proud of

his boy's prowess as a hunter, his father gave him a rifle

when he was only thirteen years old, and from that time

Daniel forsook all other pursuits for the fascinating sport

which entirely provided the family with meat. All through
Berks County he roamed, exploring the region so thoroughly
that it became as well known to him as was his father's

farm, and his quick ears and keen eyes lost no forest sight

or sound. He met many Indians who were as friendly with

the young hunter as those who frequently came to the

farm, but for his own amusement he sometimes played the

game of hunting for imaginary hostile savages whom he

would trail for hours, watching for them eagerly from an
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ambush of tree or log, then springing out to fall suddenly on

them and fight them in the open. This game, although
rather one-sided, did much to develop the boy's powers of

observation and to increase his self-control, of which he had

grave need in after years.

His days spent in the forests of Berks County gave the

lad a keen desire to explore farther, to see the country from

which the Indians came, which desire was heightened by
the coming of a tide of settlers to the Pennsylvania frontier,

that caused the forest creatures to push back to a less

thickly populated country. So the boy was delighted when
his father announced his intention to move five hundred

miles farther to the Southwest to the Yadkin Valley, said

to be one of the richest farming districts of that region

and a paradise for hunters.

In the new home beyond the Blue Ridge young Daniel

joyfully explored the forests, which were full of buffalo, elk,

deer, bears, panthers, wildcats, and wolves, and enthusiasti-

cally told his father and brothers, "Here is hunting that is

the real thing!"

At that time he was a "sinewy, alert, slender youth of

eighteen, almost six feet high, with eyes as keen as a razor,

but with kindness written clearly on the lines of his thin

face, as we see him stretched at full length behind a fallen

log, finger on trigger, ear alert, blue eyes gleaming, a healthy

glow on his cheek," or "cutting his way through a tangle

of undergrowth, leaping silently from rock to rock across

the bed of a fast-running mountain stream, and buoyantly

clambering from ridge to ridge of some bristling mountain

wall." Those were happy days for the boy, and especially

did he enjoy the occasional raids on the Yadkin farm

made by the Indians from the North.

In the summer of 1754 the settlers heard with great con-
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cern that the French had come down from Canada and

built forts in the Ohio country to which the English laid

claim, and Governor Dinwiddie of Virginia had sent troops

under a young officer, George Washington, to drive back

the invaders. There was a short, sharp struggle for su-

premacy which resulted in the defeat of the French, but

later the English were attacked in the Great Meadows at

the forts of the Ohio and driven back to Virginia
—which

sounded very much like war to the colonists in the Yadkin

Valley, and was much more thrilling to the younger members

of the colony than the raids of the Shawnees.

A year after Washington's forces had been defeated by
the French, General Braddock, a young Englishman, joined

him in another attempt to drive back those who had dared

to invade land claimed by the Virginia colony.

Braddock's force included one hundred backwoodsmen

from North Carolina under command of Captain Hugh
Waddell, with whom, as wagoner and blacksmith, went

Daniel Boone, youngest and most intrepid of Braddock's

men.

The expedition was unsuccessful, ending in the terrible

disaster of Turtle Creek, when Indians, led by French

officers, whose allies the Indians were, made a fierce attack

on the baggage-train, in which many wagon-drivers were

killed, but Daniel Boone, with youthful daring, cut the

traces of his team, mounted one of his horses, and galloped

away to safety in the Yadkin.

And now Boone felt an overpowering desire to push his

way through the great forests until he should discover a

new land where the steady tide of emigrants could find a

place to settle. While with Braddock's expedition, Finley,

a Scotch-Irish fur-trader, had told him glowing tales of

trading-trips to Indian villages along the Ohio, and spoke
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eagerly of regions still farther to the south, where lay a

country, so he said,
"
blessed with the richest of soils and

the balmiest of climates, with noble forests and luxuriant

expanses, where thousands of buffalo and other big game
browsed. This wonderful country the Indians called Ken-

tucky, and kept it nominally as a hunting-ground open to all,

but so bitter was the enmity between tribes that often even

in this favored land hunting-parties were changed into war-

parties at a moment's notice." So, for all its beauty, Ken-

tucky was a dangerous land, where the white man would

be looked on as an interloper. Finley himself had been

obliged to leave it because of the evident resentment of the

Indians at his visit.

Finley's tales thrilled young Boone. Even the thought
of Indian fury against any white marauder failed to quench
the ardor of his desire to fare forth in quest of adventure

in this dream-land of Kentucky, which desire became a

dominating force of his life.

But to put it into execution was no easy matter, as the

difficulties surrounding such a journey were many and

must be well considered by those who would face them.

So for the present Daniel remained on the farm, and, while

still waiting to adventure in the Promised Land, took to

himself a rosy-cheeked, black-eyed young bride, Rebecca

Bryan, whose father's farm adjoined the Boones'. "The

pretty bride was only fifteen when Daniel's father as justice

of the peace read the marriage service to the young couple,
"

who at once began housekeeping in a small cabin on the

Boone farm, but later went to a home of their own on land

a few miles away, where their first two sons, James and

Israel, were born. With sturdy industry the young couple

toiled, he on their small farm, she at her spinning-wheel and

all manner of household work, giving little heed to the
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repeated rumors of an Indian uprising until 1759, when

the Cherokees, before friendly with the settlers, raided the

Yadkin Valley, ruining crops, burning every building pos-

sible, murdering settlers, and carrying off not a few women
and children as captives into the Indian country, where they

were mostly starved or tortured to death. As a result of

this invasion the Boones fled to eastern Virginia, but soon

returned to the Yadkin Valley. During the next winter,

when the governors of Virginia and the Carolinas sent a

joint expedition against the Cherokees, the northern column

of which was composed of backwoodsmen under Captains

Byrd and Waddell, Daniel Boone was one of the regiment
of five hundred North-Carolinians. These were met on

Long Island at Holston River by four hundred Cherokee

braves asking for peace. A treaty having been signed, some

of the men returned to their homes, among them Daniel

Boone, who, no longer fearing that his family would be sub-

jected to Indian raids, now made protracted hunting-trips

through such wilderness depths as no other hunter thought
of exploring. Once when in Tennessee, standing on a peak
of the Cumberland range and looking down at the cattle

grazing below him, he exclaimed:

"I am richer than the man mentioned in Scripture who
owned the cattle on a thousand hills—I own the wild beasts

of more than a thousand valleys!"

In the following year he went as far south as Florida,

where he decided to settle, but his wife refused to move
to a gameless country, and, feeling that she was right,

Boone turned back to again explore the forests near the

Yadkin Valley, often taking his eight-year-old son James with

him on long hunting-trips and always noticing that the trail

of the wild beasts was toward the west. Westward, too,

he would now go, to Kentucky, the land of his dreams.
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But to make the dreams come true meant leaving his wife

and children; and he might not have done so even then

but for the coming to the Yadkin of his old friend John Finley.

Finley spent the winter with the Boones, and on many a

stormy night, while the wind howled and shook the little

log-house, he again told his stories of the wonderful land

of Kentucky to an eager audience. Then, inspired by his

enthusiasm, on that May-day of the year 176ft , the small

party started for the Promised Land. Over the Blue

Ridge the explorers journeyed to Holston Valley, fording

rivers and climbing densely wooded hills until they reached

Powell's Valley, where a hunter's trail led through Cum-
berland Gap. Then by following the Warrior's Path, a

trail used by Indian war-parties, they came to a branch of

the Kentucky River, which they called Station Camp Creek,

because there they built their principal, or "station," camp.

Finley's tales had all been true. They had come to a

hunter's paradise, and so safe seemed to be this beautiful

new country that they had forgotten to watch for Indians,

when one evening at sunset Boone and Stuart, who were

climbing a low hill in one of the most picturesque regions

they had ever seen, were suddenly surrounded and taken

prisoners by a band of Shawnees.

A tall young brave who could speak a little English

sternly faced them and commanded them to lead the way
to their camp. Having no alternative, they led the warriors

to Station Camp, where their comrades were immediately
taken prisoners, too, and all were obliged to watch the

Indians rob the place of ammunition, provisions, horses,

and firearms. Their captors then said, solemnly: "You

go from Kentuckee. No come back!" and, doling out a

meager supply of provisions, released the captives.

Boone and Stuart were so angry at the idea of going home
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poorer than when they came away that they refused to

flee, so the others went on while they lurked in hiding

until a chance came to creep back into the Indian camp
and attempt to recover some of their property. They ac-

tually did enter unnoticed and escaped with several horses,

with which they gleefully rode away, but the Shawnees im-

mediately discovered the loss and gave chase, and two days

later, minus the horses, they entered the camp, prisoners

again.

Following Boone's lead, Stuart pretended to be contented

in captivity, and for a week both worked with such hearti-

ness and seemed so friendly with the Indians that, as Boone

had planned, a less-sharp watch was kept over them. On
the seventh night, while the Indians were asleep, Stuart

was waked by Boone's hand laid lightly on his arm, and,

hurriedly gathering together such firearms and ammunition

as they could lay hands on, they stole silently away into the

thick cane-brake with which the Indian camp was sur-

rounded, and by steady walking finally overtook their

companions, who had feared they were no longer living.

Added to the party were Boone's brother, Squire, who had

come from the Yadkin to bring fresh provisions and horses,

also a hunter named Neely, who had met Squire on his

journey. Not having found Daniel and Stuart at Station

Camp, and saddened by the news that they had been left

with the savages, Squire had turned homeward again with

the others when the escaped captives joined them.

Despite all he had been through, Daniel was still de-

termined to remain, and having persuaded Stuart, Squire,

and Neely to stay, too, they built a new camp near the

mouth of the Red River and began to hunt on a large scale

to pay themselves back for their former loss. Boone and

Stuart generally hunted together, as had been their habit
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in earlier days, but one night Boone came in without Stuart,

from whom he had become separated during the day, and

when he was still missing at sunrise Boone, in great alarm,

set out in search for him.
"
Before the day was over he had

discovered the embers of a fire lately kindled, but no other

trace of the missing hunter could he find, nor were Squire

or Neely more successful in their hunt. Five years later

Boone, on a hunting-trip in the same locality, found in a

hollow sycamore-tree a few human bones and a powder-horn
with Stuart's name on it, but the mystery of his death was

never solved."

This tragedy so alarmed Neely that he at once started

for home, leaving the two Boones alone for a winter in the

wilderness; and, "having gathered a large supply of furs,

skins, and jerked meat," on the 1st of May Squire started

back to the Yadkin with them to pay the money they owed

for the necessities of the trip, also to buy fresh supplies to

take back to the camp.
He left Daniel alone in the forest "without bread, salt, or

sugar, without company of his fellow-creatures, or even a

horse or a dog." And though he was often lonely and was

obliged to use his scant supply of ammunition only to

hunt for actual food, the lure of the wilderness and the joy

of exploration were too keen in his forest-bred nature to

allow of unhappiness, and he reveled in the beauty of the

fertile country on every side. He wandered on the banks

of the Ohio as far as Louisville and also in the Kentucky

Valley, feeling a deep interest in the salt springs of Big

Lick, the Blue Licks, and Big Bone Lick, to which the

settlers came with their boiling-kettles to procure salt for

use in keeping their meat.

He also greatly admired the stately trees and beautiful

wild flowers with which the region abounded, and enjoyed
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the daily incidents of his roaming. One day he saw an

Indian on the Kentucky River fishing from the trunk of a

fallen tree, and in telling of this later he said, dryly, "While

I was looking at the fellow he tumbled into the river, and I

saw him no more !" A clever way of noting his own skill with

his rifle. Again, when he was walking on a high bank

beside Dick's River, he was suddenly surrounded by a war-

party of Indians, and had to decide immediately whether

to surrender or leap down the bank. He chose to leap,

and landed in a small tree, which he slid down, ran like a

deer under the protecting bank, plunged into the river, and

swam to a safe distance! With such diversions his time

was spent until Squire returned, bringing with him supplies

sufficient for another fall and summer. Then he made

another trip, but in two months came back, and the brothers

settled down for a second winter together in the Kentucky
forests.

Meanwhile other exploring expeditions had found their

way to the land of Boone's desire, and the chronicles of the

border abound with reports of explorers in Kentucky.
While Boone and his brother were in the forest together an-

other famous party, called the "Long Hunters," were there

also. While camping one night on the Green River they

heard a strange noise coming from the heart of the forest, and

cautiously crept through the bushes to see where the noise

came from. There lay a white man, "bareheaded, stretched

flat on his back on a deerskin, singing merrily at the top of

his voice"—Daniel Boone was so beguiling an hour of

leisure I At once the two parties of explorers joined forces

and spent happy days together, giving to rivers, hills, and

creeks names which are still in use. The Long Hunters re-

mained in the woods until late summer, while the Booties

went back to the Yadkin in March, deeply in debt for their
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latest supplies, but laden with spoils. Passing through
Powell's Valley, near Cumberland Gap, with no thought of

danger, they were suddenly surrounded by a whooping

party of painted and plumed Shawnees who had been mak-

ing a raid on settlers to the southwest; they showed the

Boones no mercy, but robbed them of all the results of their

months in the forest, and the unhappy pair were obliged

to go back to the Yadkin with empty packs and sore hearts.

But Daniel Boone was a plucky man as well as a philoso-

pher, and still clung to the idea of a settlement in fertile

Kentucky, where, by determined effort and courage, he

believed the Indians might be held at bay and a permanent
home be made for his family with such other settlers as

should choose to emigrate with them.

But it was several years before his dream could be realized.

Meanwhile he won fame as the hero of Clinch Valley, where

he was sent to warn parties of surveyors then in Kentucky
of dangerous Indian uprisings. He accomplished his risky

journey in a trip of sixty-one days, during which he and his

companions traveled eight hundred miles through an almost

trackless wilderness, having perilous meetings with roving

bands of savages. For his services he was given the title

of captain. After the bloody battle of Point Pleasant,

where a thousand Indian warriors under the famous Shawnee

chief Cornstalk fought the "Long Knives," as the Indians

called the white men—with victory for the whites—after

a short term of service at forts on the Clinch, Boone was

allowed to go back to his farm, where, except for several

short trips, he lived quietly for two years.

Then dreams came true when joined to determined action,

and on a hazy day of late September Boone's party left the

Yadkin for his Promised Land, having gained the eager co-

operation of Captain William Russell, a prominent pioneer
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of the Clinch Valley, several of the Bryans, who lived sixty-

five miles away, and five other families from the Yadkin.

The Bryan party included forty men, from Virginia and

Powell's Valley, who preferred to leave their families behind

until homes in Kentucky should be ready for them, but

Boone and the others from the Yadkin took their wives

and children with them on the long, hard journey, and most

of them followed Boone's example of selling their farms

before starting out for the new land of golden hopes.

At Powell's Valley the families from the Yadkin camped
while waiting for the Bryan party to join them, and while

there Boone's eldest son, James, a lad of sixteen, was sent

with two men across country to notify Russell of

their arrival and to bring back some tools and flour. On
their way back, not three miles from the camp, they were

attacked by a war-band of Shawnees and all killed except

a white laborer and a negro.

When the ghastly tragedy was discovered and the loss of

his son was broken to the great pioneer, his anguish was

inexpressible, but with inscrutable calm he quieted the grief-

stricken mother and frightened party, and after brief prayers

had been said over the dead and they had been laid to rest

in the silent forest the great-hearted man took up the

burden of his responsibility as leader of the expedition as

courageously as though a blight had not fallen on his brave

soul.

But the remainder of the party were too panic-stricken

to go farther, and despite all Boone's arguments and en-

treaties they returned to the Yadkin, while the Boones

settled down in a small cabin on Clinch River, where they

spent a sad winter without the boy who had been their pride.

And now came Boone's great opportunity, for which his

whole life as a pathfinder and hunter had been preparing him.
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Kentucky had, as we have seen, long been battled over by

the Shawnees and Cherokees, as well as the Iroquois of the

far north, "none of whom had any clear right to its territory,

but when the white men began to settle there they all

asserted positive claims, hoping thereby to gain presents

when treaties were drawn up for them to sign, ceding away
their shadowy rights to the government or to invaders.

With a signed deed of cession they would have a tangible

evidence of ownership with which to make good bargains

with settlers." So thought the red men, whose instinct

was often as sharp as the reasoning of trained minds.

Colonel Richard Henderson, a brilliant lawyer of North

Carolina, having heard Daniel Boone's reports of the fertility

of Kentucky soil, its fine climate, and good hunting-grounds,
decided to plant colonies there; so he formed a company
which was called the Transylvania Company, and engaged
Daniel Boone to negotiate with the Indians. By his re-

quest they gathered together, twelve hundred of them, in

their plumes and war-paint, and after much discussion

granted to Boone for the new company, in exchange for

fifteen hundred dollars' worth of clothing, firearms, and other

articles, all the country between the Cumberland and

Kentucky rivers, as well as a path of approach through
Powell's Valley from the east. But when the articles were

distributed the Indians were not satisfied and openly

declared they had made a bad bargain, warning Boone,

"A black cloud hangs over this land," meaning that war-

paths crossed it from all directions and they would not be

responsible for the killing of settlers.

This was disconcerting, as was the news that the governors
of Virginia and North Carolina had both issued proclama-
tions against the great purchase, calling Henderson and his

associates an "Infamous Company of Land Pyrates."
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They were also notified that their movement was in viola-

tion of a proclamation made in 1763 forbidding Western

settlements.

Notwithstanding all this, Henderson was determined to

push on into the desired locality, and Boone, as leader of

the expedition, was given full authority over the thirty men
who went with him, some militiamen, others picked men
from the backwoods. Their object was to open up a trail

through the dense forests to the Kentucky River, where a

capital for the new colony was to be established, and the

path by which they reached their destination was to be so

clearly marked out that it could be used by those who came

after the little party of pioneers. In other words, Boone

was now given his chance to lay out a road which would

open up the beautiful country of his desire to settlers.

Eagerly he set about the task, beginning the building of

the Wilderness Road on the 10th of March, 1775.

Following as direct a line as possible for Cumberland

Gap, the party crossed both the Clinch and Powell's rivers

with ease, and for some miles Boone's task was merely to

direct their way so as to avoid unnecessarily sharp descents

or hard hills. As they went he had them stop to cut down
trees and clear away underbrush in such a way that it could

not again choke up the trail during the summer, yet there

was little to try the mettle of the hardy backwoodsman or

to prove the value of his leadership until they had forded

Rockcastle River in southeastern Kentucky. But from

that time it was evident that at last Boone had embarked

on his great adventure. To reach the spot near the junc-

ture of the Kentucky River and Otter Creek, in the heart

of what was later to be known as the famous "blue-grass"

country, which had been chosen years before by Boone as the

ideal place for his own home, they were obliged to plunge
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into a region so choked with brushwood that even the

buffalo had not penetrated its depths.

Then came a twenty-mile journey, of which every step

was hazardous. "Hour after hour they chopped down

great trees, burned brush, and used their hatchets as they

came to the scarcely less overgrown cane-brake country."

Their feet were sore from the rough walking and their

muscles stiff from the heavy chopping, but they tramped

bravely on, and at last had their reward. As one of the

explorers said, "We began to discover the pleasing and

rapturous appearance of the plains of Kentucky. A new

sky and strange earth seemed to be presented to our view.

So rich a soil we had never seen before, covered with clover

in full bloom. The woods were abounding with wild

game. It appeared that nature in a profusion of her

bounty had spread a feast for all that lived." Boone and

his enchanted companions hastened on, eager to lay out

the new settlement, sure that nothing would delay them

now. But while they were camping for the night not fifteen

miles from their goal, an Indian war-party roused them

with yells and shouts and, falling on them, killed one man
and wounded two others, while some of the party, fearing

more such attacks, turned back; the remainder under

Boone's spirited leadership rallied and put the Indians

to flight.

Though always intrepid in an emergency, Boone was fear-

ful that the attack might be part of a larger plan to force

the white men out of Kentucky, so he set his party to work

building a fort, behind which they were all safely intrenched

by night. Two days passed without sight of a single savage,

but on the third one of the victims of the Indian raid died,

which so unnerved his comrades that they begged Boone to

turn back. With stern resolve he answered, "No!" deter-
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mined that, whatever might happen, he was going to lay the

foundations of a Kentucky settlement now, and on they

went, having practically no more road-making to do, for "the

remainder of the route merged in a great buffalo-trail worn

smooth by the constant tramping of the huge beasts on their

way to and from the Big Lick of the Kentucky.
As they came to the end of their journey they were

startled by a continuous rumbling sound. Boone, knowing
the cause of it, led them to the top of a hill and showed

them a herd of several hundred buffaloes lumbering awkward-

ly across the river from the Lick, with young calves frisking

gaily at their heels. Then on the awed gaze of the travelers

burst the wonderful panorama of fertile, rolling country to

the north and west, and they needed no telling to realize that

they had been brought to a land of magnificent possibilities.

Along the Wilderness Road, "the narrow, blood-won path
that stretched back for two hundred miles through cane-

brake and thicket, open plain and mountain gorge," to the

frontier settlement, Daniel Boone had blazed the trail, to

the achieving of his heart's desire—a home in Kentucky.
Henderson meanwhile was slowly following Boone's

party with men and provisions, and when he arrived at

the new settlement on the 20th of April he was greeted

by a salute of twenty-five guns by those settlers who had not

deserted or scattered through the woods hunting or sur-

veying.

Besides Boonesborough, as the settlement was called,

there were also at that time three other settlements of the

Transylvania Company: Harrodsburg, fifty miles to the

west; Boiling Spring, some six or seven miles from Harrods-

burg; and Saint Asaph. The crown lands, or grants from

the king, contained two small settlements.

As soon as Henderson arrived at Boonesborough he hastily
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arranged for a convention at which delegates should adopt a

form of government for the new colony and elect officers.

The convention was held under a tree; the four settlements

were represented by eighteen delegates, and among them

the gaunt form of Daniel Boone was conspicuous, as with

embarrassment he rose to speak. Pathfinding was a much
easier matter to the rugged pioneer than the making of

speeches, but with characteristic courage he rose and

proposed several valuable laws, one for the preservation

of game, another for the improving of the breed of horses,

little dreaming that in so doing he was preparing the way
for the famous Kentucky thoroughbreds of later days.

The convention over, Boonesborough colonists settled

down to the serious work of making and tilling the farms

they had laid out and building suitable log-houses for homes.

Many left at once to bring their families back with them,

among these Daniel Boone. Late in the fall of the year he

started out for Kentucky with his family, and, though
several other settlers joined them, "to the wife and daughters

of the leader belong the proud distinction of having been the

first white women to set foot on the banks of the Kentucky."

During Daniel Boone's absence from the new colony he

was voted two thousand acres of land by the Transylvania

Company as a reward for his services, which seemed to the

unpractical pathfinder a marvelously generous gift, for which

he was deeply grateful.

Though the settlers of Boonesborough were full of enthu-

siasm to make it a model colony, things went very badly with

them in those early days. The Transylvania Company
became deeply involved in such difficulties with the govern-

ment as were unsurmountable—"the tide of emigration

filtered out along the Wilderness Road" back to the old

home settlements, and those who remained in Kentucky
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had many dangerous and thrilling experiences. Daniel

Boone's fourteen -year -old daughter Jemima, who, with

two other girls of her own age, Elizabeth and Fanny

Calloway, on a July day were canoeing on the river

in the lovely summer sunshine. They had paddled a short

distance from the fort, then let their canoe drift with the

current and were slowly carried to the opposite bank of the

river, with no thought of danger, for not an Indian had been

seen near Boonesborough for many months, and they were

laughing and chattering as girls will when Jemima threw

her arms around Fanny's neck with a shriek of terror.

A stalwart brave in war-paint and plumes was wading
toward their little craft! Seizing it, he drew it to the river-

bank, where there were four other hideous great savages

lying in wait for the girls. Elizabeth Calloway boldly con-

fronted them and beat one so fiercely with her paddle that

his head was cut to the bone. But his companions quickly

gripped her weapon and dragged the three girls away from

the river, captives, and shrieking with fright and horror.

Fearing that the cries might reach some white man's ears,

the Indians sternly commanded them to be silent and

save their strength for the long march to the Shawnee

towns where they were to be taken. Plucky Elizabeth

resisted and was promptly threatened with death, which

she knew was no idle menace, as they had been brought up
on stories of the cruelty of the red men to captives who

could not keep up with their swift line of march.

"Choking back sobs, the panic-stricken young captives

followed the braves courageously through clover-field and

prairie meadow, cane-brake and maple-grove, every step

carrying them farther away from home." But they were

true children of pioneers, and with stealthy cunning stepped

heavily on the ground where it was soft enough to take an
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impression, and, tearing off bits of their clothing, secretly-

fastened them to the bushes through which they were being

led, to show their whereabouts when their disappearance
should cause a search to be made.

Late that afternoon their empty canoe was found on the

river-bank, which showed signs of a struggle. Hurrying
back to the settlement, the discoverer spread the alarm, and

at once two parties started off in different directions in hot

pursuit of the savages who had captured three favorite

girls of the settlement. The party, led by Daniel Boone,
who was filled with keen apprehension of the consequences
of this calamity, searched until night unsuccessfully, then,

snatching a few hours sleep, began their search again, and

discovered the bits of cloth among the bushes and the foot-

prints, which they followed, tramping thirty miles that

day. "Early the next morning, when near the upper
Blue Lick, Boone noticed a thin column of smoke rising

from a near-by camp-fire, and instantly commanded a

silent march, fearing that, should the Indians discover

them, the girls would be tomahawked before they could be

rescued." Stealing through the underbrush, breathless with

suspense, they saw a strange sight: there, gathered around

a camp-fire, were a group of Shawnee braves cooking buffalo

meat for breakfast, and a short distance from the fire sat

motherly Elizabeth with the younger girls lying close beside

her, their heads pillowed in her lap, their pale faces showing
the terrible strain to which they had been subjected. Boone

gave a silent signal. His companions quickly formed a

hollow square and closed in on the encampment, fired four

shots, and rushed on the savages, who fled so precipitately

that they could only take with them one shot-gun, and that

without ammunition, while the exhausted girls fell into the

arms of their deliverers with almost overpowering relief.
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At another time when there were only twenty-two rifle-

men in the settlement it was attacked by almost one hundred

warriors, who, hiding near the fort, sent a handful of savages

to decoy the settlers out to give chase. The ruse was suc-

cessful. At once Boone with Simon Kenton, a valorous

pioneer and fighter, and several other men went in hot

pursuit. At a short distance from the fort the braves

rose up and cut off their retreat. Boone, seeing the serious

nature of their dilemma, shouted to his men to wheel about

and make a dash for the gate, firing as they ran. A mo-

ment more and warriors and white men were locked in a

desperate struggle. Boone's leg was broken by a bullet,

and while he was lying on the ground a tall young brave

sprang at him with uplifted tomahawk. Kenton, who
saw Boone with arm held high to avert the death-blow,

turned, raised his rifle with lightning rapidity, pressed it

against the warrior's breast, and discharged it; then, stoop-

ing, lifted Boone in his arms, carried him swiftly to the

fort, and went back into the thick of the fight. When the

Indians had been driven off", Boone sent for Kenton. "Well,

Simon," he said, "you have behaved like a man—you are

a fine fellow." And the praise of Boone, pre-eminent for

valor and ability, for ever stamped Kenton as a man of

worth.

One of the most thrilling adventures in the life of the great

pathfinder happened in 1778, when, with thirty men from

Boonesborough, he had gone to the Blue Lick to get, if

possible, a year's supply of salt, of which they were sadly in

need. For several weeks all went well with the salt-makers,

but just as they were about to leave the Lick, Boone, who
was out foraging about ten miles away, was caught in a blind-

ing snow-storm. While plowing his way homeward, leading

a horse laden with the buffaloes which he had shot during
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the day, he was suddenly held up by four great Indian

warriors. Down dropped the horse's halter and off ran

fleet-footed Boone through the woods, dodging in and out

among the trees, the Indians in hot pursuit, but to no

avail. Captured, he was carried to their encampment,
where there were a great number of warriors under Chief

Black Fish. As Boone was led in among them he saw

several Shawnees who had helped to entrap him eight years

before, and who, recognizing him, introduced him with mock

politeness to their mates. To his consternation he dis-

covered that the band were on their way to attack Boones-

borough, though they only commanded him to take them

to the camp of the salt-makers, who must be induced to

surrender. Boone knew the Indian character well enough
to know that if they captured the salt-makers they would

give up the attack on the settlement, content to return to

their own camp with few prisoners. So, feeling it would

result in the greatest good to the greatest number, he guided
the Indians to the Blue Lick, and in a few quiet words to

his stunned comrades made them understand that resistance

would be useless and persuaded them to surrender to the

Indians.

As he had anticipated, the Shawnees at once began their

homeward march, taking their prisoners, and a terrible

journey it was for all. "The weather was bitterly cold;

the Indians were obliged to kill some of their horses and

dogs for food, which they shared with the white men in order

that they might have strength to travel. Some of the

Indians would have preferred to torture the white men to

death, but all agreed that Boone was not to be released

on any conditions, being too notable a captive to allow to go
free." Realizing fully his great responsibility in having de-

livered his comrades into the Indians' power, he determined
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to placate his captors in every way possible. Consequently
he became such a favorite with them that they announced

their intention of making him one of themselves.

As soon as Boone found that the Indians were anxious

to make him one of their tribe he attempted to win the

assistance of Governor Hamilton, who, on account of Boone's

value as a hunter and scout, offered one hundred pounds for

his release. This the Indians promptly refused, and Black

Fish at once adopted Boone as his own son, with the cus-

tomary and most impressive ceremonies of such an occasion.

Then he entered into the life of the tribe with apparently

as deep interest as any one of them, and in a short time

Big Turtle, as he was called, was one of their most popular

warriors.

But always he was waiting, plotting, longing to escape,

and always the Indians were watching to prevent this,

despite the great freedom they allowed him. On a day

early in June his chance came. He had been sent with a

party of Indians to make salt at a lick on the Scioto River,

and when they got back to camp they found a gathering of

nearly five hundred warriors from other tribes, all in plumes
and war-paint. Boone, who had learned to understand some

of the Shawnee language, at once found out from what he

overheard that the destruction of Boonesborough was the

object of the gathering.

He must escape quickly. The news must be carried at

once to Boonesborough. Secretly he gathered together the

little stock of powder and bullets he had been able to save,

cleaned his rifle, mended his moccasins, and sharpened his

hunting-knife. Then, having been given permission to go

hunting, he left camp and struck ofF in a direct line for the

Ohio, planning that he would have at least ten hours' start of

the Indians, who would pursue him the moment his flight
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was discovered.

'

So he raced through the forest at top

speed, resolved to put as many miles between the red men
and himself as possible before night came—and the thought
of the serious nature of his mission and of the necessity of

carrying a warning to those settlers to whom he stood in

the position of father, who had so often looked to him for

guidance in the past and protection from the ferocity of the

savages, gave wings to his flying feet and courage to his

intrepid soul as he sped on through the forest. "Doubling
on his tracks, setting blind trails, wading down the beds

of streams, using every artifice of the skilled woodsman to

baffle his pursuers," he finally reached the Ohio, where,

luckily, he found an abandoned canoe in which he was able

to reach the other side; then on he sped with renewed pre-

cautions, fearing he might come on a camp of Indians at

any moment. Not until the third day of his journey did he

stop for a real meal, preferring to spend his time journeying

painfully on, his clothing in tatters, his body bleeding from

the wounds of thorns and brambles, his feet bruised and

aching; and on the morning of the fifth day, when he stag-

gered into Boonesborough, he was greeted as one risen from

the dead.

Despite his exhaustion he at once prepared for the ex-

pected attack, set men to work on the fortifications, de-

spatched a messenger to other settlements with an appeal

for immediate reinforcements, and sent out scouts to report

the advance of the Indians. But it soon became evident

that, as Boone had escaped, they had given up or postponed
their project.

Later, came a messenger with the news that Black Fish

and his warriors were about to move against the Kentucky
settlements. Without waiting for the attack, Boone, with

a scouting-party, went out from Boonesborough to meet
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the emergency, and at Pint Creek, a branch of the Scioto,

came upon thirty Shawnees marching to join the main body
of Indians which was already on its way to Kentucky.
Boone promptly ordered his men to charge, and they put the

Indians to flight and captured their horses and baggage.
Then instead of pushing ahead he ordered his men to march

rapidly back to Boonesborough, and they reached the en-

campment barely two hours before the Indians set up camp
on the opposite bank of the river.

"The situation was indeed critical, even for such a strat-

egist as Boone, for there were only fifty men and boys in

the fort, and, with the women,who gave brave aid, altogether

there were only seventy-five to pit against the largest army
of Indians that had ever threatened the Kentucky pioneers.

From the Boonesborough stockade at sunset, on the other

side of the river, the settlers could dimly discover the

army of painted warriors, four hundred strong—Shawnees,

Cherokees, Wyandots, Mingoes, also some French-Cana-

dians—creeping stealthily through the underbrush on the

opposite bank. There was no attack that night, but by
the next morning the red men were within a few hundred

feet of the settlement, having crossed the river and marched

to their vantage-point during the night."

Settlers and Indians now engaged in interminable dis-

cussions, which Boone encouraged, hoping that mean-

while reinforcements would arrive. Black Fish wept dramat-

ically over the ingratitude of his adopted son in his present

attitude toward the tribe, for Boone said that he and his

people would fight until the last red man had been killed.

The chief then produced letters from the governor, offering

pardon to all who would take an oath of allegiance to the

king, and offering military office to Boone and the other

leaders. This offer was refused. "There was a wild uproar
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among the Indians, in which bullets flew and knives and

tomahawks clashed, and the whites escaped death with

great difficulty; and by the morning of the tenth day of the

siege the Indians, being evidently completely disheartened,

vanished as suddenly as they had come," leaving Boones-

borough with the proud record of having resisted them

with an inferior force, and having had only two killed and

four wounded !

A week later the much-needed reinforcements arrived, and

Boone felt he could safely start east for his family. But

first he was called to Fort Logan to answer to the most

sensational and unjust charges. It was claimed that he had

unnecessarily surrendered the salt-makers at Blue Lick;

had engaged with Governor Hamilton to surrender the

people of Boonesborough; had returned from captivity to

encourage a party of settlers to go with him on an expedition

into the Indian country, thereby weakening the garrison

at a time when the Indian attack was daily expected; and

that before the attack on Boonesborough he was willing to

take the officers of the fort beyond the protection of the

garrison guns on pretense of making peace.

The charges were brought by an old friend of Boone's,

but the great pathfinder accepted the insult with the same

grim courage that was the hall-mark of his brave nature, and

his defense of himself was so convincing that the court-

martial not only honorably acquitted him, but advanced him

to the rank of major.

Boone's acceptance of the victory was unemotional, and

he hurried back on the Wilderness Road once again to join his

family, having to wait more than a year before he was able to

go back to his beloved Kentucky, during which time the set-

tlements, thanks to the victories of George Rogers Clark, be-

came more flourishing, and increased rapidly in population.
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To the Boonesborough settlers Boone carried the news

that the Legislature had incorporated "The town of

Boonesborough in the county of Kentucky," the tangible

evidence of at least a partial realization of his dream,
for notwithstanding the events of following years and the

fading of many hopes, and despite his poverty when he

should have been a rich man, his were the golden visions

of one who achieved great things for his time. Bruce says

in his Life of Boone:

"In his old age, though in no spirit of boastfulness,

Daniel Boone declared, 'the history of the western country
has been my history.' Undoubtedly of all the men who
took part in the winning of the early West none played so

conspicuous a role as Boone nor a role of such extensive

usefulness. His services to his country began in the bitter

struggle of the French and Indian War. ... It was he, more

than any other man, who made England's colonists ac-

quainted with the beauty and fertility of the vast region

between the Alleghanies and the Mississippi. To his bold

pioneering the United States owes one of its greatest high-

ways of empire
—the famous Wilderness Road, along which

so many thousands of home-seekers passed in the first peo-

pling of the West. Throughout the stormy years of the

Revolution he was pre-eminent in the defense of the infant

settlements which he had done so much to plant. . . . And

finally, after the Revolution, when the American people

had begun to take possession of the new territory gained
and held for them by him and his fellow-pioneers, Boone

once more entered upon his self-imposed mission of point-

ing the way for his countrymen to the land of the setting

sun; and, having crossed the Mississippi, died as he had

lived, in the very forefront of civilization."

Despite the scant justice done the great pioneer by a
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government which should have secured him for ever from

financial want, Daniel Boone passed his last days in a serene

and unworldly happiness, living as simply as possible, and

up to the last of his life reveling in solitary hunts and

exploring expeditions. He died on the 26th of September,

1820, in the eighty-sixth year of his checkered career.

As he had repeatedly requested, he was buried by the side

of his wife on the bank of Teague Creek, near the Missouri

River. Later his body was removed to Frankfort, Kentucky,
where his grave is now marked by an impressive monument,
and it is a satisfaction to those who revere the memory
of this childlike pioneer and pathfinder that his last resting-

place should be in the land of his early dreams.

In this brief article it has been impossible to include either

the complete story of his stirring frontier life or the historical

events happening in the New World at that time, for we
have been interested only in such events as bring into high

light the character of the noble pioneer, and there is no more

fitting ending to this sketch than part of a letter written

at the end of his life to his sister-in-law. Daniel Boone was

no scholar, but his ideals outrank those of many a polished

courtier, and America may well be proud of this son of the

early western frontier, intrepid, unselfish, and devoted to

such aims as would make a perfect democracy should all

aspire to them. This is a fragment of the letter, with the

heart of Daniel Boone laid bare in its misspelled words:

October the 19th., 1816.

. . . Can inform you of Every Surcomstance Relating to our famaly,
—

and how we Leve in this World and what Chance we shall have in the

next we know Not for my part I am as ignerant as a Child all the Relegan
I have to Love and fear god beleve in Jesus Christ. Don all the good to

my Nighbour and my self that I Can and Do as Littl harm as I Can

help and trust on gods marcy for the Rest and I Beleve god neve made a

man of my prisepel to be Lost and I flater my self Deer sister that you
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are well on your way in Christeanaty gave my Love to all your Childran

and all my friends fearwell my Deer sister.

Daniel Boone.

All honor to him whose picturesque career never fails to

charm the student of history despite the fact that he was not,

as has been so often claimed, the founder of Kentucky.
He was the typical backwoodsman of the western frontier,

bold as a hunter, invincible as an explorer, expert beyond
all other riflemen of his day. No man, says Dr. Thwaite,
"knew Indians more thoroughly or handled them more skil-

fully than he; his life was filled to the brim with perilous

adventures. He fled before the advance of the civilization

he had ushered in from Pennsylvania, wandering with his

parents to North Carolina in search of broader lands;

thence into Kentucky because the Carolina borders were

crowded; then to the Kanawha Valley, for the reason that

Kentucky was being settled too fast to suit his fancy;

lastly to far-off" Missouri, in order, as he said, to 'get elbow

room.

Truly among those who fared forth in search of ad-

venture, and in his adventuring gave priceless service to the

America of to-day, was this builder of the Wilderness Road
—the great scout, Daniel Boone.



SIR JOHN FRANKLIN: ADVENTURER IN ARCTIC
SEAS

TWENTY
thousand pounds offered by the British Gov-

ernment for rinding the Northwest Passage!
Five thousand pounds offered for approaching within one

degree of the North Pole!

Smaller sums in proportion for those who should achieve

lesser discoveries in the frozen north; and not a fear but

that the largest reward could be won!

For forty-five years exploration in the arctic regions had

been at a standstill as far as England was concerned, but

now, in 1818, Sir John Barrow, Secretary of the Admiralty,
had roused the government to give permission and funds for

two expeditions, one to go due north by way of Spitzbergen,
the other west by Baffin Bay. The former was to include

two whalers, the Dorothea, in command of Captain Buchan,
and the Trent, under Lieutenant John Franklin, who had

made his ability as a seaman so felt that the Admiralty
chose him for this arctic expedition, and joyfully did he hail

a chance for adventure in the frozen North.

From the time of the settling of the Norsemen in Iceland

in the end of the ninth century there had been periodic and

determined efforts made by daring explorers from many
lands to explore both the arctic and antarctic regions, and

the discovery of a northeast passage by way of the White

Sea having opened up a profitable trade with Russia, Eng-
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land began to cherish a desire for other new avenues of

commerce. Then commenced a long series of expeditions

in search of a northwest passage to connect the Atlantic and

Pacific oceans and give a new route to China and India.

To that end a continual tide of explorers went, not only
from England, but from other countries, but the wars fol-

lowing the French Revolution put an end to this branch of

scientific exploration in England for forty-five years.

Then Sir John Barrow revived an interest in polar re-

search, and the two expeditions under David Buchan and

Lieutenant John Franklin were to be sent out in the name of

science and adventure.

The young lieutenant had been born in Spilsby, Lincoln-

shire, on the 16th of April, 1786, being one of an old-fashioned

family of twelve children, seven girls and five boys, of which

he was the fifth and youngest son.

That he early showed a yearning for adventure is proved

by an anecdote of his childhood, when he and his comrades

were relating the special deeds of heroism they intended

to achieve in later life and John asserted positively that

he was "going to build a ladder on which he could climb

to heaven!"—a truly enterprising proposition!

The elder Franklin had destined his son John for the

ministry, but when the boy was ten years old he spent a day
on the sea-coast, and from that time he cherished an intense

desire to be a sailor.

For two years his father objected strongly, sending the

boy to school, first to St. Ives, then to the grammar-school
at Louth where the poet Alfred Tennyson was afterward

educated. Then, deciding to put his desire to the test,

in the hope that this might cure him of the ambition, the

father sent him for a cruise on a merchant vessel trading

between Hull and Lisbon. But as he came back with a
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keener desire than ever for life on the sea, there was no further

opposition, but an appointment was obtained for him as

"a first-class volunteer" on the Polyphemus',
on which ship,

in March of 1801, he started off in high spirits, full of

expectation of great adventures.

And the events in which he soon took part were of greater

magnitude than even his wildest fancy could have pictured.

In less than three weeks from his initiation as a mid-

shipman the Polyphemus was involved in the naval battle

of Copenhagen, one of the great sea battles of history;

and although Franklin was almost too young to understand

the reason for the conflict, the horror of the spectacle could

not but deeply impress the mind of the still immature boy.

And yet this did not alter his choice of a profession
—it

only strengthened his ambition.

The constant exposure to the elements also made him

more rugged in health, and he was described, both then and

later, as "round-faced, with a frank manner and an animated

expression," while his disposition made him as quick to

resent an injury as to forgive it.

Two months after the battle of Copenhagen he shipped
on the Investigatory commanded by his cousin Matthew

Flinders, who had been ordered to make a survey of the

shores of Australia and bring back maps of its coast-line.

To sail under such a scientific seaman was a fine oppor-

tunity, and young Franklin learned a great deal from the

daily lessons given him in navigation and all scientific

branches of his profession. In a letter written at this time

he said:

The first thing which demands immediate attention is the learning

perfectly my duty as an officer and seaman. . . . The next, the taking

and working of astronomical observations, which (thank God) by the

assistance of Captain Flinders I am now nearly able to do. ... I feel the
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want of a knowledge of French, for there are two ships of that nation

engaged in discovery here, and I'm not able to converse with them in

French, but am obliged to refer to unfamiliar Latin.

The Investigator having been proved unseaworthy, it was

abandoned in the port of Sydney, and Flinders with some

of his officers and men went back to England in the Porpoise.

Six days out of Sydney, when piloting a merchantman, it

ran on a coral reef. The crews managed to land on a

sand-bank a half-mile from the wreck, carrying part of their

provisions; but their plight was desperate, as they were two

hundred miles away from the nearest known place. How-

ever, all were brave and cheerful as they made tents out of

the sails from the wrecked ships and hoisted "a blue ensign

with the Union Jack down, on a tall spar as a signal of dis-

tress." A careful survey of their provisions showed that

with extreme care they could be made to last for three

months, and it was decided to send a party in one of their

six-oared cutters to Sydney under Captain Flinders to bring

them back relief as soon as possible.

After weary weeks of waiting Flinders came back in the

Rolla, bound for Canton, accompanied by two government

schooners, the Cumberland and the Francis. John Franklin

embarked on the Rolla, and at Canton took passage for

England on the Earl Camden, one of a squadron of six-

teen Indiamen, in command of Commodore Dance. In

those days merchant ships were armed, but with lighter

guns than men-of-war, and when they came up with. the

French fleet under Admiral Linois they had a thrilling en-

counter in which Franklin took part as signal midshipman.
After a hot fight of three-quarters of an hour, because of the

quick strategy of Captain Dance the French ceased firing

and drew off, "whereupon Dance gave the signal for a gen-
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eral chase, and there was the unique spectacle of sixteen

merchantmen in hot pursuit of a French war squadron!"

Evidently the young signal midshipman performed his

duties with credit, for we find a letter from Dance to an

officer in the East India Company in which he speaks
of Franklin's "zeal and alacrity and general good conduct."

When the Earl Camden arrived in port, Franklin was

appointed to H. M. S. Bellerophon, under Captain Loring,

and six weeks later he boarded her and sailed away, this

time to take part in the memorable naval battle of Trafalgar,

the tremendous encounter of the British fleet under Nelson

with the combined fleets of France and Spain, "a conflict

which was to leave the British flag supreme on every sea."

Again Franklin was signal midshipman, and it is said he

was in the very hottest of the fire which swept the decks of

the Bellerophon, being stationed "throughout the greater

part of the fight on the poop, and he was one of only four

or five in that quarter of the ship who were uninjured in the

conflict." But from that day he was a little deaf as a result

of the terrific cannonading. However, he was given a cer-

tificate for having performed his duties with "conspicuous
zeal and ability," and so was rewarded for any disability

he sustained as a result of the encounter.

From that time until the day when we first see him in

1818 the record of his experience on the sea is little more than

a "record of faithful patrol duty," although on the Bedford,

two years after his experience on the Bellerophon y he was

promoted to acting lieutenant. At that time he says in

regard to the tedious duty of blockading ports, which seemed

to be his fate, that "the enemy must be spoiling for a fight

as much as himself!"

And now he was going to the arctic regions!

"Captain Buchan's orders were to push his way north
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into the Spitzbergen Sea and try to force a passage between

Spitzbergen and Greenland"; also, if able to reach the pole,

to remain there for several days, should the weather be

favorable for the purpose of making observations; then to

go toward Bering Strait or round the north end of Green-

land and return home by Baffin Bay and Davis Strait.

Should the Dorothea and Trent find it impossible to do this,

but find themselves able to reach Bering Strait by any
route whatever, they were commanded to take it. Captain
Buchan's orders read:

"Though it is highly desirable in the interests of science

. . . that you should reach the pole, yet the passage between

the Atlantic and the Pacific is the main object of your
mission."

With these clear directions the two ships sailed out of the

Thames on the 25th of April, 1818, and were able to make

Magdalena Bay on the northwest coast of Spitzbergen.

It being the first of June, the ice was beginning to break

up, and the party thought it wise to remain there for a few

days until the broken blocks had time to drift out of their

course, and at that time they twice had a sight of one of

nature's most magnificent spectacles
—the separation of an

iceberg from the great glacier of which it has been a part.

"After leaving Magdalena the ships were driven by
a heavy wind into the ice-pack, in which the Trent became

so tightly wedged that it seemed as if nothing could move

her, when she was suddenly lifted four feet by a huge mass

of ice that got under her keel, and again fragments of the

crumbling floe were piled under her bows, to the great

danger of her bowsprit."
The Dorothea, too, was in grave peril more than once,

despite Captain Buchan's heroic efforts to move the vessels

through the ice, which resulted at last in their reaching
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a fairly clear run of water through which they were able

to sail for several miles to the north. Even so, it was then

the middle of July, and Captain Buchan decided to give

up the attempt to reach the pole, and, regaining the open
sea as fast as possible, try a westward course.

But in doing this they encountered a terrible storm and

were forced to take refuge in the ice-pack, "having first

wrapped the hulls of the ships in walrus-hide and iron plates,

as protection from the huge frozen blocks. When the Trent

plunged into the great mass of glittering ice all on board

lost their footing, the masts bent with the impetus, and

the cracking timbers from below bespoke a pressure which

was calculated to awaken our serious apprehensions,"

Beechey says, and adds: "Literally tossed from piece to

piece [of ice], we had nothing left but patiently to abide the

issue, for we could scarcely keep our feet, much less render

any assistance to the vessel; the motion was so great that

the ship's bell, which in the heaviest gale of wind had never

struck by itself, now tolled so continually that it was ordered

to be muffled. . . ."

Franklin saw that his best move was to force the Trent

deeper into the pack, and there she remained until the

gale subsided, when the ships were able to reach open

sea, and in a bay on the coast of Spitzbergen the two com-

manders looked over their vessels. The Trent was badly

damaged, though not irreparably, but the Dorothea was in

such a condition that there was nothing for Buchan to do

but to return to England, and even that it would not be safe

to attempt alone; so, much against his will, Franklin was

obliged to act as convoy, and the battered ships arrived in

home waters just six months after they had left on their

disastrous trip.

So much for Franklin's first arctic journey! His next was
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made in the following year, when the English Admiralty
decided to send out another expedition, of which Franklin

was given the command because of the peculiar ability

he had already shown for such exploration. The party

was to go overland from Hudson Bay to the shores of the

Arctic Sea, to explore the coast east of the Coppermine
River. At the same time another party was to go to the

west by Baffin Bay, under Captain Parry, to try to reach

the Pacific through any channel they might discover to the

west.

In Franklin's party went Dr. John Richardson, a navy

surgeon of keen mind and scientific bent, Midshipman

George Back, Robert Hood, and John Hepburn, besides a

few ordinary sailors, all inspired with the spirit of adventure

and all loyal admirers of their commander.

On the 23d of May they set sail from Gravesend in

the ship Prince of Wales, but encountered such bad storms

that it was the 3d of June when they reached the Orkney
Islands. There Franklin gained four recruits, whom he

needed badly as boatmen in ascending the rivers in the

Hudson Bay territory. At that time he wrote home:

I hope we may add something to the geography and natural history

of that unknown part of the globe. . . . From every estimate I can at

present form I think the service will occupy nearly three years. By
October, 1821, I shall calculate on bending my steps homeward. . . .

Let us see how his prediction was verified.

Two months later, after a dangerous voyage and a narrow

escape from shipwreck, the party landed at York Factory,

where, after a week spent in collecting supplies, they made
a long and extremely hard march of seven hundred miles

to Fort Cumberland, on the Saskatchewan River. Here

Franklin had been assured that he could get guides, in-
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terpreters, and boatmen, but to his great disappointment
none were to be had on any terms.

There was only one thing to be done, and Franklin did it.

Leaving Dr. Richardson and George Hood at Fort Cumber-

land until spring, when, the rivers being open for navigation,

they could bring on the supplies, he started off with Back

and Hepburn on a thousand-mile trip to the nearest station

to get supplies. They set out on dog-sledges, and carry-

ing only enough supplies for fifteen days, bound for Fort

Chipewyan. The weather was so bitterly cold that they
said "the mercury in the thermometer froze, and the tea

in our teapots before we could drink it," but they arrived

safely at Fort Chipewyan on the 26th of March.

Here they spent the rest of the dreary winter, being

joined by Hood and Richardson in the spring as they had

planned, but even by the most persistent efforts Franklin

was not able to get sufficient stores of provisions for a long

trip, and when at last in desperation they started off again

in late July they had not enough provisions to last two

days, and only a small amount of powder, and the spirits

of the party would have sunk to zero but for the unflagging

courage of their commander, who spoke of the necessity

of "hunting and fishing by the way" as a means of sub-

sistence, as if that would add to the charm of the journey!

In a few days they reached Great Slave Lake, and at Fort

Providence, a station at its northern end, were joined by a

band of Indians with canoes, who went on with them and

were invaluable in supplying necessary game and fish for

food; but when Franklin told them of his intention to reach

the sea before the year was out they firmly refused to

accompany him or to go farther until the cold weather was

over. So, as they were necessary to the expedition, re-

luctantly he gave up the idea and proposed instead that
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some of the party should go to the Coppermine River in

search of the shortest route by which to carry the supplies

in the spring and to gain any other information which might
be of service to the travelers.

This was done, and then the entire party settled down to

the interminable length of a Northern winter, having con-

structed winter quarters on the southwest shore of Winter

Lake— naming their new port Fort Enterprise. There

his men learned to know the depth of Franklin's character

and the strength of that religion which was the foundation

of his buoyant courage as together they faced starvation.

And then it became imperative for some one to go to Fort

Chipewyan again for supplies.

For this perilous expedition George Back volunteered,

and, starting in November, he traveled more than eleven

hundred miles on snow-shoes, sometimes without food

for three days at a time, and by the middle of March had

accomplished his mission and reached Fort Enterprise again

in safety.

At last the long and tedious wait there was over, and on

the 14th of June, 1821, the explorers again set out toward

the sea, taking with them a couple of Eskimo interpreters

a half-dozen Indians, and some half-breed Canadian voy-

ageurs, Franklin having made arrangements with the Indians

to leave a store of provisions at Fort Enterprise in case they

might be obliged to return to the station for another winter.

Then they set off in "two large canoes and several sledges,"

and reached the Coppermine River seventeen days later.

Another week's voyaging brought them to the mouth of the

river, and on the 21st of June the adventurous explorers
found themselves afloat on the Arctic Sea.

"From that point they pushed on along a rock-bound coast

fringed with heavy masses of solid ice that threatened to
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crush the light canoe, fit only for lake or river navigation,

and the voyage must always take rank as one of the most

daring and hazardous exploits that have even been accom-

plished in the interests of geographical research.

"Following the curved coast-line, they pushed on to the

east, naming all the principal capes, sounds, bays, and

islands that they discovered, and on the 18th of August
had reached a point to the north beyond which Franklin

thought it unwise to go, as the Canadian voyageurs were

unwilling to explore farther." There was only a three-days'

supply of food left, and they found no traces of the Eskimos

on whom they had relied for fresh supplies. There were

also indications that the season for traveling in that Northern

region was about over, so reluctantly Franklin decided to

turn back, having very appropriately named the point which

they had reached, Point Turnagain. Although this point
was only six and a half degrees of longitude east of the mouth
of the Coppermine River, yet so winding was the line of the

newly discovered coast that they had to sail or paddle for

five hundred and fifty-five miles to make the trip, and the

only prudent scheme was to go back to Fort Enterprise

as soon as possible, for supplies which the Indians had been

commanded to lay in for them before winter set in.

From all the indications of the long trip Franklin had

come to the firm conclusion that a navigable passage for

ships along the coast by which they had traveled was

practical, and felt assured that they stood a good chance

of clearing up the long-unsolved problem of a northwest

passage.

After giving the matter a great deal of thought he decided

that the Hood River route was the best one to take in re-

turning to Fort Enterprise, rather than to go by the Copper-

mine, and on the 23d of August the party started on what
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proved to be one of the most memorable journeys ever

taken by brave men.

By the time they reached the mouth of the Hood River,

two days later, their pemmican was so low that each person

could only have a few mouthfuls, and Franklin was op-

pressed by the terrible fear that none of the party could

live to reach the fort. In his account of the journey he says:

"In crossing Riley's Bay a tin case was thrown overboard

containing an outline of our proceedings hitherto, the lati-

tude of the part we turned back from, with a request that

it might be forwarded to the Admiralty if picked up."
Then on they went up the river for two months through
terrible storms and biting cold, with their tents and bed-

clothes frozen and with no means of making a fire, as the

moss of which it had to be made was too deeply covered with

ice and snow to kindle. Their best canoe was so injured

as to be made useless—a terrible misfortune, but they used

the bark and timbers for fire and on it warmed the trifle

of soup and arrowroot remaining. Their main food from

that time was tripe de roche—a lichen peculiar to the arctic

region and called edible, but at best a most noxious food,

only eaten by those in the last extremity of hunger. Occa-

sionally they killed a few partridges and once a musk-ox

was shot, the flesh of which lasted for three days. Then
one day a voyageur killed two deer, and the spirits of the

starving men were somewhat raised, but on the same day
Franklin was upset while crossing a river in a canoe and,

although he escaped being drowned, his portfolio of price-

less astronomical and meteorological observations was lost.

Fortunately the canoe was saved, and the party crossed

the stream in safety, then struggled on, subsisting on a

scanty supply of so-called food, which was sometimes

the bits of deerskin and bones left by some wolves, at another
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time, "when breath had almost left their bodies from lack

of nourishment, they ate the carcass of a deer which they
found in the cleft of a rock where it had lain since spring,

which they devoured as if it were a delicacy, and went

on refreshed."

As they had now reached the Coppermine River, the short-

est way to the fort was to cross it as soon as possible, and it

was suggested that a raft might be made of willow-trees

or a boat made out of them and covered with the canvas

they carried.

Work was begun on a raft, but when it was ready the

wind was too high to use it. For three days they had to

halt where they were because of a heavy snow-storm, and

being without any other food they lived on tripe de roche

and strips of fried leather! Then the voyageurs constructed

a canoe out of materials at hand, and at last the whole

party were transported, one by one, to the southern bank

of the Coppermine. And now the explorers were in high

glee, for they thought the hardest part of their trip was

over.

Franklin alone did not share their feeling, knowing how
exhausted they all were. He sent Back and three voy-

ageurs, the four most robust of the exhausted party, ahead

to bring back with all possible speed some of the supplies

which the Indians had taken to the fort. Meanwhile he,

with Richardson, Hood, Hepburn, and the other more worn-

out voyageurs, struggled on in the rear as fast as they

could go through the deep snow. The next day, when two

of the Canadians dropped from weakness, Dr. Richardson,

who was now hardly able to stand himself, went back to

see what he could do for them, and found one of them lying

numbed and incapable of being roused, so Franklin felt

that the moment had come for a separation of the little
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band of sufferers. The Canadians had all become too weak

to carry their loads any farther, and begged to be allowed

to go on without them to the fort before their strength

utterly failed. Hood also was too weak to go farther, and

Dr. Richardson offered to stay with him and any others

who wished to remain behind at the first place where they
could find enough firewood and tripe de roche for a ten-days'

stay, while Franklin and the others were to push on as fast

as possible to the fort.

This was done, and the indomitable travelers went ahead

for four miles through deep snow, Franklin keeping the

despondent band from giving up all hope by his brave,

inspiring courage and assuring them that they were not

far now from the fort. On the next day one voyageur
and then another broke down, and finally the party was

reduced to four, who went on a mile farther, then encamped
for the night, and again devoured pieces of fried leather,

as the tripe de roche they found was frozen on the rocks.

But Franklin's invincible courage was a tower of strength

to them all, and on the nth of October, when they came

in sight of Fort Enterprise, they cheered up somewhat and

went forward as fast as their weakness would allow.

Alas! As they staggered into the fort they faced the

bitterest disappointment of their journey
—there were no

provisions there. There was not even a letter from the

official of the Northwestern Company to tell them where

supplies might be found, but there was a letter from Back

saying that he had gone in search of the Indians and sup-

plies. Well might Franklin have given way under the

appalling burden of responsibility for his party of starving

men had he not been obliged to take quick action. Food

of some sort must be procured and at once. Some rotting

deerskins were found and some old bones from an ash-heap,
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which, together with tripe de roche, kept life in their bodies,

but their condition was pathetic
—

they were so weak that

they could scarcely move more than a few yards at a time,

their voices were hollow and husky, their mouths raw from

the food they had eaten, and their limbs and joints were

swollen.

But for nine days they all lived, and then Franklin became

determined to do something to end the misery, and set out

himself with a voyageur and an Eskimo to search for the

Indians. They all traveled on snow-shoes, but, unfortunately,

Franklin broke one of his, and thought it wise to retrace

his steps, after giving instructions to the others as to their

route. He found the party at the fort starving and more

emaciated and miserable than when he left, many now un-

able to rise and gather tripe de roche. Nevertheless, even

then the brave commander wrote in his diary:

I have this day been twenty-one years in H. M. service, and exposed
to many hardships in my professional career, but was never placed in

such a melancholy and affecting situation as the present. However,
with sincere praises to Almighty God for His past goodness and protec-

tion, I will humbly confide in His gracious mercy and hope for deliverance

from this severe trial.

Two days later Dr. Richardson and Hepburn, who had

been given up for dead, crawled into the fort, with the tragic

news of the murder of Hood, as evidence showed, at the

hand of Michel, a voyageur. Dr. Richardson having realized

this, and that Michel's life was a menace to the party, had

himself shot the murderer for the sake of his companions.

The horrible tale was a great shock to Franklin, as was

every other detail of those days of agony when he saw his

men living through such misery. By the 6th of November

even his great strength had entirely given out, and he says

in his diary:
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To cut one log of wood is an occupation for half an hour to Hepburn,

and to carry it into the house occupies Richardson almost the same time,

though the distance does not exceed twenty yards.

In this diary we find a touching record of daily events,

among them this:

Wednesday November Seventh.—Praise be unto the Lord ! We were this

day rejoiced by the appearance of Indians with supplies at noon.

To the gallant Back the famished party owed their lives.

Since he separated from them on October 4th his sufferings

had been as severe as theirs, as for days together he and

his men had subsisted "on an old pair of leather trousers,

a gun-cover, and a pair of old shoes, with a little tripe de

roche." On the 4th of November they encountered a band

of Indians and immediately sent them to Franklin's relief,

carrying a small amount of dried deer's meat and a few

tongues. Seeing the plight of the white men because of

their failure to obey Franklin's orders, the Indians now
tried in every way to atone for their neglect, and not only

waited on the exhausted men, but hunted and fished so

vigorously for them that by the end of a week they were

almost entirely revived, and by the 16th of November were

able to leave the fort for Moose Deer Island. "There they

spent the remainder of the winter, starting homeward toward

the end of May, and in the middle of July took ship for Eng-
land from York Factory, after having been away for three

years, during which time they had journeyed by land and

water over more than five thousand five hundred miles."

While on the trip Franklin had been promoted to the

rank of commander, and now was made post-captain and

elected a Fellow of the Royal Society because of his valuable

services to the cause of geographical science, and, as was

natural, was the lion of the hour on his return to England,
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receiving enough flattery and attention to have turned the

head of a less sane man or one less bent on achieving a

single aim. Scarcely had he reached his native land and

begun work on the spirited narrative of his explorations

and discoveries than he also wrote to the Admiralty, out-

lining his projected route for another expedition.

In 1825 he was given command of a second overland

expedition, and with him went his old companions, Dr.

Richardson and Lieutenant Back. During this trip, while

Franklin traveled down the Mackenzie River and traced

the American coast as far as 149 37' W. long., Dr. Richard-

son, with a separate party, connected the mouths of the

Mackenzie and Coppermine; and thus altogether in his

eight years' exploring Franklin's expeditions had added

twelve thousand miles of coast-line to the shores of America,

for which extraordinary achievement he was knighted and

received many honors at home and abroad.

With his marriage in the summer of 1823 to Miss Eleanor

Porden, the birth of their one child, and the mother's death

after only two years of married life we have no concern here.

Franklin's second marriage in 1828 to Miss Jane Griffin is of

deeper interest to us because to the lifting of the veil of

mystery overshadowing the great explorer's tragic death

she devoted her whole life and fortune.

Of his command of the Rainbow at the Mediterranean

station, or in the service he rendered off Patras in the

Greek War for Independence, for which the King of Greece

gave him the Cross of the Redeemer of Greece, we have no

more concern than for his active service as Lieutenant-

Governor of Van Dieman's Land, which he held for nine

years, during which time he gave his best efforts to the

social and political advancement of the colony of which he

was a high official. Nor are we interested in the reasons
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which occasioned his leaving that position and returning

to England. What does arrest our attention is the fact that

when he did go back he found a revival of public interest in

polar research, and again was roused his old unquenchable
enthusiasm in the hazards of exploration.

Since his last expedition some important new discoveries

had been made in the arctic regions. The distance between the

farthest west reached by Beechey and his own farthest west

had been bridged by still another explorer in 1837, and now

there was nothing lacking to complete the long-desired

Northwest Passage connecting the two oceans but the dis-

covery of a channel less than three hundred miles long,

which would link together the coast-lines already traced.

To complete this passage was the keen desire of Frank-

lin's old friend, Sir John Barrow, who wrote to ask his

opinion as to whether it could be done. Of course Franklin

thought it could be, and the result was an appointment from

the Admiralty to fare forth once more to the frozen North !

The excitement offered by polar expeditions as well as

Franklin's brilliant record and personal popularity attracted

a fine body of volunteers for the voyage, and he was able to

pick out a remarkably efficient set of officers and men to

man the two ships chosen for the expedition, the Erebus and

Terror, the latter under command of Captain Crozier, the

former under his own, with Captain James second in com-

mand. There were also on the Erebus Lieutenant Graham
Gore and Mr. Charles Des Voeux, both of whom played a

prominent part in the later tragedy of the expedition.

Each ship carried sixty-seven officers and men, was pro-

visioned for three years, and equipped with every appliance

then known by which the voyage could successfully accom-

plish its object, being furnished with auxiliary steam-power,
and were the first ships to carry the screw-propeller into
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arctic regions; with these went also transport ships to

carry extra supplies as far as Disco, on the coast of Green-

land. In fact, never did an expedition start off under

happier circumstances or better fitted to meet any emer-

gency that might arise, and the men were all in buoyant

spirits, reflected from their commander, who was always

happiest when leaving for the arctic regions.

On the 19th of May, 1845, they started from Greenhithe,

and reached the coast of Greenland by the beginning of

July, where the supplies brought by the transports were

loaded on the other ships. Franklin's health and happi-
ness were shown by the letters he wrote to his wife at that

time, while his officers and crew were daily more impressed

by his fine seamanship and manly traits.

From Whalefish Island in Disco Bay on July 1st he wrote

a detailed account of their stay in Greenland, up to which

time he said the weather and circumstances of the trip had

all been favorable. Ten days later Fitzjames wrote: "A
man just come over from Lievely, a Dane who has married

an Eskimo, says that they believe it to be one of the mildest

seasons and earliest summers ever known, and that the ice

is clear away from this to Lancaster Sound. ... I do believe

we have a good chance of getting through this season if it is

to be done at all." And an entry in Franklin's diary said:

Lancaster Sound is the point we look to as the beginning of our work.

If we are fortunate we shall be there by August 1st, which will be time

enough; sooner would probably put us among the clearing ice.

The Danish informer was evidently mistaken, for, as it

turned out, that was one of the worst seasons for arctic

travel ever known, and on the 27th of July, three weeks

after that prediction was written, a London newspaper

printed an extract from the log of a whaler which en-
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countered the ships twelve days after they left their anchor-

age in Disco Bay. This is the extract:

Sir John Franklin's Expedition. Prince of Wales, Davis Strait.

Melville Bav, July 26, 184s.

At 8 P.M. received on board ten of the chief officers of the expedition

under the command of Captain Sir John Franklin of the Terror and Erebus.

Both ships' crews are all well and in remarkable spirits, expecting to

finish the operation in good time. They are made fast to a large ice-

berg, with a temporary observatory fixed upon it. They were in lati-

tude 74 48', longitude 66° 13' W.

And that was the last glimpse any one ever had of the

resolute band of explorers who started out on their adven-

turing in such high hopes of great achievement! Little did

they dream that in their journeying to the farthest north

they were wending their way to that still farther-distant land

from which there is no return! When the two ships faded

from the sight of the whaler it was to be many years before

the veil of mystery surrounding their last days was to be

lifted; indeed, it has never been completely raised, although
now we have the meager facts and fragments of the tragic

story resulting from years of determined effort on the

part of relief-parties sent out by England and by Lady
Franklin, which fragments, pieced out with conjectures

based on experiences of other explorers, have made the

probable tale of the wanderings and heroic death of Franklin

and his men.

For two years there was little anxiety in England over the

lack of news from the expedition, for many a similar one had

been lost sight of for several years at a time. But by 1848
there was a wide -spread feeling of concern about the

missing explorers, and from that time there was a never-

ending tide of relief- parties being sent out in hope of

finding the wanderers.
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The first traces of the missing party were found where

their winter quarters had been in 1 845-1 846, on Beechey
Island. There three graves were found and a few scattered

articles identified as belonging to the explorers. Eight

years later, when Dr. John Rae was conducting a sledging

expedition for the Hudson Bay Company from Repulse

Bay, he was told by the Eskimos that four years earlier a

party of forty white men had been seen dragging a boat

southward along the west shore of King William Island,

and that later in the season the bodies of the whole party had

been found by the natives near the northwest of Back's

Great Fish River, where they had died of cold and starva-

tion. Although this latter statement was afterward dis-

proved, clear proof was given that the Eskimos had seen

some of the explorers by various articles belonging to them

which they gave to Dr. Rae. Other articles were also

found by a party who went in canoes down the Great Fish

River, while still others were picked up on an island farther

to the north.

Clearly Franklin had tried to reach the settlements of

the Hudson Bay Company by the Fish River route, but had

been stopped in the channel into which the river emptied.

This fact was added to by the discoveries of Captain McClin-

tock in command of the small ship Fox, sent out by Lady
Franklin, and also by those of three sledging-parties which

went to examine Prince of Wales Island, the coasts of

King William Island, the west cost of Boothia, and the region

around the mouth of the Great Fish River. "This thorough
search not only added eight hundred miles of new coast-line

to the arctic shores, but brought to light the actual

course and fate of the ill-starred expedition."
From the Eskimos in Boothia many relics were obtained,

and reports concerning the fate of the ships and men, while
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on the coasts of King William Island skeletons were seen,

and remains of articles that brought to light a hideous tale

of agony and disaster. Above all, in a cairn at Point Vic-

tory a precious record was found, evidently placed there

so that in case of disaster some one might later find it and

know the history of the expedition up to the 28th of May,

1847, the date of the document, signed by Gore and Des

Voeux of the Erebus, which read:

H. M. ships Erebus and Terror wintered in the ice in latitude 70 05' N.

and longitude 98 23' W., having wintered in 1846-7 [a mistake for 1845-6],

at Beechey Island in latitude 74 43' 28" N., longitude 91 39' 15" W.,

after having ascended Wellington Channel to latitude 77 and returned

by the west side of Cornwallis Island.

Sir John Franklin commanding the expedition.

All well.

Party consisting of two officers and six men left the ships on Monday,
May 24, 1847.

"It was known to have been Franklin's determination to

proceed due west to Lancaster Sound, and there can have

been no reason for his turning to the north through Wel-

lington Channel but the finding of Barrow Strait impas-

sable, which left him no choice except exploring that chan-

nel or going into winter quarters entirely too early in the

autumn. They must have passed through the channel and

sailed north until they could see Grinnell Island, then

turned westward into Penny Strait, hoping to reach an open
and navigable sea. Instead they doubtless found, as Ad-

miral Osborn says, *a wide expanse of water much choked

up with ice, extending from the head of Wellington Channel

to the westward for hundreds of miles.' Baffled, they then

took a southward course, holding to which they made their

way between islands by a narrow waterway which took

them back to Barrow Strait about one hundred miles from

the place where they had left it, and, though they had lost
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time in gaining their end, they had added more coast-line

to the geography of the North."

Probably by that time it was too late for further re-

search that year, and they went into winter quarters on

Beechey Island, near the mouth of the Wellington Channel,
where they settled down in good spirits, for, although they
had not accomplished their end, they had explored and

mapped three hundred miles of new coast-line and there

was now not more than two hundred and fifty miles of un-

traveled water separating them from that part of the Ameri-

can coast which they were eager to join in a continuous and

navigable waterway.
In July or August the party left the island and tried to

sail due south, making their way successfully down Peel

and Franklin straits; then coming out of the mouth of the

latter strait, still going south, and skirting the western

shores of Boothia Felix, they were able to keep on their

way until the early part of September, when on the 12th

of that month their journeying came to a sudden end.

"The ice closed immovably round them, and from that day
its deadly grip was never for a moment relaxed. For the

awful period of five hundred and eighty-seven days from

that 1 2th of September, 1846, until late April of 1848, the

hapless crews were held fast in an icy prison from which at

last the desperate remnant of them broke out only to die."

To winter in the pack is not in itself a sure death, for

other explorers had come safely through such an experi-

ence, but in the case of Franklin and his men the ice-stream

in which they found themselves was one of the most power-
ful and dangerous in all the polar regions, and the Erebus

and the Terror were caught in a grip which was for them the

icy hand of death. When spring came, but far too early

for navigation, the ice-bound company sent out a small
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land-exploring party headed by Lieutenant Gore, who
reached Point Victory on King William Island. Gore, sadly

conscious that there was small chance of any of them reach-

ing civilization again, then placed a report of the doings

of the expedition to that date in a cairn constructed for

its protection, where it lay concealed until a year later.

It was found by his comrades, Crozier and Fitzjames,

who, themselves in a pitiable plight from cold and hunger
and sorrow, wrapped another record around that of Gore,

then replaced them both in the cairn, not to be seen by the

eye of man for many a year.

Let the later record found in the cairn tell its story in its

terse, expressive words:

April 25, 1848.
—H. M. ships Terror and Erebus were deserted on April

22d, five leagues N.N.W. of this, having been beset since September, 1846.
The officers and crews, consisting of one hundred and five souls under

the command of Captain F. R. M. Crozier, landed here in latitude 69°

37' 42" N., longitude 98 41' W. This paper was found by Lieutenant

Irving where it had been deposited by the late Commander Gore [Gore
had died during the winter of 1848] in June, 1847. Sir John Franklin

died on the nth of June, 1847, and the total loss by deaths in the expedi-
tion has been to this date nine officers and fifteen men.

The document was signed by Captain Fitzjames, also by

Captain Crozier, who adds: "We start on to-morrow, April

26, 184.8, for Back's Fish River." A shorter or more com-

prehensive record of human endurance and human agony
had never been written, and when it has been read there

is little else to add to the narrative of the last arctic expe-

dition of Sir John Franklin. But that little partakes of the

essence of his wildest dreams, for not only "is his memory
cherished as one of the bravest and most daring of England's
naval heroes, and as one of her most successful explorers,

but to him is paid the honor of having been the first dis-

coverer of the Northwest Passage, for the spot reached by
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his ships had brought him to within a few miles of the known
waters of America.

"

This tribute is paid to him and to his brave companions
on the monument erected to him by his countrymen in

Waterloo Place, London, and was affirmed by the president

of the Royal Geographical Society in presenting its gold

medal to Lady Franklin. Also in 1875 a &ne monument to

him was unveiled in Westminster Abbey.
And yet, as Mr. Beesly in his monograph has justly said,

"the whole history of Franklin's explorations is a record of

imperfect success." In 1819-22 he accomplished a mari-

time journey of great scientific value under extraordinary

difficulties, and fought his way home by land through ap-

palling privations, but he did not succeed, as he had hoped,
in completing the survey of the coast of arctic America

eastward from the mouth of the Coppermine River. In

1825-27 he made another large addition to geographical

knowledge to the west of the Mackenzie, but he failed to

effect the desired junction with the voyagers from Bering

Strait. In 1845 ne set f°rtri m quest of a northwest passage

and succeeded only in discovering a route which he did not

live to traverse. Yet the fame which he won for himself

could not have been brighter of luster or more assured of

perpetuity if he had explored the whole coast-line of arctic

America to the eastward in 1821 and to the westward in 1826

and had sailed from the Atlantic to the Pacific in 1845.

His countrymen and the entire civilized world have recog-

nized that the great though imperfect exploits of the trav-

eler were outshone by the heroic qualities of the man, and

that the personality of Sir John Franklin was at once his

charm and his power.

Traill says: "His highest and truest claim to the rank

of a national hero is that he was filled with that spirit
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which is ever more national than the love of adventure,

more English even than the passion for the 'great waters'
—the thirst for the discovery of the unknown." When Lord

Brougham was told that Franklin, then nearly sixty, was

setting out again in quest of the Northwest Passage, he ex-

claimed: "They cannot help it, these arctic fellows—it is

in their blood!" and true his assertion was.

That the passage for which Franklin sacrificed his life

has proved to be useless as an avenue of commerce be-

cause of the caprices of the seasons and the drift of the

polar "pack" would have been of little moment to him.

He had given his life for an ideal—the rest did not concern

him. And in the eternal home to which he has gone values

are adjusted, not by achievement, but by inspiration.



HERNANDO CORTES: ADVENTURER IN MEXICO

CAPE
ST. ANTONIO, at the extreme western end of

the island of Cuba, was the scene of an unwonted spec-

tacle. At anchor off its thickly wooded shores lay eleven

ships flying the colors of Spain, while on land were massed

around Hernando Cortes, commander of the fleet, a great

gathering of the ships' companies, a group of Spanish clergy,

one hundred and ten sailors, five hundred and fifty-three

soldiers, among whom were sixteen horsemen armed with

spears and swords, thirty musketeers, and thirty-two cross-

bowmen.

No less important part of the pageant were the sixteen

horses which had been brought from Spain with great diffi-

culty, and were looked on by the inhabitants of the New
World as supernatural creatures, for they had never before

seen such noble animals, especially the handsome dark

chestnut of Cortes, and a spirited gray charger, invaluable

for draught or riding.

With the tropical sunlight glinting through the great

forest trees, and the blue waters of the bay softly lapping

the shore, soldiers, sailors, clergy, and Spanish adventurers

gathered around the commander, handsome, dark-eyed, and

richly dressed in the apparel of a Spanish gentleman. He
addressed them standing under a banner on which was a

red cross on a black ground sprinkled with white and blue
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flames, with the motto, "Let us follow the Cross, and in

that sign we shall conquer."

"The enterprise in which you are engaged will fill the

world with your renown," declared Cortes. "I am leading

you to countries more vast and rich than European eyes

have ever yet beheld. It is a glorious prize which I present

to you. But this prize can only be won by hardship and

toil. Great deeds are only achieved by great exertions.

Glory is never the reward of sloth. I have labored hard

and staked my all on this undertaking, for I love that re-

nown which is the noblest recompense of man.

"Do you covet riches more? Be true to me and I will

make you masters of wealth of which you have never

dreamed. You are few in numbers, but be strong in resolu-

tion, and doubt not that the Almighty, who has never de-

serted the Spaniard in his contest with the infidel, will

shield you, though encompassed by enemies. Your cause

is just. You are to fight under the banner of the Cross.

Onward, then, with alacrity. Gloriously terminate the work

so auspiciously begun."
He ceased speaking amid a mighty chorus of cheers,

while every face reflected the enthusiasm of their com-

mander and a determination to follow where he led.

Mass was celebrated with due solemnity, then, the en-

tire company having been transported to the ships, anchors

were raised, sails set, and with a strong breeze the fleet

sailed to the west, and Hernando Cortes, most daring of

Spanish adventurers, had embarked on a perilous expedi-

tion to conquer the vast and almost unknown land of

Mexico for the glory and enrichment of the Spanish colo-

nists in Cuba.

From the time of his birth in a little inland village of

Spain, in the year 1485, Hernando Cortes had been a dis-
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appointment to his father. He, being well-born, cherished

the ambition to make a lawyer of his son, and so sent

him, when fourteen years old, to the University of Sala-

manca. But young Cortes scorned education and restraint,

and after two years was taken out of the institution, being
then a handsome lad of sixteen with extremely dark, expres-

sive eyes and a winning manner, which he kept throughout
life. Freed from college discipline, he hunted and fished

and learned to wrestle and fence, and then was anxious

to become a soldier, to which his father finally agreed, and

he enlisted in an expedition to assist the Italians against the

French, but was taken sick and could not go. Then one of

his relatives was appointed governor of Hispaniola, or

Little Spain, in the New World discovered by Columbus,
and young Cortes thrilled with desire to go to the unex-

plored country; but just before the party left he indulged

in such a reprehensible adventure in his home town that

he was severely wounded, and again an expedition sailed

without him, to his bitter disappointment. However, as

soon as he was well enough to go his father secured passage
for him in another ship, and at last he reached Hispaniola
after a most exciting voyage.
He quickly grew accustomed to the new life of the wonder-

ful tropical island on which he landed, and was restless under

the routine of such positions as were given him by the

governor. But for seven years he stilled his impatient spirit

as best he could with dueling, his favorite pastime, and with

helping to quell frequent insurrections among the natives—
a result of the cruelty of the Spaniards

—becoming intimately

acquainted with methods of Indian life and warfare and

hardened to exposure of all kinds.

Then came the subjugation and colonization of the beau-

tiful neighboring island of Cuba by the Spaniards under
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Velasquez, who was made governor of the island, and whose

secretary Cortes became, receiving a grant of land, and

Indians who cultivated it for his benefit, so that his wealth

increased rapidly.

Ambitious of extending his possessions in the New World,

Velasquez sent out two exploring expeditions, one under

Francisco Hernandez, of Cordova; a second under Juan de

Grijalva. The result of the expeditions was the discovery

of the island of Cozumel, lying southwest of Cuba, and

Grijalva's party sailed from Cozumel to the mainland of

Yucatan, a promontory across the narrow passage between

it and Cozumel. Skirting the coast of Yucatan, they landed

at St. Juan de Ulua, in Mexico, where they secured many
specimens of gold and heard much of a mighty Mexican

monarch, Montezuma, whose power was great and whose

territory was vast.

The tidings of this discovery spread like wildfire through-
out Cuba, and every man was eager to go to this new-found

country. Cortes was so thrilled with the idea of such

adventuring that he went to those who had influence with

the governor, offering them a large amount of whatever

booty he might secure in Mexico if they would beg the

governor to appoint him leader of the expedition. He also

offered a large amount of money to equip ships, if he should

be appointed, and his offer of funds was no mean one, for,

like all daring, impulsive natures, Cortes was lavish with

money and generous to a degree wherever his interest was

involved.

Velasquez gave him the coveted position, then repented,

fearing that in his independence and desire for personal

power he would act for his own advantage rather than that

of Velasquez. Cortes, hearing a rumor that the commission

was to be taken from him, hastily, so it is said, manned his
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fleet and put out to sea under cover of the night. This

account of his flight has been doubted by one of his most

accurate historians, Sir Arthur Helps, but sure it is that

Velasquez regretted having made him leader of such an

important expedition, and sure also is it that when this was

discovered a man with the daring and resolution of Cortes

would have taken quick action. He certainly set sail in

hot haste as commander of the little fleet of eleven ships

which left Santiago, the capital of Cuba, on the 18th of

November, 15 18, and went westward to Trinidad, where he

recruited many followers, gathered together supplies, drilled

his men, and captured two trading-vessels laden with pro-

visions and merchandise which exactly suited his needs.

Just as he was ready to sail from Trinidad the mayor
of the town received an order from Velasquez to take the

command from Cortes. But it was too late. He had

already so won the hearts of his followers that nothing
would have induced them to desert him and follow another.

Writing a courteous letter of refusal to comply with the

demands of Velasquez, Cortes sailed away to Havana, where

he found a similar command. This he answered promptly
in the same way, and at once set sail for the island of

Cozumel.

Realizing what he must now accomplish in the face of such

disregard of his governor's commands, he seemed to become

suddenly years older in manner, more reserved and almost

stern in his gravity, where before he had always been the gay
adventurer. And with the new gravity mingled a strain of

emotional zeal to replace the idols of the infidels by the

cross of Christ and the religion of Spain.

When the inhabitants of Cozumel saw the Spanish fleet

coming close to shore they fled in panic, but the few who
were captured were so kindly treated that the others re-
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turned and were hospitable to the white men, and willing

to trade with them during the fortnight they remained on

the island.

While there, a Spaniard named Aguilar came in a canoe

from Yucatan and, approaching Cortes, begged to join the

party of adventurers. Seven years before he had been ship-

wrecked, so he said, when going from Darien to Hispaniola,

and with his companions in the life-boat had drifted to the

shores of Yucatan, where the natives had fed them well and

cared for them lavishly. Then, when four of them were in

prime condition, they had been selected for sacrifice on the

bloody altars of native idols and cooked for a cannibal

feast.

In terror Aguilar had fled to the mountains, where he and

a comrade had been captured by a cruel chief who had made
• slaves of them. His companion had slowly become a savage,

but Aguilar, who had been a priest, had remained true to

his vows and always hoped for escape. Then Cortes had

come to Cozumel and at great risk Aguilar had sought him.

Falling on his knees, with sobs of joy he gave thanks for the

sight of a white face once more. Having gained a perfect

command of the native's language as well as a knowledge of

their habits and customs, he was received as a welcome

addition to the party, and on the 4th of March, when the

fleet again set sail, Aguilar went with them as interpreter.

From Cozumel around Cape Catoche the ships sailed to

the mouth of the river Grijalva, where, going ashore, the

Spaniards had several brisk skirmishes with the natives

before they took possession of the country in the name of

Spain; then they marched inland to the province of Tabasco,

where the savages were good fighters, but their bravery was

of slight avail against the artillery and skill of the Spaniards.

Having completely subjugated the Tabascans and won
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the battle of Cintla, as it is called, the fleet sailed to the quiet

harbor of San Juan de Ulua. While at anchor there Cortes

was visited by Indian ambassadors of high rank, who

inquired in the name of Montezuma why the Spaniards had

come to their empire.

Cortes replied that he had come to treat with Montezuma
on behalf of the King of Spain. On being told that there was

no hope of seeing their sovereign, Cortes said sternly that

kings always received ambassadors; that he should not

leave the country until he had seen Montezuma. Alarmed

by his manner, the Indians said they would return to

Montezuma and request him to give audience to Cortes.

Seven days later one Indian, Teotlili, returned, bringing

superb presents from Montezuma, but with the same refusal

to see Cortes. Both gifts and the manner of giving them

were indicative of the high degree of civilization possessed

by the Mexicans, and Cortes showed a like courtesy, but

said that for the honor of his King he must see Montezuma,
and said it so fiercely that once again Teotlili offered to beg

an audience for this stern white man. But Montezuma

positively refused to receive the stranger, yet he again

sent him rich gifts. Teotlili returned to the Spanish camp

just as the Ave Maria bell rang out clear and sweet from the

ship which served as chapel of the fleet, and at once the

Spaniards fell on their knees. Seeing the savage's wonder at

this, Cortes instantly brought forward one of the clergymen
of the company to explain the doctrines of the Catholic

Church, and the wickedness of idol worship and sacrifice

of human life—but with no other result than the apparent

anger of Teotlili, who ceremoniously bowed and retired.

The next morning, to the Spaniards' great surprise, there

were no Indians to bring them food, which made them fear

preparations for an assault, and some of the army declared
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it to be the height of folly to attempt the subjugation of so

vast an empire with so few men and such slender resources,

saying they desired to return to Cuba. Cortes replied

that it would be foolish to proceed if the soldiers were

so disheartened, and added that he would give orders to

return. But he was far too wary a commander to act

against his own wishes without having a clear plan of how
the action could be checkmated. He gave the order to

commence re-embarking, then with quiet craft visited those

whom he knew to be his loyal followers, and used every

argument possible to stimulate their desire for continuing

the trip, but in such a way that no actual command was

given. That night at sunset his tent was surrounded by a

great crowd of soldiers, who demanded to march on to

Mexico, saying, roughly, "If you wish to go back to Cuba
with the cowards, we will choose another general to press

onward with us in the task we have undertaken!"

Delighted with the success of his stratagem, but affecting

surprise, Cortes replied:
"
My only reasons for ordering you to re-embark were your

own wishes, which I was bound to regard. Now, seeing that

I was mistaken, my heart beats proudly to know that you are

true Castilians, anxious to prove your valor and your prow-
ess. We will go on to victory, since you so decree, with

strong arms and bold hearts!"

"His speech was greeted with tremendous applause; those

who had murmured were lost in the crowd of ambitious

spirits, and Cortes was loudly acclaimed the undisputed
monarch of a now enthusiastic company."
He took quick advantage of his victory by telling of his

plan to establish a settlement on the sea-coast, from which

his army would march to the interior for conquest and to

search for gold. Then he held an election of officers for the
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new colony, and cleverly managed only to elect such as

were his loyal partisans, and to be made chief-justice of

the colony and captain-general of the army, with his com-

mission made out in the name of Spain, to continue in force

until the royal pleasure should be further known. "The

troops immediately ratified this with unbounded applause,
and vowed obedience, even to death, to his authority, and so

adroitly this bold adventurer assumed the dignity of an

independent governor, responsible only to his sovereign!

The few followers of Velasquez who made feeble remon-

strance against this high-handed procedure were seized and

imprisoned on board one of the ships, which act greatly

impressed the others with the power of Cortes, and he became

supreme in authority and in popularity."

Then came envoys from the chief of Zempoala, a large

neighboring town of the Totonacs, to interview Cortes,

saying they found the rule of Montezuma irksome and

would gladly ally themselves with the strange white men
if by so doing they might become independent. This

alliance would be of unmeasured value to him, Cortes knew,
so he thanked the Indians warmly and told them he would

soon visit their territory, on his way to Quibislan, a place

only a few miles from Zempoala, where there was good

anchorage and fertile soil for the new settlement.

At once the fleet sailed, and the army took up its march

through Zempoala, where some inhabitants followed them

to Quibislan. There all fell to work with a will, erecting

dwellings and strong fortifications, and soon the settlement

was an accomplished fact. It was then named Villa Rica

de la Vera Cruz (The Rich City of the True Cross), and sites

were even marked out for the market-place, the town hall,

the church, the wharf, and many other necessary buildings.

Rumors of all this reached the ears of Montezuma, and
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to the settlement one day came five dignified lords, sent

by the great ruler. They carried large bouquets and were

impressive in their hideous mien, as they demanded to see

the Zempoalan chiefs who had rebelled against their ruler.

Abbott says, "like terrified children they obeyed the sum-

mons, and presently appeared before Cortes, to tell him that

as a penalty for their support of the Spaniards the ambas-

sadors demanded twenty young men and twenty young
women to be offered as sacrifices to their gods.

Deeply indignant, Cortes declared that he would never

allow such heathen practices: "Have the messengers from

Montezuma, lords though they may be, thrown into prison!"

he commanded. "The horrified chiefs, who had been

accustomed to obey Montezuma as their highest earthly

sovereign, were aghast at such a command, and yet, in

obeying it they would save the lives of forty precious young

persons. Casting themselves for ever on the mercy of

Cortes by the act, they obeyed his command; the lords were

imprisoned, and the Zempoalans became the abject slaves

of Cortes, who then secretly gave orders to have two of the

prisoners assisted to escape in the night. When they were

brought privately to him he told them that their arrest

was an insult from the Zempoalans which he would have

gladly prevented, that now he would aid them to escape, to

carry friendly greetings to their emperor, of which their

release would be ample proof. He then had six men row

them secretly away beyond danger of capture, and on the

next day did the same thing for the remaining prisoners.

History has no record of more treacherous or clever strategy

for the furtherance of personal ambition or public good!"
And ever the Zempoalans became more enthusiastic over

the white men and their rule, urging all the neighboring

tribes also to become vassals of Spain, and raising a large
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army to aid their adored leader, who, having resolved to

put an end to the barbarous practice of sacrificing human

beings, sent part of his army to overthrow all idols in the

temples. Then he had the blood-stained walls of the

temples cleansed, erected an altar on which he set up a

cross, altered the priests' vestments from black to white,

gave them charge of the new altar, and taught them to

make wax candles to be kept burning on it.

The simple-minded natives were at first terrified, then

awed, by the mass, with its music, embroidered robes, and

solemn procession, being so impressed that they wept with

emotion and made no further resistance at accepting the

new God of the strangers.

It was now nearly three months since Cortes came to

Mexico, and he thought it politic to send back messengers

to the Spanish king, carrying a letter full of assurances of

loyalty and of desire to add wealth and glory to the history

of Spain. The richest treasures which as yet had been se-

cured were also sent, and the ambassadors were ordered not

to stop at Cuba, fearing Velasquez might retain them. No
sooner had they set sail than Cortes discovered the plot of

a party who, friendly to Velasquez, planned to leave for

Cuba, carrying word to him by which he would be enabled

to seize the ambassadors. They had actually gone aboard

their ship when Cortes discovered the treachery and

ordered them to be brought ashore. "The ringleaders

were put to death, the pilot had one of his feet cut off, and

two of the sailors were whipped with two hundred lashes—
punishment which Cortes thought severe enough to keep

other traitors from similar attempts." But he was troubled,

for he was about to march into the interior, leaving only a

small garrison at Vera Cruz, and if another such plot should

be carried out, and Velasquez told of his absence, he could
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send a sufficient force from Cuba to take possession of Vera

Cruz and leave Cortes "a penniless adventurer wandering

among alien tribes." Then came his great decision, one

of the most renowned in history. He would burn his

fleet, and so cut off all possibility of escape for any of his

men, at the same time exposing himself to attack by savage

and uncounted nations, while he had only five hundred men!

When he told them of the plan, though they were filled

with fright and opposed it, Cortes, with his great tact, was

able to convince them, and the fleet was destroyed: Then,
on the 16th of August, 15 19, they accompanied him on his

memorable march to the capital of Montezuma.

Amid a chorus of cheers and shouts, "To Mexico! To
Mexico!" his army, including two thousand three hundred

Zempoalans, began their long journey, passing through

many Indian villages and noting evidences of civilization,

also a well-settled country. Outside the city of Tlascala

the army went into camp for a few days, while Cortes sent

four dignified Zempoalans into the city, carrying the white-

tipped arrows which signified peace, to request permission

to march through the country of the Tlascalans. In return

for this Cortes would make an alliance with the Tlas-

calans, who were an independent people at war with Monte-

zuma.

The Tlascalans having heard of the arrival of the Span-
iards on the coast, and that they were "armed with thunder

and clothed with wings," had fearful war-horses and terrible

instruments of destruction, and had overthrown idols in

the temples,
"
refused the request, and, seizing the ambas-

sadors, put them in prison; but they escaped and hurried

back to Cortes with the tidings." Grimly he gave orders

to force a way through the city, and marched on, taking

every precaution against surprise by the natives, so his
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men were amazed when they reached a wide plain outside

the city and found a tremendous number of Tlascalans

drawn up against them.

The Spaniards were greatly outnumbered by the Indians,

but Cortes, with a few cheering words, took his place at the

head of the troops and moved slowly on toward the warriors

who were in their showy costumes and war-paint, all carry-

ing arrows, swords, javelins, clubs, and slings.

It was a day of "unutterable horror and fierce fighting,

with victory for the Spaniards, who at nightfall, after thank-

ing God for their victory, lay down on the battle-field for a

brief nap." But Cortes was not among those who slept.

Under cover of darkness he had his dead buried, that the

enemy might not know what loss he had sustained; then

with horsemen, a few soldiers, and four hundred native

allies he went out to destroy six small villages, taking back

with him four hundred prisoners.

Meanwhile the Tlascalans had been busily gathering re-

inforcements, and at dawn Cortes faced a large fresh

army of one hundred and forty-nine thousand natives, who
made a rush on his camp, but at the end of four hours they

retreated, and again the Spaniards gave thanks to the God
whom they believed gave them victory because they fought

under the banner of the Cross.

Again night, and Cortes sleepless and vigilant, marched

out in the darkness with his forces to burn three thousand

houses; and, to the great surprise of the natives, he treated

his prisoners with extreme kindness, freeing them after giv-

ing them presents.

By this time the Tlascalans were much discouraged, and

sent ambassadors to say that they wished to make peace.

Cortes, who suspected them to be spies, had their hands

cut off, and sent them back with this message: "The Tlas-
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calans may come by day or by night; the Spaniards are

ready for them!"

This act of barbarous cruelty is a stain on even his war-

like character, for he had no proof that the messengers were

other than they seemed. The cruel act had an undeserved

reward. Immediately the frightened Tlascalans declared

submission to the powerful invaders, saying, "We will be

as faithful in peace as we have been bold in war," and then

promised to stand by the commander in all his enterprises.

This was a great help to Cortes, for his army was almost

exhausted by the terrific fighting of the last days, and the

Tlascalans would be a priceless addition to his forces. The
two armies clenched the compact with mutual expressions of

comradeship and loyalty, and then marched on together

"in one vast united band, entering the city of Tlascala in

triumph," many inhabitants flocking through the streets

as the victorious army marched in. "The roofs of the houses

were covered with spectators, wild music . . . filled the air,

plumed warriors hurried to and fro, and shouts of welcome

seemed to rend the sky."

For twenty days the Spanish army remained in Tlascala,

and every day of their stay Cortes grew more popular with

his new allies, who placed all the resources of their country
at the command of this brave leader.

Montezuma, meanwhile, had heard of the uprising of the

Tlascalans against him, and of the advance of the powerful
and conquering Spaniards, and his alarm was great. Sit-

ting in solemn state on his great throne, he summoned five

of the mightiest nobles of his empire, and sent them with

a glittering retinue of two hundred attendants to the camp
of the noble Spanish commander with gifts of great value

and an appeal not to try to approach the Mexican capital.

Cortes received the ambassadors with courtesy, but his
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reply was firm: "My steps are ordered by my sovereign,"

he said. "He has commanded me to visit the capital of

your great empire."
Then choosing six thousand picked troops from his many

followers, he rode on to Cholula, a city only sixty-four miles

east of the Mexican capital.

The Cholulans, being loyal to Montezuma, hated the Tlas-

calans, and while Cortes was allowed to march into the

city, being met by a procession headed by nobles and priests

carrying banners, and with bands playing national airs, his

Tlascalan allies were obliged to camp outside the place,

where other messengers had arrived from Montezuma and

were attempting to prepare an ambuscade by which twenty
thousand troops were to attack the Spaniards. This was dis-

covered by Marina, a beautiful and intelligent native woman,
who was the loyal follower of Cortes as well as his interpreter,

and he promptly seized the Cholulans who had confessed

the plot and made a plan to punish the traitors.

Pretending that he was going to leave the next morning,
he asked for food, attendants to carry baggage, and two

thousand men of war. The natives, delighted to have him

go, offered what he desired. Then, mounted on his dark

chestnut horse, he called the Cholulans around him, told

them that their plot had been discovered, and fired a musket

as a signal for his men to attack them. The invaders, as

Abbott says, "swept through the streets, glutting them-

selves with blood. The dwellings were sacked, the city every-

where set on fire, and women and children were seized by
the Tlascalans to be sacrificed to idols. For two days this

terrible massacre kept on, then from sheer exhaustion the

bloodshed ceased, and Cortes issued a proclamation offering

pardon to all still living, and invited them to come back to

their ruined homes." The inhabitants of the city were
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horrified by news of the fate of the Cholulans, and as the

army drew nearer Montezuma became more terrified, dread-

ing to receive the enemy, yet fearing to oppose their advance,

and he trembled as with ague when ambassadors from Cortes

arrived with the defiantly diplomatic message: "The Cholu-

lans have asserted that Montezuma instigated their treach-

ery. I will not believe it. Montezuma is a great and a

powerful sovereign; he would make war in the open and

not by cowardly stratagem. The Spaniards, however, are

ready for any warfare, secret or open."

To this Montezuma replied that he had no part in the

guilt of the Cholulans, and that he invited Cortes to enter

his city
—at which Cortes marched on to the border of Lake

Chalco, where the army rested for a night and where Monte-

zuma made a last effort to keep them back, but in vain.

Even as his ambassadors were leaving the city, behind them

marched the invaders, who arrived safely at Ayotzingo, a

lovely city built on piles driven deep in the waters of Lake

Chalco. Most of the army encamped outside the city,

where the natives flocked to see them, which made Cortes

so suspicious of treachery that he had twenty natives shot

down, merely to terrify the others, and the result was

satisfactory.

From Ayotzingo the army proceeded along the south-

ern bank of the lake until they reached Cuitlahuac, where

they were received with kindly courtesy; but the place was

so favorable for an attack by the natives that they marched

on, and now they could see something of the wonderful

beauty of Montezuma's stronghold and its environs as they

glimpsed its lofty towers and glittering temples.

Another night of rest, and another dawn, the dawn of the

memorable 8th of November, 15 19, and the army of ad-

venturers drew near to the city of Mexico—a city situated
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in a great salt lake and approached from the mainland by
three causeways, or highways, built of solid brickwork.

At the ends of these highways were drawbridges which,

when raised, cut off all communication between the

causeways and the city. Two of the highways met in

the center of the city, where the great temple stood. This

city included the beauties of all the most beautiful cities

of the world. As Sir Arthur Helps has expressed it: "Like

Granada, encircled ... by mountains, fondled and adorned

by water like Venice, as grand in its buildings as Babylon
of old, and rich in gardens like Damascus, the great city

of Mexico was at that time the fairest in the world, and

has never since been equaled."

Along one of the great causeways swept the invaders,

and as they approached the capital they were met by a

thousand Mexican nobles, in gala dress, who saluted the

Spanish adventurer after their native fashion, each one lay-

ing his hands in the dust and then kissing them, which

ceremony took over an hour and was a curious sight to the

impatient Europeans.
Then the army passed over the drawbridge into the city,

and Cortes and Montezuma were face to face!

The emperor had been carried from his palace in a litter,

as became his rank, but when he was near the bridge he

alighted to receive the man he so much feared and so much
desired to see. Cortes first saw him leaning on the arms

of his brother and his nephew, the kings of Tezcuco and

Iztapalapa. Over his head four lords held a gorgeous green

covering richly wrought with brilliant embroidery of gold,

silver, and precious stones. He wore a mantle studded

with gold and pearls; on his head was a mitered diadem of

gold, and on his feet golden sandals. The kings of lesser

provinces, though dressed as elaborately, were barefooted.
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Leaping from his horse, Cortes bowed low before the

great monarch and would then have embraced him in

friendly fashion, but with imperial dignity Montezuma drew

back from so familiar an embrace, yet exchanged rich gifts

with the Spanish commander. Then the procession moved

on, soldiers and leaders of the Old World mingling with the

followers of the New World despot in apparently sincere

comradeship, followed by curious throngs of men, women,
and children, who pressed close to see Cortes, as Monte-

zuma escorted him to luxurious quarters. These included

a large palace in the heart of the city, inclosed by a high

stone wall on which were towers for use and ornament.

So large was the building that the entire Spanish force were

lodged in it with perfect comfort, and the fresh cleanliness

of the place and its appointments were refreshing to the

weary soldiers, and more so still to the luxury-loving com-

mander, who was secretly pleased to note its strong defenses.

At once he took precautions against a possible attack by

placing guns pointing down every avenue of approach, and

posting sentinels on guard at dangerous spots, while a large

division of troops were ready for instant service.

After the Spaniards had enjoyed a hearty dinner the

emperor returned for a formal visit to Cortes, bringing with

him rich gifts, and the two leaders engaged in serious con-

versation, which was again resumed in the visit paid by
Cortes to Montezuma on the following morning. One of

the subjects they talked of was the empire of the Mexican

monarch, and the mission of Cortes, given him by his king,

Charles the Fifth of Spain, who, Cortes told Montezuma,
had a great desire for the overthrow of heathen idols and the

conversion of the natives to the true religion of the Cross;

then as clearly as possible he explained the doctrines of the

Christian belief to Montezuma, to which the emperor replied:
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"My Lord Malinche" (a Mexican title), "from the be-

ginning we have adored our gods and have held them to

be good gods, and so, no doubt, are yours. Do not take

the trouble at present to say anything more about them

to us!"

With such firm courtesy this was said that Cortes was

obliged to let the matter drop, but his determination to

convert these natives to his own faith was none the less

positive.

On the fourth day of the Spaniards' stay in the capital

Cortes asked to see the great temple dedicated to the

Mexican god of war. This request Montezuma granted,
and on his way to the sacred spot Cortes passed through
the market-place, where he saw the resources of the Mexi-

cans, for the vast bazaar was thronged with natives buying
and selling all kinds of merchandise as well as slaves. In

the center of the great market sat judges to try any offenders

who attempted to defraud in trading, and officers walked

about the place, watching to see that good weight and meas-

ure were given. In fact, the whole busy place showed a

high degree of civilization, which did not escape the atten-

tion of keen-eyed Cortes. From the market-place the Span-
iards proceeded to the temple, a pyramidal structure whose

summit was a large flat surface on which several hundred

priests could offer sacrifice. One hundred and fourteen

steps led up to this summit, and at the corners of the flat

space were towers in which were altars smeared with the

blood of sacrifices, and in one was a hideous image of a

dragon, also splashed with blood.

Montezuma escorted Cortes to a spot on the summit

where the broad city lay like a glittering jewel at their feet,

with its surrounding lakes, gardens, villages, and groves

lying in surpassing loveliness around the great capital.
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Cortes then asked to see the Aztec gods, and Montezuma,
after consulting his priests, took him into the little tower

where the Hall of the God of War was. Here, as in the

other sanctuaries of the sacred temple, they found human
hearts smoking on the altars before the revolting gods to

whom they had been offered as sacrifices, while an enormous

drum or gong was struck when the unhappy victim fell

shrieking under the sacrificial knife. The doleful sound of

this gong, it was said, could be heard miles away across the

waters of the still lakes.

Sturdy soldier though he was, Cortes turned away shud-

dering, and showed such horror that Montezuma hurried

him from the holy place.

Meanwhile the active mind of Cortes was occupied with

a colossal project. To pick a quarrel with any one seemingly
so hospitable as Montezuma would be extremely difficult,

but the Tlascalans assured him that the emperor had only

allowed the army to enter the city that he might entrap

them; that if he should remove the drawbridges escape

would be impossible and the Spaniards would be butchered;

that the priests had advised their monarch to this action

in order to cut off the invaders at a blow. Having listened

to these statements, the bold Spaniard allowed himself to

be persuaded into a course of action which was characteristic

in its rashness. He decided to seize Montezuma and hold

him as a hostage!

"Even his soldiers, accustomed as they were to his bold

methods, stood aghast at this his latest plan, but they
trusted him implicitly when he declared that with Monte-

zuma in his power all the provinces of the great Aztec em-

pire would easily be subjugated."
His excuse for the act was a flimsy one, but it served his

purpose, and, having first made his plans with extreme
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care, he had audience with Montezuma and cast bitter re-

proaches on him for having ordered an assault on the Span-
iards who had been left behind at Vera Cruz, and sternly-

ordered reparation for the loss and atonement for the insult.

Montezuma indignantly refuted the charge, but Cortes

suavely asserted that although he personally did not doubt

the emperor's word, his men were in no mood to credit it.

"Nothing," he said, "can satisfy them of your sincerity

and of your honorable intentions unless you will leave your

palace and take up your abode in the Spanish quarters.

This will pacify my men, and they will honor you then as

becomes a great monarch."

For a moment Montezuma was speechless, not compre-

hending the audacious demand; then his eyes glowed large

with rage and his cheeks went white under the insult.

When he could control his voice he replied:

"I am not one of those persons who are put in prison!

Even if I were to consent, my subjects would never permit
it."

Again Cortes urged with bland courtesy, and again the

emperor replied, and as the controversy went on the Span-
iards who had accompanied Cortes saw the peril of their

position, and one of them exclaimed, hotly: "What is

the use of all these words? Let him yield himself our

prisoner or we will this instant stab him. Wherefore tell

him that if he cries out or makes disturbance we must kill

him. . . ."

Montezuma turned to Marina and begged her to inter-

pret these words, which she did with gentle tact, begging

him to go with the invaders, in which case, she said, she

knew he would be royally treated, whereas if he refused it

would be certain death. Montezuma's grave, pale face

still showed firm resolve:
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"My Lord Malinche," he said to Cortes, "may this please

you. I have one son and two daughters. Take them as

hostages, and do not put this affront on me. What will

my nobles say if they see me borne away as a prisoner?"

To this Cortes replied: "No other thing but your com-

pliance with my request will be acceptable." Then, call-

ing his nobles about him, the great monarch of a vast people

yielded himself to the inevitable and declared that his

submission was in obedience to an answer given his plea

for guidance by the god of war.

Hiding his satisfaction at the result of his outrageous

daring, "Cortes ordered apartments made ready for the

arrival of the great humiliated monarch, who was carried

to them on his royal litter by his nobles, barefoot, and

weeping as they bore their royal leader to his place of con-

finement.
"
Royally was he treated, having his own servants for at-

tendants and being allowed to administer the government
as if he had been in his own palace. Every form of etiquette

was carefully observed in addressing him, and he was sur-

rounded by a body-guard of Spanish soldiers, who, while

protecting him, also took all precautions against his escape,

yet never was a greater humiliation put upon a mighty

ruler, nor was there ever a more daring adventurer than he

who so entrapped Montezuma to his own undoing, for no

just cause." To make his subjugation more complete, and

to add to his realization of the power of the Spaniards,

Cortes had seventeen of his officers brought from Vera Cruz

and burned before him, while he was put in irons to witness

the scene, which took place in front of the palace.

In every way Cortes gave the Mexicans such proof of his

power that they became completely humbled before him;
and now he demanded that Montezuma declare himself a
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vassal of the King of Spain, and yield up gold to the amount
of one hundred thousand ducats.

This having been done, Cortes proved that he was no

common adventurer bent merely on plunder and devastation,

but a man of far wider vision and of ambition, for at once

he sent representatives to investigate the so-called gold-

producing regions, and to attempt to locate the Mexican

armies. Then he tried to find a good harbor in the Gulf

of Mexico, for which Montezuma gave him maps of the

entire coast. He was also mindful of the need for self-

defense, and built a fleet of brigantines for use on the lake,

which would give a sure means of retreat if necessary.

One day when Montezuma had been in prison for six

months he sent for Cortes, to the disquieting of that man
of valor, who exclaimed : "I do not like this novelty. Please

God there may be no mischief in it!" but, taking with

him a sufficient body-guard, he went to Montezuma, who
received him with stately formality, and said:

"I pray you take your departure from this my city and

land, for my gods are angry that I keep you here. Ask
of me what you want and I will give it you. Do not think

that I say this to you in any jest, but very much in earnest.

Wherefore, fulfil my desire, that so it may be done, what-

ever may occur."

Great was the surprise of Cortes, but he did not show it.

With suave words he replied that Montezuma must remem-

ber that as he had burned his ships, although anxious to

comply with his request, he could not do so until he had

provided himself with some sort of a fleet; that if the em-

peror would give him the men he would put them to

work at once and leave the city as speedily as possible.

Not seeing the diplomacy under this plea for time,

Montezuma provided him with workmen, who at once went
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to Vera Cruz under Spanish officers, to begin the building

of the new fleet, which Cortes had no idea of using.

A few days after the workmen had left for Vera Cruz

Cortes heard that eighteen ships had sailed into the Bay of

San Juan. This was bad news, and Cortes spent fifteen

days in terrible anxiety waiting for further tidings. Then
from Montezuma he heard that the fleet had been sent

from Cuba by Velasquez, commanded by Pamphilo de

Narvaez, and that the crews had landed near Vera Cruz,

with eighty horses, eight hundred men, and a dozen cannon.

Cortes at once sent a priest to Narvaez, with a letter

telling of his discoveries and conquests, and asking by whose

authority Narvaez had been sent. He promptly replied

to Montezuma, saying that he had come to seize Cortes

and to release Montezuma. Meanwhile he attempted to win

over the Spaniards in charge of the garrison at Vera Cruz,

but they were loyal to Cortes. At Zempoala, however,

where Narvaez halted, the natives joined his army.

Leaving Alvarado in command of the Spanish forces in

the capital, Cortes with seventy of his men marched to an en-

counter with Narvaez, determined to checkmate such an

expedition in its beginnings, and on the great plain near

Zempoala his men faced the larger army of the invader,

in a terrific storm, which in its blackness aided Cortes.

"While the rain fell in torrents and the wind howled across

the plain, driving even the sentinels to shelter, he made a

stirring appeal to his men, and so inspired them by his

infectious courage that they dashed forward on the foe,

one thousand five hundred strong, and fought with the

strength of desperation." Taken unawares at midnight,

Narvaez and his men resisted nobly, until a spear wounded

Narvaez in one eye and he was taken prisoner. Then there

was panic and surrender—two of Cortes's men having been
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killed, and fifteen of the enemy. Cortes with ready tact

at once distributed presents among the vanquished, and

nearly all of them went over to his army, having been in-

clined to do so ever since they arrived at Mexico and heard

of his great valor and renown. No sooner had he accom-

plished this than there came tidings from the capital that

the Mexicans had risen in rebellion against the Spaniards,

who were in great peril; their provisions had been taken,

their brigantines burned, several men had been killed and

wounded, and the whole garrison was in a state of siege!

Cortes with rapid action collected his forces, greatly

increased by the men he had just subjugated, and advanced

with rapid marches to Tlascala, where two thousand more

savage warriors joined his troops, who swept on to Zem-

poala, still ignorant of the reason for the insurrection which

they were returning to quell. Later he learned this:

The barbarous ceremonies which took place at the capital

annually in the spring, in honor of the Mexican god

Tezcatlipuk, being due, the Mexican lords had asked Al-

varado's permission, in the absence of Cortes, to celebrate

as usual. Alvarado, for reasons too weighty to enter into

this short sketch, gave his permission for the religious or-

gies, but secretly determined to attack the Mexicans while

the festival was under way, and during the sacred dance

with which the festivities closed his troops suddenly fell

on the unsuspecting Mexicans and killed fully six hundred

of them. Naturally this was the signal for a great popular

insurrection against the Spaniards, and he who had roused

it had neither the power nor the diplomacy to quell it.

So when Cortes marched into the city with his army he

heard hatred in every voice, saw every eye turned on him

in proud disdain, and on reaching his quarters found "so

strict a siege that the gates were barred and he was obliged
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to demand admittance." Alvarado immediately appeared

on the battlements and asked if Cortes came in with the

same liberty with which he went out, and if he were still

their general.

"I am," replied Cortes, "your victorious general, and

return with increased forces!" Then the gates were opened
and he demanded an explanation of the plight of the gar-

rison. On hearing Alvarado's excuses, he exclaimed:

"You have acted like a madman!" He then despatched
a messenger, ostensibly to go to Vera Cruz, really to dis-

cover the feelings of the Mexicans, and the man quickly

returned wounded, saying that all the citizens were in

revolt and the drawbridges were being raised. Then the

Mexicans began to attack the Spanish quarters in great

numbers, raining stones and arrows on the walls and courts,

and, though Cortes made several desperate personal at-

tempts to repulse the angry mob, he was not successful,

and was wounded. But paying no heed to his own pain,

he sent forward a large force of crossbowmen, musketeers,

and artillery to attack the enemy, who were now setting

fire to the fortress and trying to scale the walls. This re-

pulse was successful, and the Mexicans drew back, but the

next morning the fighting began again, the Mexicans ad-

vancing in great masses, and though the valiant Spaniards

resisted bravely, they had sixty more men wounded.

And now Cortes decided on a new move. With the

manner of one whose sole interest is to be humane, he

visited Montezuma and, showing deep emotion, begged the

dethroned monarch to use his power to quiet and subdue

his inflamed subjects, saying that unless this could be done

the city would be utterly destroyed and the entire popula-

tion mowed down. Montezuma, with bowed head and

tear-dimmed eyes, hesitated, not knowing what was his
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duty. He adored his people, and yet it was his honest

belief that these wonderful Spaniards from across the sea

were the natural conquerors of his nation; that resistance

was not only wrong, but useless. Finally in a trembling
voice he assented to the proposal of the great strategist.

And still the battle raged, and in the streets and market-

place and around the great buildings of the beautiful city

there were scenes and sounds of carnage so awful in their

portent that well might one feel the solid earth crumbling
beneath his feet.

Then there came out and stood on the battlement, in

his imperial robes, Montezuma—revered monarch of Mex-

ico! With upraised hand he called for silence. Instantly

every head was bent, and many bowed themselves to the

ground, as in a clear, earnest voice he begged them to

desist from their butchery and bloodshed, and promised
that the Spaniards would leave the city if they would lay

down their arms. For a time the silence was unbroken;

then a dull murmur of dissatisfaction spread through the

vast throng as a ripple widens on the sea, and there came

a volley of stones and arrows, so unexpected that, despite

the body-guard by which he was surrounded, none could

protect him from the sudden assault. Two arrows pierced

his body, a stone struck his temple, and he dropped senseless,

before a hand could be raised to protect him. Broken-

hearted, crushed in spirit, he was carried to his apartment,

where, the picture of pitiable sorrow, he refused all nourish-

ment and lived only a few days, dying more of a wounded

spirit than of his injuries.

Despite the fondness of the people for their monarch,
his death did not interrupt the fierce battle they were waging,

and so desperately did they fight that the Spaniards could

not break through their solid ranks of soldiers, and when
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they tried to mount the steps of the temple, to attack the

five hundred Mexicans posted on the summit in a solid

phalanx, the effort was unsuccessful. Cortes himself, every
nerve at high tension, leaving some troops at the base of

the temple, finally led a charge up the risky ascent, and

there on the summit Mexicans and Spaniards were locked in

a terrible combat which lasted for three hours. Victorious,

the Spaniards put every one of the enemy to the sword,

hurling some of them down over the side of the parapet
to the ground, following others from terrace to terrace until

they were finally overcome.

Cortes now had a gleam of hope, and recommenced nego-

tiations for surrender and peace, but the Mexicans were

determined, they said, to wage war until not a single hated

Spaniard remained alive, and told Cortes that "if twenty-
five thousand of them were to die for each Spaniard, still

the Spaniards would perish first."

This was not encouraging, but, cheering his own faint-

ing spirits and those of his men by a night raid in which

three hundred houses were destroyed, Cortes, on the follow-

ing day, repaired such bridges and destroyed such barri-

cades as was possible along the causeway to Tlecuba, the

only one which was still passable. Hurrying over it, he made
a fresh charge on the enemy, but the Mexicans were vic-

torious, and Cortes knew that he must leave Mexico quickly.

At once he gathered together all baggage and men, the

sick and wounded being carried on the cruppers of the

cavalrymen, and a portable bridge or pontoon was con-

structed, to be laid across the breaks in the causeways.

Then, a little before midnight, began a stealthy march

out of the city.

The pontoon was safely laid across the first causeway,
but while the men were crossing shouts were heard and a
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horn blowing loud and long. The Mexicans were sounding
an alarm!

Instantly the lake was alive with canoes, and the natives

attacked the pontoon-bearers so fiercely that they could not

take the bridge up. Heavy rain was falling, making bridge

and ground slippery, and soon the water was filled with

dead men and horses, while on every side there were heard

cries for rescue. Some who pulled themselves up on the

bridge again were pushed back by exulting Mexicans, and

the scene of confusion was indescribable.

At the second causeway crossing was more difficult still,

and from that moment "the retreat was little else than a

confused slaughter," and Cortes acted as rear-guard for a

pathetic little band of soldiers who marched bravely on

toward their destination. History has no keener comment
on the plight of the Spaniards than this: as they came near

the city of Tlecuba, the footsteps of the great and valiant

commander lagged, he staggered, sank on a wayside stone,

and wept!
But there was time for only momentary despair. The

whole province was roused against the Spaniards, and they
were obliged to press on steadily until they took refuge in

a temple on a hill overlooking Tlecuba, exhausted and over-

come with emotion, and that memorable night has ever been

celebrated in history as La noche triste (The sad night).

All the Spaniards' artillery had been lost, four hundred

and fifty men had been killed, and four thousand of the

Indian allies, most of the Mexican prisoners, including one

son and two daughters of Montezuma, and forty-six horses.

Also Cortes had an irreparable loss in the destruction of his

journals and records.

In the annals of warfare there have been few such complete

and disastrous retreats as this memorable one of the Spanish
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army from the city of Mexico on the first day of July,

1520.

Exhausted as they were, it took a week to reach the

Valley of Otumba, where they suddenly confronted a vast

throng of Indians. "The whole plain seemed a living ocean

of armed men, with its crested billows of banners and

gleaming spears and helmets and plumes." Even the brave

spirit of Cortes might well have quailed at the sight. Con-

spicuous at the head of his forces was the Indian general,

in glittering gold armor and waving silver plumes, which

made a central point of attack for the Spaniards. He was

finally killed by Cortes himself, who modestly reports:

"We went fighting in that toilsomexmanner a great part

of the day, until it pleased God that there should be slain

a person among the enemy who must have been the gen-

eral, for with his death the battle altogether ceased."

After this the weary but victorious Spaniards marched

on and reached Tlascala about the middle of July. Al-

though they entered the city with many sick and wounded

men, with a much smaller army, and without much of the

treasure they had gained, yet was Cortes undaunted and

eager to press on to new struggles and new victories.

The next six months he gave up to preparing for a vast

alliance against the Mexicans, subduing as many outlying

provinces as possible, sending the four ships in which

Narvaez had come to conquer him back to Hispaniola for

more horses, men, and ammunition. And more important

yet, he gave orders for thirteen brigantines, which were

being constructed in Tlascala, to be carried to the lake and

put together for use.

While he was doing this the Mexicans, under their young
monarch Guatemozin, were also busy building all kinds of

defenses and providing themselves with weapons of war.
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Then at Tlascala Cortes reviewed his troops, and addressed

them with the keen, flaming enthusiasm of his earlier ad-

venturing, urging them to support him as loyal subjects

of the King of Spain; and with one voice they declared

themselves ready to die in the service of His Majesty if

they could but revenge the treachery of the Mexicans.

The Tlascalans then held their review of troops, ten

thousand strong, and also listened to an address from

Cortes, and vowed to die where he died, if only they could

be revenged on the hated Mexicans!

Then "On to Mexico!" was again the cry, and on the

Spanish army with their native allies went, until they had

come to a spot where the whole province of Mexico lay be-

fore them, there Cortes commanded a halt and gave thanks

to God who had brought them safely that far on their way,
"after which they went on in high spirits, as if to a day's

picnicking," to Tezcuco. Then Cortes proceeded with one

division to Iztapalapa, a small city two-thirds of which was

built in the water; into this city the invaders pushed, killing

many men, women, and children, and setting fire to the

houses. As he was carrying on this work of destruction

Cortes suddenly recollected a large sluice-gate which had

been broken up between the salt lake and a fresh-water

lake, and realized what danger his army was in from a

possible flood. Immediately he ordered a retreat to Tezcuco,

which was made with great haste, not one moment too

soon. Had any other Spanish commander been the leader

of the expedition, Sir Arthur Helps says, it would probably

have perished, but the redoubtable Cortes was never found

napping at a critical moment.

At Tezcuco Cortes made more alliances with Indian

tribes, and heard of the arrival at Vera Cruz of a ship carry-

ing recruits, horses, guns, and ammunition. And now the
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time was ripe for action and the siege of Mexico was at

hand.

Cortes divided his army into three sections, one under

Alvarado, another under Cristoval de Olid, and a third

under Sandoval, with thirty thousand dusky allies. This

was practically a body-guard to Cortes, and was to march

to Iztapalapa, destroy it, and pass over a causeway to join

Olid's division, under cover of the brigantines, manned by
one hundred good seamen and with some crossbowmen and

musketeers.

Guatemozin, realizing the danger to Mexico from the

fleet, determined to destroy it, and gathered together a

vast number of canoes, which rushed boldly out to as-

sault the brigantines. A breeze came. Swiftly the sails

of the fleet filled; with a swift impetus the ships plowed their

way among the light canoes, overturning them, scattering

their occupants over the surface of the lake, while the

cannon roared and belched forth smoke and death. "In

an incredibly short time the water was red with blood and

few canoes remained. The Mexicans from their housetops

gazed with dismay on this awful scene
"
and were oppressed

with forebodings, which were too soon to be justified. Cortes

now divided his brigantines into three divisions to cover

the assailants on the three causeways and to protect them

against attack from the canoes, his every move showing
him to be a commander of the highest military type, while

on went the siege with fierce vigor.

On Sunday, the 9th of July, mass was celebrated at

dawn, and the troops moved on over the causeways to the

city, at every step facing the Mexicans, who held their

positions bravely, while the ships came close to the cause-

ways and opened fire on them. Gradually the Spaniards

advanced, the Mexicans contesting every inch of the way,
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but all to no purpose against the powerful weapons of the

civilized invaders. Slowly the Spanish army forced their

way across the causeways and entered the streets of the

city, where they found, Abbott says, "every street was a

guarded defile, . . . every house was a fortress, from whose

battlemented roof and loopholed windows a shower of

stones, arrows, and javelins fell on the besiegers." Guate-

mozin, in despair, seeing that the causeways behind the

Spaniards were impassable, ordered his troops to retire and

so lure the Spaniards forward. Then quickly gathering to-

gether a large force, he sent some of them in canoes where the

lake was too shallow for the brigantines to come near, and

gave the signal for a sudden assault. The Spaniards were

driven back in wild confusion, horsemen and foot-soldiers

being thrown into the lake to be attacked by the natives

in canoes. Twenty were killed and taken prisoners to face

a hideous fate. "That night the capital was brilliantly

illuminated, and the great temple, blazing with torches,

gleamed bright across the lake, while preparations for a

sacrifice to the god of war could be distinctly seen by the

shuddering Spaniards, who knew that on the idolatrous

altar were to be laid their captured comrades!"

This victory so elated the Mexicans that they proclaimed

the appeasing of the oracles by the sacrifice of the Span-

iards, and said they had given assurance that victory for

Mexico would be complete in eight days. So superstitious

were the natives that this made many of them desert

Cortes and join the Mexican army.
Cortes made no protest, but for eight days quietly stood

on the defensive, making no move; then he said:

"You see that the gods have deceived the Mexicans.

They have espoused our cause." Whereupon the deserting

allies returned to his army, with as many others, and Cortes
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found himself at the head of an army of one hundred and

fifty thousand natives. And on went the siege through inter-

minable days and weeks.

On the lake the brigantines prevented the Mexicans from

getting supplies, while the armies on the causeways cut off

the city by land, and the suffering of the Mexicans was so

terrible that even Cortes was touched by it, and sent am-
bassadors to Guatemozin, demanding surrender, which was

indignantly refused, and the invading force swept on into

the center of the city. Truly it was a dark hour for

Mexico !

A desperate [plight demands a desperate remedy, and

Guatemozin determined to try it. He embarked in a canoe

to cross the broad lake in an attempt to incite his people
to fresh deeds of valor.

But Cortes had anticipated this possible move and had

given his orders. The monarch was seized, surrendering
without struggle, bearing himself with dignified composure
as he was taken before Cortes, merely pleading that Cortes

would be merciful to his suffering people.

"If you will command their instant surrender!" was

Cortes's quick retort, and there was nothing for the un-

happy ruler but to obey. On hearing the decree, and see-

ing Guatemozin a prisoner, the last hope of the Mexicans

faded away, and they yielded themselves to the invaders.

Cortes at once took possession of that part of the capital

which had not been destroyed, and the struggle was ended.

"Seventy-five days of incessant fighting had worn away
their horrible lengths, and the most memorable siege ever

recorded in the history of warfare had become the shadow

of a nightmare to those whose ambitions had been shat-

tered, whose families had been wiped out, and who saw as

in a dream their beautiful city now the portion of the
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proud conquerors and their still prouder commander, the

invincible Cortes!"

On Tuesday, the 13th of August, 1521, the carnage and

the shrieks of the wounded and the dying ceased, and on

that day "the mighty empire of Mexico perished, and

there remained in its stead but a colony of Spain."

And to the attainment of this end, to the furthering of his

colossal ambition, the great Aztec kingdom and its mighty
monarch had been ruthlessly destroyed by a wonder-working

adventurer, Cortes, conqueror of Mexico.



JOHN PAUL JONES: ADVENTURER UNDER THE
STARS AND STRIPES

The Song of the Ranger
—

Carry the News to London !

So now we had him hard and fast;

Burgoyne laid down his Arms at Last,

And' that is why we Brave the Blast

To carry the news to London!

Heigh-ho! CarYy'y' the News!

Go Carry the news to London—
Tell old King George he's undone!

Heigh-ho! CarYy'y' the News!

sang the crew of the small sloop-of-war Ranger, racing

across the ocean at top speed, with Paul Jones in command
—hurrying to carry the great news of the surrender of

Burgoyne to France, now an ally of the American colonies

in their struggle for independence.
And as the Ranger plunged ahead there was hard work

and trying duty for the sailors, who made up the song to

while away long hours of the strenuous voyage.
When Jones had received his orders to command the

Ranger and proceed to France, in making the sloop ready
for the expedition, with a thrill of pride he hoisted on her

topmast the new American flag adopted by Congress on the

14th of June, 1776, thus making her the first United States

man-of-war to fly the Stars and Stripes. Still greater was

his pride that the resolution of Congress read in full:
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Resolved—That the Flag of the Thirteen United States of America be

Thirteen Stripes, Alternate Red and White, that THE UNION be

Thirteen Stars on a Blue Field representing a NEW Constellation.

Resolved—That CAPTAIN JOHN PAUL JONES be Appointed to

Command the Ship RANGER.

As we glance back on this resolution of a Continental

Congress it brings little thrill to us, but to John Paul Jones
there was not only thrill, but prophetic omen, in this linking

of his name with the new national emblem of America.

When he first heard of it he exclaimed: "The flag and I

are twins! We cannot be parted in life or in death. So

long as we can float we will float together. If we must sink,

we shall go down as one."

Although the Ranger had crossed the ocean at such high

speed, and though, on dropping anchor at Nantes, Jones

traveled as fast as he could to Paris, he had been anticipated

by another American who had arrived with the great tidings

two days earlier. A still greater disappointment awaited

him in the news that a large new frigate of which Congress
had promised him the command had been sold to the French

king. However, Paul Jones was not easily daunted, and

he determined to achieve his purpose of harassing the

English in their home waters, in the small twenty-gun sloop

which had carried him across the ocean so swiftly.

So, after carefully overhauling her, in early February
he left Nantes in her for Quiberon Bay, where he anchored

within sight of the splendid French fleet then lying off"

Brest. That division of the fleet in command of Admiral

La Motte Piquet first sighted the sloop flying the American

flag, and all on board the French ships watched eagerly as

a boat was lowered from the Ranger and an officer rowed

out with a note to the admiral, requesting a salute when

the American sloop should enter the harbor. The admiral's
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answer was satisfactory, and on the following day the

sloop "with the Stars and Stripes floating from her top-

mast passed through the line of French battle-ships, while

the French guns roared out the first salute ever given by
a foreign navy to the United States flag."

And who, do you ask, was this John Paul Jones whose

demand had won such a response? That he was one of the

noblest seamen who espoused the cause of American free-

dom at a critical period in that nation's history, a con-

spicuous figure in the annals of France as long as he lived,

and that to no naval officer of any age or country have

been accorded higher honors after death, is of far greater

importance than are the facts of his early life, yet a slight

knowledge of them is necessary to a fair judgment of his

achievements and character.

Born on the 6th of July, 1747, at Arbigland, in the low-

lands of Scotland, he was the son of John Paul, a game-

keeper for the Honorable Robert Craik, a country squire

whose estate stretched for many miles along the shores

of the Nith River and extended down to the Solway Firth,

while across the river lay the town of Dumfries.

John Paul's eldest son, William, had been adopted in

childhood by a distant relative, William Jones, who had

emigrated to the American colony in Virginia, where he

had a flourishing plantation. His adopted son, who had

taken the name of Jones, had a younger brother, John

Paul, whom he had never seen, whose happy though brief

childhood was spent floating toy boats on the quiet waters

of the Solway, mingling with the fishermen who brought
their boats to shore there, and seamen unloading their

cargoes for the Dumfries market, all of whom were amused

by the sturdy lad with his many questions about seafaring.

So quick was he to learn the details of managing a boat
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that when he was only eleven years old he would perch on

an overhanging rock commanding a view of the harbor

and shout to pilots, and many an old sailor listened to him

and sailed to anchor by his directions.

At twelve, John Paul was a strong, capable lad, equal in

strength and ability to many a boy of sixteen, and he had

had some education in the parish school, but as soon as he was

old enough to haul a line or steer a fishing-boat he begged

persistently to be allowed to ship aboard some vessel bound

for that New World where his brother William lived.

Then came a Mr. Younger, a ship-merchant of White-

haven, to Arbigland, in search of men to man a boat bound

for the Virginia colony. "Late that afternoon," Buell says,

"his attention was attracted to a small fishing-yawl beat-

ing against a stiff northeast squall to gain the shelter of the

creek that formed the boat-harbor of the hamlet. Mr.

Younger did not think she could weather it. As she came

nearer he saw that her 'crew' consisted of a boy and a man—
the boy steering, handling the sheets, and commanding;
the man simply 'trimming the boat' by sitting on the weath-

er-rail. Among those watching the boat was old John Paul.

He did not seem alarmed. 'That is my boy John conning
the boat,' he said. 'He will fetch her in. This isn't much
of a squall for him !'

"

As soon as the boat had come in Mr. Younger asked the

young captain if he would ship with him as master's appren-

tice, for a round voyage to Virginia, the West Indies, and

home again. Eagerly John Paul assented.

And so he had his heart's desire, and when, four weeks

later, the brig in which he sailed dropped anchor in the

Rappahannock River, William Jones was confronted by
a sturdy young brother who showed keen interest in the

new land to which he had come. The enthusiastic boy so
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pleased the elder Jones that he offered to adopt him, also,

but this did not please John Paul, and with a firm but

grateful refusal of the offer he went back to Scotland on the

boat which had brought him to Virginia, reaching home in

the spring of 1760.

Then came six years in the service of Mr. Younger, prin-

cipally of voyaging to and from the West Indies; years

which, with all their privations and hardships, showed the

good stuff of which the young seaman was made. In 1764
he was second mate in a cruise to the West Indies, and the

next year was first mate in a similar voyage, after which

Mr. Younger retired from business, giving him a sixth

interest in a ship called King George's Packet. In this as

first mate he made two slaving voyages between Jamaica
and the coast of Guinea, but, loathing the hideous trade,

he sold his interest in the ship, and sailed from Jamaica for

England on the John O'Gaunt. Yellow fever broke out on

the ship before she had cleared the Windward Islands, and

raged with such fury that the captain and mate died, and

all but five of the crew, and the one passenger, John Paul.

The terrified sailors were beside themselves with fear of

further disaster, but John Paul quietly took command and

sailed the little ship to port at Whitehaven. "For this

brave act her grateful owners, Currie, Beck & Co., gave
him not only a generous amount of money, but an appoint-
ment as captain and supercargo of a new ship bound for the

West Indies and the American coast. In this ship he made
three round trips, visiting his brother on the plantation
twice. The third voyage had a disastrous result for him."

On the outward-bound trip a huge Jamaica mulatto

called Mungo Maxwell became so mutinous that to bring
him to order John Paul was obliged to use a belaying-pin,

and soon after the ship arrived in port, after Maxwell had
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shipped on another vessel, he died. At once John Paul

gave himself up to the authorities and asked for immediate

trial. He was cleared of blame, but when he arrived at

Whitehaven was tried there for "murder on the high seas."

He was a witness for his own defense, and after clearly

stating the facts of the case was formally acquitted, though
with considerable trouble.

And now he sailed vfor India in command of a fine new
vessel belonging to Currie, Beck & Co., with several other

East India ships under convoy. The round voyage took

almost a year, and he reached Whitehaven again in March
or April of 1772. Then, his ship being laid up for over-

haul, he went again to America and the West Indies, having
made good use of his spare time, on both land and sea, in

the years since his last visit to the plantation, in studying
naval history and languages. Also in every port where his

ship touched he had made acquaintance with the most

learned men he could meet, so becoming far above the

average seaman in intelligence and in social polish, which

he always admired in others.

Reaching Virginia again, he found his brother sick with

pneumonia, and a few hours after John Paul's arrival he

died. By the terms of his adopted father's will (he had

died in 1760), John Paul was to succeed to his property and

take his name, as had his brother before him. At once

the newly named Paul Jones gave up his sea career for the

life of a country planter, but left the charge of the plantation

to an overseer who had long worked under his brother, that

he might give time to the study of naval tactics and history.

His intelligent aid of the colonists as neighbor and friend

is shown by the warm comradeship which sprang up between

him and some of the great men of that period of Virginia

history, and we find him in close touch with such men
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as Robert Morris, Thomas Jefferson, and Joseph Hewes,
and also find the lighter vein in his nature appealing to the

Colonial dames, who with motherly intent chaperoned his

parties and did the honors for him at dinners which it was

his delight to give.

But this did not last long. The time had come when a

struggle was inevitable between the new-born colonies and

the mother country, and no one sympathized more deeply

with the ambition of America for freedom than did Paul

Jones. In Scotland he must always have been one of the

peasant class, unable to rise above his parentage. In a

new, free country he would have the chance to rise to the

height of his ambition, if he proved himself worthy. The

young planter was now an ardent American citizen. He
was also an able strategist, and with quick vision he saw

that in a struggle with Great Britain, to gain her ends,

America must be equipped for defense on sea as well as on

land.

So when he heard of the battle of Lexington, and knew
that the War of Independence had really come, he offered

his services to Congress to aid in creating an American

navy.
The offer was accepted, and in a letter to the Marine

Committee of the Continental Congress in 1775 he gave
his scheme for naval organization, number and equipment
of ships, and other matters pertaining to the fundamentals

of sea-power. As a result of the scheme laid down by him,

the program of new ships authorized by the resolution of

December 13, 1775, was in the main such as he proposed,

and there were appointments recommended of five cap-

tains, five first lieutenants, and eight junior lieutenants—
this being the first national navy list. Although Jones had

done so much to create the new navy, yet his name did not
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appear on the list of captains, but merely among the first

lieutenants. This was due to favoritism among mem-
bers of the Marine Committee, but without resentment

Jones accepted the appointment given him, and was the

first officer of the new-born navy to be handed his com-

mission papers in the old Hall of Independence, Philadel-

phia. He at once went on board the Alfred, then moored

off" a city wharf, and, as its captain had not yet arrived in

Philadelphia, Jones was ordered to take command of the

ship for the present, and to "break her pennant"—the naval

phrase meaning to place a man-of-war in commission.

Nothing loath, Paul Jones flung out the first American flag

ever shown on a regular man-of-war, the "Pine Tree and

Rattlesnake" emblem of the Continental army, with the

motto "Don't Tread on Me!" as he later received the first

salute to the Stars and Stripes from a foreign navy.

The pioneer squadron of the new navy consisted of four

ships, with Captain Hopkins as acting commodore. Its first

object was the capture of supplies left by the British on the

island of New Providence, and Paul Jones set off in high

hopes of a successful and interesting voyage, looking very

handsome, being, we are told, of "a dashing and officer-

like appearance, his regular features, dark, expressive eyes,

and olive complexion heightened by the color of his uni-

form. Though he stammered slightly in general conversa-

tion, this entirely disappeared when he became interested

in a subject, and his manner was at all times polished and

charming, so much so in speaking to the men in his com-

mand that he was not especially well qualified for cases

needing strict discipline, though he sometimes blazed out

in unexpected anger at a slight provocation."

Captain Hopkins delayed in reaching the island, and as

a result the supplies had been hidden. At this stupidity
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on the part of Hopkins, Jones was very angry. Later,

among the islands of the Bahamas, Hopkins seemed not

to know what course to take, and with quick resolution

the young lieutenant took matters into his own hands and

guided the Alfred to a safer anchorage. To crown it all,

"when the fleet was just about to capture a prize, the Eng-
lish frigate Glasgow, Hopkins let it slip through his fingers

and lost it." Then Jones flared up and declared he would

no longer serve with such an incompetent commander, who
was later censured and dismissed from the navy.

The young lieutenant was now given a captain's com-

mission in command of the Providence, a twelve-gun sloop-

of-war, and ordered to convey military supplies from New
England to Washington's troops, then on Long Island.

The task was none too easy, as the British cruisers swarmed

along the coast and in the Sound. But the little sloop and

its daring commander did their work so well that Jones
was commended by George Washington and also by Con-

gress, and in late August he set off" in the Providence with

orders to "cruise against the enemy for six weeks or more.

In this cruise he met the British frigate Solebay off" Ber-

muda, and after a spirited encounter ran away from her

while her guns were still pounding away in his wake."

Congress then recognized his services by giving him the

command of the sloop-of-war Ranger, on which we had our

first glimpse of the handsome young commander when he

demanded the salute of the French fleet. And now he de-

termined to do the most daring thing possible
—to sail for

the coast of England, in the face of its superb navy, and, by
means of coast fires and burned shipping, pillage and general

depredation, give the British a taste of the medicine they
were giving America.

So, while the great French fleet still hugged the coast of
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France, fearing to encounter the dread English war-ships,

he sailed out in his light sloop-of-war into the very jaws of

danger, only pausing to sink some ships and to destroy

others before he landed at Whitehaven, of his boyhood's
memories. "This was a town of large population, with its

harbor protected by two forts, which Jones believed could

be destroyed by an unexpected siege. So at three o'clock

in the morning he bore down on the place with two small

boats, each manned by fifteen armed men. One boat-load

under Lieutenant Wallingford made for the town, the other,

under Jones, made for the shipping-docks, where he landed

quietly and ran for the nearest fort, the walls of which he

and his men scaled, then fell on the small garrison and took

them prisoners without firing a single shot.

"Then, spiking the guns, Jones locked the English soldiers

in their own guard-house and set out on a run for the other

fort, half a mile away." But daylight had come, and there

were signs of life in near-by houses, so he hastily boarded a

large ship and kindled a fierce fire in her hold. By this time

the whole town was roused to the work of destruction going

on in their midst, and a frantic mob of fifteen hundred men,

women, and children massed themselves on shore, while

Jones, superbly calm, went ashore again and "swayed the

mob with his pistols"; while so protected, his men gained

their boats and rowed back to the Ranger, where they found

Wallingford's party awaiting them, having feared to carry

out their part of the plan.

The attack on Whitehaven did not content the adventu-

rous spirit of Jones, and now he landed at St. Mary's Isle,

for the daring purpose of capturing the Earl of Selkirk in

his castle and holding him as a hostage for the good treat-

ment by the British of American prisoners. But the earl

was not there, and so mutinous was the spirit of the crew
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when their commander gave strict orders not to loot the

castle, that finally he was obliged to let them carry off a

large amount of silverware. This five years later he re-

deemed out of his own pocket and restored it to Lady Sel-

kirk with a humble letter of apology. Not much like the

act of such a desperate pirate as some would declare Paul

Jones to be!

And now a fisherman brought him news that fired his

blood with hot ambition. H. M. S. Drake, carrying twenty

guns, was lying inside the harbor of Carrickfergus, so said

the fisherman. At once Jones planned to "drop quietly

alongside of her and open fire before her officers or crew

could have time to take action!" He sailed for Carrick-

fergus immediately, and when the Ranger appeared ofT the

harbor the Drake was slowly trying to come out against

wind and tide. The small sloop did not arouse the suspicions

of the Drake's captain, so he sent one of his boats out

to come alongside the Ranger, and to his great surprise

officers and men were promptly taken prisoners! Shortly

after sunset the Drake succeeded in sailing out of the har-

bor and came within hail of the Ranger, in mid-channel.

The English flag was run up on her masthead, and at the

same moment the Ranger flung out the Stars and Stripes.

"In answer to the hail, 'What ship is that?' Paul Jones

put his trumpet to his lips and replied:

'"The American Continental ship Ranger. Come on!

We are waiting for you!'

"Then the ships met, and for one hour and five minutes

the action was hot and obstinate. Every shot of the

Ranger's men told, and they gave the Drake three broad-

sides for two right along. . . . The enemy's fire was spirited

but, for a king's ship, very ineffective, so says Jones's own
narrative of the battle. The Ranger did not suffer enough
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to be prevented from fighting again the next morning, if

necessary, but the Drake was almost wrecked, and she lost

nineteen men, including her captain and first lieutenant,

while twenty-eight officers and men were severely wounded,
the only sea-officer remaining to strike her flag being her

second lieutenant." Jones adds, "The result of the action

was due entirely to the superior gunnery of my crew. There

was no manceuvering worth mention."

This victory was the turning of a new page in naval

history, Buell says, as it was the first instance in naval war-

fare of the capture of a British man-of-war by a vessel

of inferior size, which since that time has proved to be im-

material to success.

Jones's daring achievement gave him immense reputation

for courage and seamanship in France, and when he arrived

off Brest with the Drake and a merchant prize, taken after

the battle, he was received with wild enthusiasm. War
between England and France had begun, the fine French

fleet had been placed on a war footing, and the arrival of

the first war prize was the signal for a great ovation, with

Paul Jones as the hero of the hour. Despite this the young
commander was in no easy position, for his crew as well

as his prisoners of war were in dire need of food and cloth-

ing, the Continental government was too poor to furnish

them, and the commissioners refused to honor his draft, so,

in absolute disregard of precedent or law, he sold the mer-

chant prize and with the proceeds obtained necessities for

his men.

Then came weary months of waiting to be supplied with

a suitable ship or squadron to command, because of the

poverty of the American Marine Commissioners and the

intrigues and jealousy of French naval officers. Finally, at

the suggestion of his loyal friends the Due and Duchesse de
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Chartres, he made a personal application to the French king,

Louis, and received an official announcement from him
that "His Majesty has thought proper to place under your
command the ship Duras, of forty guns, now at L'Orient."

The Duras was an old Indiaman, in great need of com-

plete overhauling and repairing, but Jones set to work with

intense enthusiasm to convert her into some sort of an

adequate war-ship, and at the end of three months she was

ready for use, though little more, at best, than a make-

shift, as her batteries were mounted with half-worn guns
and her crew was a motley collection of men. Jones, the

optimist, changed her name to the Bon Homme Richard, out

of compliment to Dr. Franklin, whose non-de-plume this

was, and remarked, "I might have had a better ship, and

my crew would have been better if they were all Americans,
but I am truly thankful for ship and crew as they are."

On the 19th of July, 1779, the Bon Homme Richard sailed

from L'Orient and with her went four other vessels, includ-

ing the Alliance under Captain Landais, the Pallas, the Cerf,

and the Vengeance, which were commanded by French

officers and manned by foreign sailors. "All excepting the

Alliance belonged to the King of France, and French money
paid the expenses of the expedition, yet the ships sailed

and the men fought under the American flag, and the

officers were, for the time, commissioned officers of the United

States. The commander-in-chief of this motley fleet was

looked upon by the regular officers of the French navy as

little more than an adventurer." The crew of the Bon
Homme Richard included one hundred and fourteen Amer-

icans, the others being French, Portuguese, and English, and

it can well be imagined that the spirit of the expedition

was not one of unity.

However, with his small fleet and motley crews the com-
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mander bravely set sail with some degree of enthusiasm,

reaching Croix the last of the month. There the ships

were overhauled and joined by the Monsieur and the

Granville. Then in the middle of August the fleet started

to sail around the British Isles, to the Texel, on the west

coast of Holland.

From the start it was evident that Captain Landais was

inciting his men to mutiny, but Jones did all in his power
to maintain a feeling of good-fellowship on his own ship,

and as the fleet cruised they captured several prizes while

on their way to the coast of Scotland, where Jones meant to

attack the port of Leith, which was poorly garrisoned and

defended. But contrary winds twice blew the Bon Homme
Richard from shore, and, knowing that the inhabitants were

doubtless by that time making ready to resist him, he

sailed away to Spurm Head, where he hoped to find and

seize the Baltic fleet of forty merchantmen, laden with

naval supplies for England.
For three days there was no event worthy of note; then

on the 23d of September, while the Bon Homme Richard was

lying off Flamborough Head, Jones sighted a single ship

rounding the headland—the first one of that fleet for which

he had been eagerly watching.

The fleet was under convoy of two men-of-war, one splen-

did new forty-four-gun frigate, the Serapis, and a smaller

sloop of war, the Countess of Scarboroughy and no deed of

valor would count now to the commodore until he had had

an encounter with these alien war-ships. But even while

he thirsted for the encounter he realized that the chances

of victory for such a frigate as the Serapis against his made-

over sloop with its half-worn guns was two to one, and

this added to his zest for the struggle.

On the masthead of the Bon Homme Richard was hoisted
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the signal for a general chase, seeing which, the merchant

ships, to use Paul Jones's own words, "crowded sail towards

the shore. The two ships-of-war at the same time steered

from land and made the disposition for the battle." In

answer to this manceuver Commodore Jones bore down on

them and signaled to his fleet to attack. The Alliance paid

no heed to the order, but kept going seaward; the Vengeance
was too small to engage in such an encounter, and only the

Pallas answered the call. Immediately her captain gave
chase to the smaller frigate, the Countess of Scarborough

giving his entire attention to capturing her, so Paul Jones
in his made-over Bon Homme Richard was left to fight the

splendid Serapis single-handed. At the thought the blood

of the vikings flowed fast in his seaman's veins. But he

says:

"Earnest as I was for the action, I could not reach the

commodore's ship till seven o'clock in the evening, being

then within pistol-shot, and when he hailed the Bon Homme
Richard we answered him by our whole broadside." The

battle, being begun, was continued with unremitting fury.

. "At the second broadside two of the six old eighteen-

pounders on the lower gun-deck of the Bon Homme Richard

burst, killing or wounding most of the gun-crew, and so

terrified the others that they refused to work the remaining

eighteen-pounders, and the power of the Richard was re-

duced to one-third less than that of the Serapis, whose

shots had already made several enormous holes in the hull

of the Richard and she was leaking like a sieve, while on fire

in several places." Jones in his account of the encounter

says:

"I had yet two enemies to encounter far more formidable

than the Britons; I mean fire and water. The Serapis

was attacked only by the first, but the Bon Homme Richard
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was assailed by both; there was five feet of water in the

hold; . . . the fire broke out in various parts of the ship in

spite of all the water that could be thrown to quench it,

and at length broke out as low as; the powder-magazine
and within a few inches of the powder. In that dilemma

I took the powder out upon deck, ready to be thrown over-

board at the last extremity, and it was ten o'clock the next

day before the fire was entirely extinguished. With respect

to the situation of the Bon Homme Richard, the rudder

was cut entirely off, the stern frame and the transoms were

almost entirely cut away, the timbers, . . . being greatly

decayed with age, were mangled beyond my powers of

description, and a person must have been an eye-witness

to form a just idea of the tremendous scene of carnage,

wreck, and ruin. . . . Humanity cannot but recoil from the

prospect of such finished horror, and lament that war should

produce such fatal consequences."

"Jones' only hope now lay in grappling with the enemy,

and, drifting alongside of the Serapis, he almost succeeded

in holding her fast with his grapnels; but the lines broke

and the Richard drifted away. Even the valiant com-

mander was almost discouraged now, for the heavy broad-

siding from the Serapis was renewed with a disastrous

effect on the poor Bon Homme Richard, on which there were

only five guns in working order, while eighty men of the

main battery had been killed or wounded." Most men
would have given up the unequal struggle, but not Paul

Jones! "Once again by a skilful manceuver," Frothingham

says, "he rounded the bows of the Serapis and closed with

her to within a hundred feet. The two ships lay alongside

of each other now, their yards entangled, the cannon of each

ship touching the opponent's. The starboard anchor of the

Serapis hooked in the Bon Homme Richard's mizzen chains,
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and the antagonists swung together, grappled, and locked

in a firm embrace."

The combat deepened to desperation, and for a time it

seemed that the Richard was destined to go down fight-

ing. As the two ships lay there in a deadly embrace,

enveloped in smoke and darkness, from the blood-stained

decks of the Serapis came a question:

"Have you struck?"

Quick came the immortal answer of John Paul Jones:

"Struck? We have not begun to fight!" And on went

the deadly conflict.

"At the supreme moment of the struggle the missing

Alliance hove to and discharged a broadside into the stern of

the Bon Homme Richard, which treachery Jones could not

believe true until the act was repeated, killing several men
and widening the hole in her hull.

"Officer after officer begged Jones to surrender, but he only

fought more fiercely. The condition of his ship was des-

perate, and added to its plight and to the horrors of the

whole scene, the master-at-arms, thinking the Richard was

sinking, let the prisoners of war loose; but with great

presence of mind Jones put as many of them as possible

to work at the pumps," and so kept them in check.

Then he suggested the idea of dropping hand-grenades
down through the enemy's main hatch into his lower tier,

from the main yard-arm of the Bon Homme Richard, which

now overhung that hatch. The first two grenades went

wide of their mark; the third dropped through the opening,

and a terrific explosion took place, by which the whole of the

hatch was blown open, and there was a volume of noise,

flame, and smoke.

And now the treacherous Alliance hovered near again and

^discriminatingly "raked both the Serapis and the Bon
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Homme Richard with round, grape, and bar shot. Then off

she ran to leeward and took no further part in the action."

Yet this did not daunt Jones, who, even as he was direct-

ing the fire of his remaining guns, planned a last move.

At a command from him, over the rail of the interlocked

war-ships went a boarding-party of thirty desperate sailors,

under Acting-Lieutenant Mayrant, armed with pistols and

cutlasses, ordered to sweep the decks of the Serapis with

shot and fire.

Brave as was her valiant captain, Pearson, and coura-

geously as her men tried to repel the invaders, Pearson saw

that the moment for surrender had come, and "with his own

hand he struck his flag."

The ships were enveloped in a dense cloud of smoke

and flame, and the confusion on them both was so great

that for a time no one realized what had happened. Gard-

ner says: "The English gunners on the Serapis
1

s lower gun-
deck kept up their cannonade, while the French marines on

the Richard's poop deck, together with the brave American

sailors, continued their musketry until Mayrant, seeing

First-Lieutenant Dale of the Bon Homme Richard standing

on her rail, holding on to the mainmast backstay, called

out to him: "He has struck. Stop the firing. Come on

board and take possession!"

Quickly Dale swung himself on to the rail of the Serapis,

made his way to the quarter-deck, and presented himself

to Captain Pearson, saying:

"I have the honor, sir, to be the first lieutenant of the

ship alongside, which is the American Continental ship Bon

Homme Richard, under command of Commodore Paul Jones.

What ship is this?"

"His Britannic Majesty's late ship the Serapis, sir," was

the sad response; "and I am Captain Richard Pearson."
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The first lieutenant of the Serapis now came up from be-

low, and, noticing Dale's uniform, he asked Captain Pearson,

"Has the enemy struck, sir?"

"No, sir; I have struck," was the laconic reply.

"Then I will go below and order our men to cease firing,"

said the English lieutenant.

"Pardon me, sir," said Dale. "I will attend to that.

For yourself, please accompany Captain Pearson on board

the ship alongside."

Pearson and his lieutenant then went on board the

Richard, where Commodore Jones received them with char-

acteristic courtesy. In writing of the incident later, Jones
said:

"Captain Pearson now confronted me, the image of cha-

grin and despair. He offered me his sword with a slight

bow, but wa§ silent. His first lieutenant followed suit. I

was sorry for them both, for they had fought their ship

better and braver than any English ship was ever fought

before, and this fortune of war came hard to them."

After the battle one hundred and twenty wounded men
were transferred to the Serapis, as well as the prisoners, but

before the supplies could be saved the gallant Bon Homme
Richard sank. In his record of the event Jones says: "No
one was now left aboard the Richard but our dead. . . . Our

torn and tattered flag was left flying when we abandoned

her. As she plunged down by the head at the last her tafFrail

momentarily rose in the air; so the very last vestige mortal

eyes ever saw of the Bon Homme Richard was the defiant

waving of her unconquered and unstricken flag as she went

down."

Carrying two hundred and forty wounded, and over

three hundred prisoners of war, the much-disabled Serapis,

together with the Pallas and her prize, the Countess of Scar-
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borough, and the Vengeance, were for five days driven about

the North Sea by a fierce gale; then the battered fleet ran

into the Texel and anchored on the 3d of October, Jones

having won the first brilliant naval victory in the American

War of Independence.
But there was no glory awaiting him when he dropped

anchor in the Dutch port. Instead, the British ambassador

at The Hague insisted that the victorious commander
should leave the Texel, and demanded immediate seizure

and restitution of the two British prizes taken by "a cer-

tain Paul Jones, . . . rebel, pirate, and state criminal."

But Jones refused to leave until he was ready, declaring

the Texel to be a neutral port where he had a right to re-

main for a reasonable time. Then the Dutch government
threatened to drive him out, and had thirteen war-ships to

enforce the threat, with twelve additional English ships

cruising outside the harbor, waiting for him. And still he

firmly refused to go until he chose. Dr. Franklin then

notified him that he must turn over to the French am-

bassador at The Hague all prizes and ships of his fleet

but the Alliance. This was bitter indeed, and in his

own account of the affair Jones says: "After a dispute

of thirteen hours I yielded to go from on board the Serapis

to command of the Alliance. This because I was solemnly

assured . . . that it was the personal wish of my bene-

factor, His Majesty the King of France. But I after-

wards understood that it was brought about by M. Le

Ray de Chaumont."

On assuming command of the Alliance Commodore Jones
refused to fly any but the American flag on her, and, assem-

bling all the seamen of both the Serapis and Alliance who
were not French subjects, he then gave the aliens the op-

portunity, if they desired, to take honorable discharges with
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certificates of their shares of prize-money, but ''only thirty-

five did this."

Then on a night in late December, in a fierce gale, he

escaped from the Texel "with my best American ensign

flying," as he wrote to Dr. Franklin.

In vain the British government, afraid of his next move,
offered ten thousand guineas for him, dead or alive, and

British frigates scoured the seas for him. He escaped them

all, passed within sight of the fleets at Spithead, ran through
the English Channel, and reached France in safety, to be-

come the lion of the hour!

The King of France gave him a magnificent gold sword

and decorated him with the Royal Order of Military Merit,

while beautiful Marie Antoinette invited him to join the

royal party in her box at the opera, where he showed no

concern at the open interest of the audience at his presence.

The first time he went to the theater in Paris he found a

wreath of laurel hung over his seat, but with quiet modesty
he moved to another—an act which disproves the oft-

repeated assertion of his extreme vanity.

Delightful as such flattery was, Paul Jones craved other

things. He desired more naval glory, and when through

intrigue and jealousy the Alliance was taken from him just

as she was ready to sail for America with arms and sup-

plies on board, he bore it with invincible courage and ac-

cepted command of the Ariel, a lightly armed vessel bound

for the United States to carry supplies to Washington's

army, and in the middle of February, 1780, he arrived in

America.

Again he was the hero of the day. The Continental

Congress gave him a vote of thanks "for the zeal, prudence,
and intrepidity" with which he had supported "the honor

of the American flag" and the eminent services by which
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he had added luster to the American arms. General

Washington sent him a personal letter of congratulation and

esteem, and on the 26th of June he was appointed to com-

mand the America, a large seventy-four-gun battle-ship

then being built.

But alas for his eager anticipation! After he had per-

sonally directed the construction of the ship which he was

to command, Congress voted that she should be given to

the King of France as compensation for the loss of a French

ship wrecked off Boston Harbor.

Well might he have given way to bitterness and dis-

couragement now, but instead he accepted this last

blow of fate with grim cheerfulness and asked to join

the French squadron then about to sail for the West

Indies. His request was granted, and he sailed on board

the flagship. Four months later he returned to America,

the expedition having been brought to an end by the

close of the war.

Congress then voted him a special agent to collect all

prize-moneys due by France to American seamen who
had served under his command, and on that mission he

sailed for France, spending the next three years in Paris,

London, and Copenhagen. Then back again he went to

America, for the last time, to be showered with more

honors. He was entertained and praised by the most

distinguished men and women of the United States, and

Congress voted a medal struck off to commemorate his

valuable services to the navy and to the country of his

adoption.

The story of his life from this time is vastly different from

that of his earlier years, and needs scant chronicle here. To

every adventurer on land or sea there comes a halt, when

some special part of his work is done, when some great
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venturing has been accomplished

—and Paul Jones had

brought America's navy into being and into high repute

by the acts of his younger days.

Now, in the spring of the year 1788, he received a flatter-

ing offer from the Empress Catherine of Russia to command
her naval forces in the Black Sea, with the rank of "Cap-
tain Commandant." He accepted the offer, but preferred

the title of Rear-Admiral, and as such first hoisted his flag

on the Russian ship Wolodimir on the 26th of May, 1788.

After a stormy and disastrous sixteen months in Russia,

where he was entangled in a network of intrigue and in-

justice, he commanded a successful expedition against the

Turks, for which the Empress decorated him with the

Order of St. Anne; but again he was the object of unending
attacks from his enemies, caused by jealousy, and even his

brave spirit was almost crushed by bitterness that such

things could be. His body became weakened as a result

of discouragement and intense activity, and he quitted

active naval service, to journey back to Paris, where he died

on the 18th of July, 1792.

Buell sums up his life with brief vividness:

"Sailor at twelve, mate at seventeen, captain at twenty
in the merchant service of the North Atlantic; slave-trader,

East-Indiaman, and Virginia planter all before he passed

the age of twenty-six; naval lieutenant at twenty-eight,

captain at twenty-nine, and commodore at thirty-two;

at thirty-three the ocean hero of the Old World and the New,
a Knight of France, the most famous sea-victor of his time,

patronized by kings, petted by duchesses of the royal blood,

thanked by Congress, and, more than all else, the trust-

ed friend of Washington, Franklin, Jefferson, Lafayette,

Hamilton, Morris; at thirty-six selected as special envoy to

the most aristocratic of courts, charged with the most
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delicate, difficult, and intricate of missions—the adjust-

ment and collection of international claims; at forty voted

a gold medal by Congress; at forty-one a vice-admiral in

the navy of an empire; at forty-three a prominent figure

in the overture of that tremendous drama, the French

Revolution; and dead at forty-five!

"From the age of twelve to that of twenty-six he lived

aboard ship altogether, and was actually under way two-

thirds of the time. . . . The word 'home' had no meaning for

him. ... Of those softer affections of the heart not the

faintest trace is left in history. . . . His personal attachments

seem to have been few. ... In dealing with subordinates

he was simply a prince. His time, his influence, and his

purse were always theirs. When he was ashore and hap-

pened to meet his old sailors, every one of whom knew and

called him by his first name, they seldom failed to strip

his pocket of the last shilling. . . . That he was overbearing

and intolerant with some of his so-called equals, and ar-

rogant and opinionated with some of his superiors, is per-

fectly true, but let him be in the company of such men as

Lafayette or Anthony Wayne to see his perfect harmony with

them, and he used to obey Washington, Franklin, and

Robert Morris like a private soldier!"

When his body was rescued from an unmarked grave in

an unused cemetery in France, and brought to the land of

his loyalty and love, never were greater honors paid to a

man. The date chosen for the Commemoration exercises

at Annapolis was April 24, 1906, the one hundred and

twenty-eighth anniversary of the capture of the Drake by
the Ranger in 1778, and to pay their tribute to the founder

of the American navy came men of highest rank, all pro-

foundly glad to do homage to one whose most marked

characteristics were loyalty to high ideals of seamanship
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and courage, and to that country for which he adventured.

Well may our young men take example by this Scotch lad,

who chose for his country the land where freedom of thought
and action prevailed, and who in making his will called him-

self not captain, lieutenant, or admiral, but simply

"I, John Paul Jones, an American citizen!"



FERDINAND DE SOTO: ADVENTURER IN

FLORIDA

GOLD!
Gold! Masses of pure gold to be gathered like

pebble-stones from the banks of the rivers—gems of

priceless value to be found in the ravines! The same old

cry of the invading Spaniards in the New World of America

echoed now by the colonists on the Isthmus of Panama.

Don Pedro de Avila, a wealthy Spanish nobleman, hav-

ing been made governor of the province of Darien, on the

isthmus, had in 15 14 proudly departed for the New World,

leaving behind in his gloomy castle in Spain his adopted son,

Ferdinand de Soto. The handsome, spirited boy would

have found life in the old castle very dull indeed but for

the fact that in it lived also Don Pedro's lovely daughter

Isabella, between whom and Ferdinand there sprang up
a warm attachment. This greatly displeased Don Pedro, as

he had adopted the boy because, though of noble birth,

his parents were too poor to give him the education and

training which his bright mind and fine physique deserved,

while Don Pedro had the money to properly develop him

both mentally and physically.

But for his daughter he desired a more brilliant match,

so he opposed the attachment of the young people, and to

break it off invited Ferdinand, then nineteen years old, to

join him in his New World colony. This delighted the

youth, who not only craved adventure, but who also knew
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that, should he be able to win renown or wealth in the new

lands, Don Pedro's objections to his suit would melt away.

So, after the lovers had vowed eternal constancy, Ferdinand

sailed for the settlement on the isthmus with high hopes

and the courage of youth and daring.

Despite the novelty of life in Darien and later in Panama,
and the many exciting experiences among native Indian

tribes against whom Don Pedro despatched him in war-

fare, those first five years in the New World were weary years

for De Soto. He found no ground for the tales of gold and

easy fame, and also soon discovered the treacherous and

brutal nature of his foster-father, which he tried to over-

look, remembering that he was the father of Isabella; but

it was no easy task, and at some of the horrible acts of

the Spanish soldiers he fearlessly expressed his disgust,

showing condemnation for Don Pedro's part in them—all

of which was unpleasant to the governor. Gladly would

he have got rid of De Soto, but he dared not have him

killed, as the attention of the King of Spain had already

been called to Don Pedro's cruel deeds, and he feared the

consequences of ridding his army of the brave young war-

rior except by the fortunes of war; but he took every op-

portunity to send him out to fight, hoping that he would die

by a savage hand.

In November of 1524 Francisco Pizarro had set sail from

Panama to coast along the Pacific Ocean and explore the

western shore of the isthmus. Another vessel was to fol-

low, in which De Soto was urged to sail, but, as he heartily

disliked Pizarro, he refused to join him, and instead went

with Ferdinand de Cordova to the magnificent province of

Nicaragua, which was about five hundred miles north of

Panama, and extended from ocean to ocean.

Here the explorers established the two flourishing colonies
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of Grenada and Leon, which under the humane rule of

Cordova grew rapidly. Then Don Pedro was obliged to

flee from Panama, as a new governor was being sent

from Spain to depose him because of his brutal acts to

the natives, and he decided to take refuge in Nicaragua,
which was a great disaster to the happy colonies, as De
Soto plainly told him.

Don Pedro's revenge was to have Cordova beheaded,

and a similar attempt was made on the life of De Soto, but,

seeing a sword ready to descend on his head, he flashed out

his own weapon and cut the offender's skull open; then,

putting spurs to his horse, he dashed through the crowd of

soldiers, and only stopped when his sword was pressed against

Don Pedro's breast.

Shouts of "Kill the tyrant!" were heard on all sides, but,

remembering Isabella, De Soto merely drew back and

thundered out:
" Miserable old man! Be thankful that the remembrance

of one who is absent can make me forget what I owe to my
murdered friend. I will now sheathe my sword, but I

solemnly declare by the sacred emblem of the Cross that

I will never draw it again in your service!"

And he kept his word. No communication passed

between him and Don Pedro for three years, when, not

having found a fitting field for his ability and desire for

adventure, on receiving an urgent request to join Pizarro

in Peru, he set sail, with two well-manned ships, for the

island of Pena, off" the extreme northern part of Peru, where

Pizarro then was. The island was separated from the

mainland by a narrow channel, and because of Pizarro's

barbarous acts the natives on the island were so determined

to wipe out the hated invaders that Pizarro knew his army
could never venture on the mainland without reinforce-
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ments, and was vastly relieved by De Soto's arrival with

fifty men in steel armor, thirty of whom had good horses.

De Soto had been promised the rank of second in com-

mand under Pizarro, but found that position held by
Pizarro's brother, who did not intend to give it up, and

De Soto clearly declared this to be an insult. However,
he felt perfectly independent with his body of devoted men,
and had no intention of allowing Pizarro to dictate to him.

So on he went to the conquering of Peru, of which event a

historian has said: "It is a remarkable fact . . . that every

important military movement of the Spaniards in Peru,

until the final subjugation of the empire by the captain of

the metropolis, was conducted by De Soto. Pizarro never

fought a battle that deserved the name. . . . He acquired

the mastery of Peru by the act of a malefactor. He was, in

fact, a thief and not a conqueror. The heroic element of

this conquest is represented by the actions of De Soto."

Peru had been conquered, but the victory was in reality

a loss to the conquerors, for almost their entire force had

died miserable deaths. Francisco Pizarro was put to

death in his own palace as the result of a conspiracy among
his soldiers. Hernando returned to Spain, only to spend

weary years in prison. De Soto returned to Spain after

an absence of fifteen years, a powerful and handsome man
of thirty-four, as wealthy as befitted one of his noble birth;

and as during his stay in Peru Don Pedro had died, there

was now no objection to his marriage with Isabella, whose

devotion had never wavered through the years of his ab-

sence. After their marriage De Soto bought one of the

most beautiful mansions in Seville for their home, and for

almost two years they lived a life of perfect happiness, being
received at the Spanish court with high honor, while De Soto

was called the most popular man in the kingdom. But he
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was so extravagant that suddenly he realized he must take

part in some new enterprise or be without income.

At that time several parties had sailed to that region of

North America called Florida, but unsuccessfully, although
there had been continual reports that it was a rich field for

exploration and the gaining of gold. To exploring in

Florida De Soto's desire now turned. At once he applied

to the King of Spain for permission to organize an expedition

at his own expense, offering the crown one-fifth of the

plunder. The king eagerly agreed, appointed him governor
of Cuba, which was to be his base of supplies, and also

granted him a private estate in Florida, wherever he might
choose to locate it.

Gold! Gold! An expedition to the New World! Vol-

unteers at once flocked around De Soto, begging to go with

him, and in a few months nine hundred and fifty men were

ready to embark, many of them noblemen, taking with

them a train of servants, and equipped with costly armor.

There were also the usual number of Spanish clergy and

soldiers, and the expedition was on a more lavish scale than

any previous one had been. Not only, Abbott says, "was

every necessity provided for, but luxury and even wasteful

extravagance reigned through the armament. De Soto was

himself a man of magnificent tastes, as some of those who
had been with him in Peru and were now embarking on

this new enterprise well knew, and the wealth of the young
noblemen added every costly comfort which money could

supply."
Then out from the port of San Licar sailed the brilliant

squadron on the 6th of April, 1538, composed of seven large

ships and three smaller ones.

"Bugle-peals resounded from ship to shore, while salvos

of artillery swept over the waves and reverberated among
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the cliffs." Then the luxuriously appointed vessels, with

all sail set, cut through the sea in pursuit of gold and

glory.

Four weeks later the fleet reached Cuba, where, aware

of the exposure to all kinds of hardship which Isabella would

have to endure in accompanying them to Florida, De Soto

left her as regent of the island until he should return,

and one can well imagine her days and nights of anxiety

as she awaited news from him who was so dear to her, from

whom she had been separated before for fifteen long years.

Two months later, De Soto from his ship saw a "faint

white streak of land between the calm blue heavens and the

quivering, flashing blue waters of the Gulf." Florida was

in sight!

From ship to ship the cry was echoed, and the fleet sailed

along the coast to a bay marked on their charts as the Bay
of Juan Ponce, now Tampa Bay, where they dropped an-

chor, and had a night of more or less broken rest from ex-

citement at the adventuring to come. Then barges glided

from the ships to seek a suitable place for landing, and at

set of sun the men manning them returned heavily laden

with greens for the horses, and grapes, delicious novelty,

for the ships' companies.
A week was given up to exploring the region, then De

Soto took formal possession of the land in the name of

King and the Church, raising the Spanish standard on the

beach with the customary ceremonies, for which three hun-

dred of his men had come ashore. That night, while they
were sleeping on Florida soil for the first time, they were

roused by demoniac yells of savages, who rushed on them

in a deadly assault. The bewildered Spaniards could only
rush to the shore and sound their trumpets loudly for re-

lief from the ships. Promptly the call was answered by
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horsemen and foot-soldiers, who fell on the savages and

drove them back into the forests from which they came.

For a week there was no further onslaught from the

natives, and the seven days were given up to exploring the

region near by before the army went on to a village some

ten miles away, which they had been told was quite a

flourishing place and the residence of a powerful chief, Ucita,

from whom the settlement received its name. They found

the village deserted by all but a few Indians, whom De Soto

took captive, but treated with great kindness, freeing them

loaded with gifts. They told him of the barbarous cruelty

of a former Spanish adventurer in Florida, Narvaez, who
had killed the mother of the chief Ucita and cut off the

chiefs nose, for which reason his tribe were quite naturally

bitterly opposed to the Spaniards; and when De Soto dis-

covered Ucita's hiding-place and sent him a friendly message,

the mutilated chief sent back the reply:

"I want none of the speeches or promises of the Spaniards.

Bring me their heads and I will receive them joyfully!"

But a strong garrison was established at Ucita under

the command of Pedro Calderon, and the large ships under

Juan d'Anasco sent back to Cuba for a fresh store of sup-

plies. Then De Soto, before starting on his march to the

interior in search of gold, made one more attempt to get

the good will of Ucita and his tribe, but to a second message
there came back this:

"The memory of my injuries prevents me from returning

a kind reply to your messages, and your courtesy is such

that it will not allow me to return a harsh reply." Truly
a noble answer of a truly noble savage, but one which left

no ground for hope of comradeship.

Meanwhile, at the camp of the Spaniards had arrived

a handsome young man, Juan Ortiz, who had come to the
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New World with Narvaez, but had been captured by the

Indians and only escaped burning at the stake by the

heroism of a beautiful Indian girl, after which he had been

practically adopted by her tribe, learning their habits and

language. De Soto eagerly questioned him as to where

gold could be found, and he replied that there was a great

chief named Uribaracazi, whose territory of the same name

lay about one hundred miles away and was the most ex-

tensive and the richest territory of the region. At once

De Soto sent foot-soldiers and horsemen to find this great

chief and give him rich gifts in the name of the King of

Spain, also to explore the country through which they

went, Balthasar de Gallegos being in command of the ex-

pedition, whose aim was Gold! Gold! Gold!

Four days of steady marching through swamps, bogs,

and dense forests, which are characteristic of Florida,

brought the army safely to their destination, but chief and

people had fled. However, as there were sufficient pro-

visions in the place for several days and Gallegos was told

by Indians that not far away large quantities of gold could

be found, he sent back word to De Soto to that effect, and,

leaving behind only enough men to protect their supplies

and the three ships still in the harbor, De Soto and his

men set out to join Gallegos.

Very difFerent from the other countries through which he

had journeyed was this land of morasses and quagmires,
to pass through which was no easy matter for soldiers in

heavy armor and carrying necessary baggage. But even

the noblemen kept up a show of courage, as they were in

deep sympathy with their leader in his desire to found a

colony in this new land and to gain rich rewards in its

establishing.

On they went, having much the same experiences in pass-
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ing from settlement to settlement—at Acuera, as at Uri-

baracazi and Ucita, there were deserted dwellings and only
a handful of inhabitants to greet the invaders, and so at

Ocali. In the extensive province of Vitachuco, under the

rule of three brothers, the Spanish army entered its principal

town, Ochile, at dawn, and, "wishing to produce as deep
an impression as possible on the minds of the Indians, their

drums were beat and their trumpets emitted their loudest

blasts as one hundred horsemen with clattering hoofs and

one hundred soldiers with resounding arms startled the

citizens from their repose."

Alarmed, and at first resisting, the chief of Ochile, realiz-

ing that, despite the apparently sincere friendliness of

De Soto, there lay disaster for any one daring to disobey
his commands, sent messengers to his two brothers, advising

them of the coming of the Spaniards and saying that for

safety it would be advisable to allow them to march through
their territory. As a result of this communication the

second brother came to Ochile to pay a formal call on

De Soto, with whom he was very friendly, and De Soto was

much impressed by the gorgeousness of his brilliant mantle

and the showy costumes of the retinue of warriors who

accompanied him. The eldest brother, Vitachuco, who was

the most powerful ruler of the three, at first refused to

trust De Soto, but finally became apparently friendly

with him and not only agreed to receive the Spaniards,

but marched out to meet them at the head of a procession

of five hundred warriors in their gala-dress and war-bonnets

with nodding plumes. Then, the army having been com-

fortably quartered outside the city, three days were given

up to feasting and friendly demonstrations. But on the

third night, when De Soto was preparing for sleep, Juan
Ortiz came to his tent, cold with excitement, and whispered:
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"They have a plot to massacre us. Vitachuco will

invite you to see a drill of his warriors. They will seem to

be unarmed, but their weapons will be hidden in the long

grass. Our men will be near by, watching. Twelve great

Indians will escort Vitachuco, and it is they who are to

rush on you and kill you, then fall on our army and take

them prisoners and torture them horribly."

De Soto thanked the shivering youth in quiet words, and

told him that all should be in readiness to foil the dastardly

attempt, then made his plans.

All happened as Juan Ortiz had related, and when

Vitachuco invited De Soto to witness the drill of his warriors

De Soto thanked him warmly, adding: "I too will requite

your courtesy with a pageant. My troops shall be drawn

up in battle array, facing your warriors, to add to the

brilliant effect of the occasion."

Though this was not at all to Vitachuco's liking, he was

obliged to show apparent pleasure, and at the appointed
hour Spaniards and Indians were massed in opposing ranks,

while their commanders walked together to a slight hill

from which they could command a good view of the opposing
forces. Breathlessly De Soto, under an air of indifference,

watched every move of the savage chief, saw him give a

signal, saw the Indians make a wild dash toward him,

and instantly a loud bugle-blast roused the Spanish army
to quick action. The two forces made a simultaneous

charge, and for many hours were locked in combat. The
natives fought with marvelous courage and endurance, and

were only overcome by the superior military tactics of the

Spaniards, who made Vitachucco a captive, while some of

his men fled into a dense forest at one side of the battle-

field and others rushed into the lakes on the other side and

were drowned. Among those who were taken captive were
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several heroic young sons of chiefs, whose patriotism touched

their captor so deeply that he kept them in his camp for

two days, treating them like noblemen, then freed them,
laden with rich gifts. He also captured four of the most

notable captains of the Indian army, who were also treated

with deference, but who, while apparently appreciating it,

were plotting against De Soto. Having discovered this, he

faced them with their misdeeds, then pardoned them.

Even Vitachuco, who was his captive, he tried to make a

friend of rather than an enemy, as he preferred to leave

behind, in marching on, friends instead of enemies. But

Vitachuco thirsted for the blood of this white commander
in revenge for his capture, and in his fury he conceived

another plan.

De Soto and his officers were at dinner, and with them

was their royal prisoner, while the other captives were in

different parts of the camp with their masters, the Spaniards.

The meal was just finished when Vitachuco rose suddenly

and, turning to De Soto, with a hoarse war-whoop, gripped
him and dealt him such a blow that he fell on the ground

senseless, and would have been killed had not the officers

attacked the savage, thrusting him through the body with

their swords, and he died the victim of his own treachery.

His war-whoop, which was a signal, roused his men, wherever

they were, to fall on their masters with whatever weapons

they had at hand. Abbott says: "Some seized upon pikes

and swords, others snatched up the pots in which meal was

stewing at the fire, and, beating the Spaniards about the

head, bruised and scalded them at the same time. Some

caught up plates, pitchers, jars, and the pestles wherewith

they pounded the maize. Others seized upon stools,

benches, and tables, striking with impotent fury when
their weapons had not the power to harm. Others snatched
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up burning firebrands and rushed like very devils into the

affray."

But though the Spaniards were so taken by surprise

and many of them injured, they came out victorious in

the combat, as their weapons were far sharper than those

of the Indians, and in the fury they felt for the savages

they slew thirteen hundred of them, as well as their com-

mander. De Soto was unconscious for almost an hour

from Vitachuco's blow, and was so badly bruised that it

was several days before he regained his wonted strength.

On the fifth day after the combat he and his men

journeyed on in search of a happier experience and more

wealthy provinces. Crossing the Suwanee River by means

of rafts which they built hastily for the purpose, they
marched through fertile country to Osachile, then to the

west, where there was said to be a very rich territory called

Appalachee, abounding in gold. It was also said that the

Appalachians were so warlike that they would destroy the

whole Spanish army if they should attempt to march through
their country. And yet De Soto pressed on through dense

and gloomy forests, through almost impassable underbrush

and a morass intersected by a narrow Indian trail, then

across a forest lake bridged by the trunks of huge trees.

And as they went on they were the victims of many Indian

attacks, for the savages lurked in ambush behind rock and

bush and tree. Several of them being captured and threat-

ened with being torn to pieces by bloodhounds, now acted

as guides along the threadlike path through the forest.

In crossing the lake by the log bridge the Appalachians
fell on them in a wild attack, and Spaniard and Indian

fought waist-deep in water, where the Spaniards in their

steel armor were able to win the fight, the natives fleeing

into a narrow cut between the hills on the other side of the
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lake. And on De Soto's forces pressed, "exhausted by
their long, hard march, drenched from their water combat,

many of them wounded, and ever on the watch for the

dreaded foe. Gradually they emerged into an open, level

country, when, from very relief after the long strain, the

horsemen gave rein to their horses and the foot-soldiers

gave vent to their rage by scouring the plain, lancing and

cutting down every Indian they encountered."

The company of adventurers were now three hundred

miles from their landing-place on Tampa Bay, and the

high hopes of the men who had come to the New World
in search of fame and fortune were almost gone. In a

body they demanded a speedy return to the land of civili-

zation, instead of any more of this life of disaster and dis-

appointment, but with firm determination De Soto refused

to turn back and confess himself to the King of Spain a

ruined leader of an unfortunate expedition.

"We will go on/' was his repeated statement, and the

forward march was kept up until the late fall of 1539, when

they went into winter quarters at Anhayea, a settlement

near the present site of Tallahassee. Here De Soto occu-

pied the palace of the chief, other dwellings were given to

the army for barracks, suitable fortifications were built, and

foraging parties at once went out to bring back needed

provisions. As usual, the chief and people of the city had

fled; but the chief, Capafi, from his retreat sent out many
bands of marauding savages to annoy and attack the

white men, and was implacable, so De Soto decided on the

hazardous act of capturing him. Taking a select body of

horsemen and foot-soldiers, after a very difficult journey of

three days they came to the borders of the citadel where the

chief and his garrison were intrenched, and there a sharp

struggle took place between the rival forces, ending in the
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capture by the Spaniards of the chief, who, though a man
of keen mental ability, was so fat that he could scarcely

walk and had to be carried everywhere in a litter. Though
captured, he appeared to be on friendly terms with De

Soto, but, to the latter's disappointment, his men kept on

attacking the Spaniards as fiercely as before the capture
of their chief. Capafi seemed to regret this deeply, and,

having told De Soto that his most able warriors were en-

camped about thirty miles from Anhayea, in a deep forest,

he offered to go himself and so treat with them that they
would give up their harassment of the Spaniards; and in

order that De Soto might have no fear of false play on his

part, he might send a strong body-guard of his own troops

with him.

To this De Soto assented, and the procession started tow-

ard the warrior's camp, scouts having been sent ahead to

tell of their coming. On their way the little company
camped for the night, and while the Spanish body-guard were

sleeping, Capafi crept breathlessly on hands and knees into

the surrounding underbrush, where Indian runners with his

litter were awaiting his coming and with stealthy tread

sped away with their precious burden. And that was the

last the Spaniards saw of Capafi!

Throughout that winter in Anhayea there was never-

ending warfare with the hated invaders, despite De Soto's

honest efforts to make justice and fair play the rule of his

army. The five months were weary ones indeed to the

disheartened band of explorers, whose supplies were so low

that they were obliged to wait for the arrival of the ships

which had been sent back to Cuba, months before, as well

as for the troops which had been sent to Ucita to summon
the garrison there to join the other part of the army.
On the 29th of December, 1539, the looked-for ships sailed
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into the Bay of Aute, with Juan de Anasco in command,

and, leaving them well manned, he took the remainder of

his men on to Anhayea, under an escort of troops sent by
De Soto.

And soon Pedro Calderon, with his foot-soldiers, gallant

adventurers who had been obliged to cut their way step

by step through the forests, arrived also at Anhayea to the

great rejoicing of De Soto.

The ships brought to De Soto a letter from his wife,

Isabella, in which she begged him to be just and merciful

in his dealings with the Indians, and to give up his ad-

venturing rather than to stain his hands with the blood of

innocent savages.

But the adventurer with his band of roving noblemen

could not make up his mind to return to Spain with the

loss of his venture, and, despite the affectionate plea, on

went fleet and soldiers along the coast to the west. In

Pensacola Bay, which had never before been visited by

Spaniards, the natives were friendly, and Maldonado, now
in command of the fleet, in an eight weeks' expedition

was able to explore in all directions, which greatly pleased De

Soto, as he thought the shores of this bay would be exactly

the spot for his colony.

"Sending Maldonado with the brigantines to Havana for

fresh supplies of clothing, ammunition, and provisions to

be brought to the isolated army in the Bay of Pensacola

not later than October, he and his men set off on a long land

march in a renewed search for gold," having in mind prov-

inces to the northeast which were ruled over, so said the

Indians, by a beautiful young princess named Cofachiqui,

whose country abounded in gold, precious stones, and silver.

Toward this EI Dorado the adventurers took up their

march in grim silence, not daring to hope for a successful
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venturing. After many hazards, many misadventures, and

the usual number of combats with fierce Indian foes, they
came to the land of the beautiful princess

—
located, so his-

torians say, on the bank of the Savannah River in South

Carolina. As De Soto's troops moved forward to the'river-

bank, where the sunlight shone on their weapons and armor,

the Indians on the other side of the river saw them and

quickly told the news of their coming to the young and much-

loved ruler, who had been recently made queen of this

and neighboring provinces. Gathering her councilors

around her for a hasty conference, she despatched six stal-

wart young chiefs across the river in canoes to ask the

strangers :

"Do you wish peace or war?"

De Soto promptly answered: "Peace. We ask only

permission to pass through your province, transportation

across the river, food while we are in your territory, and

the treatment of friends, not foes."

With grave attention the Indians listened to De Soto's

words, and replied that they would be repeated to the

princess, with whom alone lay the power to grant his de-

mands. Then retreating with silent, sinuous strides, they

entered their canoes and rowed rapidly across the river

again. Then the Spaniards saw more canoes being made

ready for use, and four strong young braves carrying a

palanquin to the river edge, from which a slight, graceful

form alighted to step into a gaudily decked canoe, which

was then rowed swiftly over the rippling water.

The Princess! To a man the Spaniards feasted their

eyes on the vision of youth and loveliness as the young
ruler reached the shore, alighted from her canoe, came up
the bank, and accepted a seat offered by De Soto, who,

too, was enchanted by the winning manner and dark, lus-
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trous eyes of this gracious maiden. With sweet courtesy

she offered comfortable quarters for the Spaniards while

in her country, and added, "To-morrow morning rafts and

canoes will be in readiness for your use." Then, slowly

unwinding a string of pearls as large as hazel-nuts from

around her throat, with sweet diffidence she rose and placed

them around the neck of De Soto, and he, taking a valuable

ring from his finger set with a large ruby, gave it to her in

return. Then, with a bewitching smile at both commander

and men, the princess re-embarked for her own territory,

leaving De Soto thrilled by the hopes of finding more such

pearls as now hung around his neck, placed there by the

fair Cofachiqui.

At the appointed time the next day the army was trans-

ported over the river as the princess had decreed, and,

reaching her territory, found themselves in a spot more

luxuriantly beautiful than their wildest dreams had pic-

tured, while the ruler's provision for their comfort was so

complete that they felt as if they could never leave such a

paradise. And daily their adoration of The Lady of Cofa-

chiqui deepened as they saw her kindness, her courtesy,

and her broad sense of justice and equality displayed in her

dealings with her subjects.

Finding out De Soto's great desire for gold, Cofachiqui

had messengers bring him specimens of a metal which looked

like gold, but proved to be only an alloy of copper, and a

shining substance like silver which was worthless quartz.

The princess seemed to sympathize with his bitter disap-

pointment at this, and in her attempts to console him offered

to have him guided to the great temple which was the tomb

of her ancestors, where was also a great storehouse of pearls

and other valuable stones. There it has been said the de-

lighted Spaniards found such a store of pearls that De Soto
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was able to dip his hands into great piles of them and

give quantities to his cavaliers, saying they were to make
rosaries of, to say prayers on for their sins! But still he

coveted gold more than precious stones, and determined

to go farther in search of it; and when his men begged to

remain in the land of the princess, he replied that if they
were disappointed in their quest they could easily return,

that meanwhile the Indians would have planted their fields

and harvesting-time would have come. He had also another

more important reason for leaving. During the weeks of

their stay in the land of Cofachiqui, despite De Soto's de-

sire to have all his relations with the fair ruler friendly,

there had been acts of the more brutal among his soldiers

which had gradually created an atmosphere of ill-will tow-

ward the Spaniards; even the princess herself now held

proudly aloof from the advances of De Soto, and she was

evidently eager to have her guests depart. From the first

her mother, who lived in a neighboring province, had re-

fused to have any communication with the strangers, and

De Soto feared that the princess might flee, which would

leave him in a bad plight, as it would doubtless be the signal

for her people to rise in war against his army.
He thought long and deeply, and then, much as one re-

grets to tell it, he seized on the lovely princess who had

received him and his men with such winning courtesy, and

made her a prisoner, forcing her to accompany his army
on their march. Proudly she accepted the humiliation and

soon found out the reason for it. De Soto obliged her to

use her influence in controlling the Indians along the line

of march, and also made her demand guides and bearers for

him from the natives in her provinces.

For three weeks Cofachiqui, most lovely and gracious of

women, did his bidding with no sign of rebellion, then, after
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a night of fierce forest storm, when the camp was in need of

repairs, a Spaniard paused at Cofachiqui's tent, calling her

name, as a woman's deft hand was required for mending.
There was no answer. Entering, they found the tent bare

of her belongings
—even the casket of rare pearls, treasure-

trove from the temple, intrusted by De Soto to her care,

was gone. Cofachiqui had fled, how or when was never

known! Somehow, with the aid of her loyal subjects, the

gentle princess had escaped from her barbarous captors,

and no later act of mercy washed from the hands of De
Soto the stain of having persecuted this brave and noble

ruler of savage tribes, whatever his reason for the act might
have been.

And now the army of adventurers entered the town of

Coosa, whose handsome young chief met them, carried in a

palanquin on the shoulders of four warriors. A thousand sol-

diers in their most gaudy attire composed his train. As

they drew near, to the music of well-played flutes, with

regular tread, their mantles and plumes waving in the

breeze, the Spaniards were impressed with the beauty of

the spectacle. The chief himself had a mantle of rich furs

thrown over his shoulders, and his coronet was of brilliant

plumes. He graciously placed his person, lands, and sub-

jects at the service of the Spaniards, and, as they passed

into the city, rode in his palanquin beside De Soto on a

noble black charger. So attached did he become to De Soto

that he urged him to establish his colony there, or at least

to spend the winter with his tribe, and when De Soto

refused the invitation, chief and warriors accompanied the

Spaniards to the borders of their territory.

Having said farewell to the friendly chief, the marching

troops entered the province of Tuscaloosa, whose chief was

the most warlike ruler among the southern tribes. On
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hearing of the approach of the Spaniards he retired to a

hill near his stronghold, with a large band of warriors, and

stationing himself where he could watch the movements

of the coming troops, saw them halt just outside the

village to set up camp for the night. So when, the next

morning, De Soto visited him with a large retinue of horse-

men, the chief was ready to receive him, seated "on a chair

of state, with a canopy of deer-skin, somewhat resembling

a large umbrella, held over his head. His chief men were

arranged in order, near him, while at a little distance his

warriors were posted in martial bands. The whole spec-

tacle, crowning the smooth and verdant hill, presented a

beautiful pageant.

"The proud chief assumed an air of grave indifference

at sight of the approaching Spanish cavaliers, with their

silken banners, their glittering armor, and bestride such

magnificent animals as he had never before seen, but of

astonishment he gave no sign, even when De Soto leaped

from his horse, in the custom of his country, and em-

braced him." But his greeting was cordial, and he as-

signed a fine dwelling next his own to De Soto. When, after

a rest of two days, the Spaniards were ready to leave,

he decided to accompany them, and, wearing a bright scar-

let mantle and mounted on the most powerful horse of the

Spanish cavalry, he attracted much attention riding by De
Soto's side, as Coosa had done.

When they approached the town of Mobila, capital of

the Tuscaloosa provinces, De Soto sent spies ahead to dis-

cover whether there were any conspirators against him in

the town; then he entered the city ruled over by the chief

who had journeyed so far with him, and who now gave the

main body of the Spaniards accommodations outside the

city wall, while De Soto and his officers were given a large
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house in the center of the city. De Soto was worried over

this, as it separated him from his army; but when he

mentioned it to the chief he replied angrily and retired

to his own palace. And to add to De Soto's uneasiness

his spies reported a very ominous state of affairs in the

settlement, as there were ten thousand fully armed and

picked men within the city limits, while not a woman or

child was to be found. Evidently there was treachery on

foot.

Quickly De Soto sent word to the commander of his

army to be ready for an attack, then sent Juan Ortiz to

invite the chief to a meal with him, hoping to take him

captive. The chief replied that he would come, but after

a long wait De Soto, impatient, sent Ortiz again, and again

a third time, with the same result. Then outside the chief's

palace Ortiz shouted:

"Tell the chief of Tuscaloosa to come forth. The food

is on the table and the governor is waiting for him."

At once one of the chief's men rushed out in rage, shout-

ing: "Who are these robbers, these vagabonds, who keep

calling to my chief of Tuscaloosa 'Come out!' with as little

reverence as if he were one of them? By the sun and moon
this insolence shall no longer be borne! Let us cut them

to pieces on the spot and put an end to their wickedness

and tyranny!"

"Throwing off his mantle and seizing his bow, he aimed an

arrow at a group of Spaniards standing near by, and in the

twinkling of an eye the whole town was in the confusion of

wild combat. The ten thousand Indian warriors swarmed

from their concealment to face De Soto's two hundred mailed

warriors, who fought with superb skill, and finally drove

the larger number of savages out of the city to a plain,

where the Spaniards continued to mow men down like
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grass, maddened by the treachery of which they had

been the victims, their every saber-blow a death-blow to an

Indian."

Many Spaniards were wounded in the combat, among
them De Soto, but, "conscious that the very existence of

his army depended on the issue of the conflict, he was ever

in the thickest of the battle, despite his wound, and after

the Indians had fled in wild confusion his men passed

through the city, putting the torch to so many buildings

that soon the whole city was a roaring bonfire. The sun

was then sinking; Mobila was in ruins, and its flaming

dwellings formed the funeral pyre of thousands of dead.

The battle had lasted nine hours. To the Spaniards it was

one of their most terrible calamities. Eighty-one of their

number were slain and nearly all the rest severely wounded.

Forty-five horses had been shot, and their situation was

pitiable, for they were wounded, hungry, exhausted, and

dejected." De Soto, as in very truth father of the deso-

late army, forgot his own pain, and with ringing words of

courage cheered the men, then went on foraging expeditions

to obtain straw for bedding and some food; but it was

days before the army were in any condition to march away
from the scene of their misery.

Even now De Soto's ambition was unquenched, and he

was eager to march on to Pensacola, where his ships had

lately arrived. Then he would establish his dreamed-of

colony on the shore of the bay, obtain from Cuba and

Spain fresh supplies of recruits, ammunition, and provi-

sions, and march on to the finding of gold.

But his weary, disheartened men rebelled, saying firmly

that as soon as they reached the ships they would embark

for home and endeavor to forget the land of their disastrous

adventuring; and De Soto realized fully that there was
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grave danger of their deserting him, in which case his

fortune would have been spent, his good name blackened;

in fact, he would be a ruined man. Under the stress of a

desperate situation he took a desperate resolve, and from

that moment the frank, courageous, light-hearted commander
ceased to exist, and in his place there remained a man of

gloom, reserve, and extreme irritability who firmly deter-

mined to outwit his men by marching into the interior and

never again seeking the coast or the ships, or giving any
news of his expedition until it had achieved a glorious

consummation.

"With great consternation the men heard his orders to

march to the north instead of to the south, as they had ex-

pected, but so fixed were their habits of military obedience

that they obeyed, and, taking with them two days' rations,

started off again on a dismal march through dense forests

and vast swamps, picking their way through miles of under-

brush, or stopping to build rafts to cross a stream; many
a time they were on the point of starvation, and obliged to

eat native dogs, berries, honey, and nuts." But on they

went, their uniforms and glittering standards worn and

tattered and their spirits reduced to zero. When, in the

middle of December, they reached the village of Chickasaw

in the upper part of the state of Mississippi, the weather was

bitterly cold, and, being unprepared with winter clothing,

they suffered terribly. But still De Soto persisted in his

mad wanderings, and one can but wonder, in a close study

of his life at this period, whether misfortune and privations

had not really caused him to be mentally unbalanced in

his frenzied search for gold! gold! gold!

Since landing at Tampa Bay, two years before, over

three hundred of his men had been killed in fierce struggles

with the resisting natives, no gold had been found, no
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colony had been established, there was no glorious tale of

conquest to carry back to a grateful sovereign. Ferdinand

De Soto was a profoundly dejected man.

Breaking up winter camp at Chickasaw in early April,

again the troops wearily marched to the west, De Soto still

determined to keep his men away from the ships which they

would use at once to desert him. He directed their march

through the gloomy depths of an utterly uninhabited re-

gion, until they came to a small village which roused the

interest of even the most dejected cavalier among them,

for it lay on the bank of the most impressive river they had

ever yet discovered.

Eagerly they strained their eyes for a sight of its other

bank, and watched the driftwood and logs being swept on

its swift current—a sure proof to De Soto that its source

must be far away in the unexplored interior of the country.

"Sublimely," says Abbott, "the mighty flood, a mile and

a half in width, rolled by them," and in bewildered fascina-

tion the Spanish commander gazed on the sparkling waters,

by the discovering of which little did he dream he had

done a far greater deed than any which he had contem-

plated achieving, a deed which "has more surely enrolled

his name among those who will ever live in American his-

tory than if he had discovered mines of silver and gold."

Ferdinand De Soto was the first white man to gaze on the

swift waters of the Mississippi, the great
"
Father of Waters."

"Unconscious of the magnitude of his discovery, his one

desire was to cross the mighty stream and explore beyond
it. For that purpose he had boats built, and finally, having

transported his diminished force to the other bank, con-

tinued his march to the northwest as far as the location of

the present capital of Arkansas." Then, still wandering

aimlessly, he went again to the south, and after a winter of
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such severe cold that many of his men, including his valued

follower, Ortiz, died; he reached the province of Quigual-

tanqui, of which he had heard glowing accounts, and near

where he hoped to be able to establish his colony so suc-

cessfully that his men would forget their desire to return

to Spain.

But De Soto was in a weakened condition of body and

mind, as a result of responsibility, continued disappoint-

ments, privations, and encounters with the Indians. "A
slow fever came on, which he had no strength to shake off,

and as he lay prostrate the news was brought to him that

the powerful chief of all the tribes of that region had formed

a league of neighboring tribes for the extermination of the

hated Spanish invaders." De Soto's arm was paralyzed and

his heart was broken. He had fought his last battle. On
the seventh day after the fever came on he died, realizing

fully that he was going, and preparing calmly to leave the

world, with all the ceremonies of the faith to which, de-

spite his many cruel acts, he ever tried to be loyal.

Fearing that when his death should be known the In-

dians would fall on them and kill them, the Spaniards buried

the body at midnight, while word was given out that he

was better, and invitations issued for a festival in honor

of his convalescence.

But the natives were not deceived, and, fearing that they

might disinter the body and mutilate it, Juan d'Anasco,

with two other man, under cover of darkness, paddled out

on the river in a canoe and found a place where the channel

was one hundred and twenty feet deep. Then cutting down

a giant oak, they made an opening in it large enough to

hold the body, and after nailing a plank over the opening,

took the improvised coffin to the middle of the river and

lowered it to its final resting-place.
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So died Ferdinand De Soto in his forty-second year, hav-

ing run the gamut of human experience and human dis-

appointment, and having won the hearts of his troops

to an extraordinary degree, sharing their privations and

perils with unflinching heroism, and ever demanding cour-

tesy and fair play for those natives whose territory they

were invading as conquerors in the name of King and

Church.

The faults and weaknesses of the brilliant Spanish com-

mander and his band of adventurers can be summed up in

one all-inclusive word—Gold. Their great achievement, for

which they deserve the plaudits of the American people,

is recorded in the simple statement that their adventuring

resulted in the opening up to navigation the second largest

river in the world, the vast Mississippi.
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GIUSEPPE GARIBALDI: ADVENTURER FOR
ITALIAN INDEPENDENCE

THE
candle-maker who for eighteen months had lived

in a small frame house on Staten Island and worked

early and late at his calling, and Giuseppe Garibaldi, the

famous Italian patriot
—

surely there could be no connection

between these men!

And yet the simple-minded, industrious maker of candles

was no other than the great General Garibaldi, who, be-

cause of his indefatigable struggles for the freedom of his

native land, had been exiled from Italy by the Italian

government, and had taken refuge in America, the land of

the free. As the great patriot said:

"I am always happiest in America. The Americans seem

to understand me and my ideals for Italy better than any
others do!"

So modest was the great Italian that, while he was a

refugee in the United States, when it was decided to give

him a large public reception in New York, in reply to the

invitation he sent this note:

Gentlemen,—I much regret that my very poor health does not allow

me to take part in the demonstration which you have appointed for next

Saturday. ... I hope you will allow me to repeat more warmly than at

first the desire which I have often expressed to you, that you will entirely

abandon the proposed demonstration.

Such a public exhibition is not necessary to secure for me the sym-
pathy of my countrymen, of the American people, and of all true repub-
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licans, for the misfortunes which I have suffered, and for the cause which

occasioned them.

Although a public manifestation of that affection would be most grate-

ful to me, exiled from my native land, separated from my children, and

weeping over the fall of the liberty of my country by foreign intervention,

yet, believe me, I would rather avoid it, content that it is allowed me,

tranquilly and humbly to become a citizen of this great Republic of free

men, to sail under its flag, to engage in commerce in order to earn my
livelihood, and to wait for a moment more favorable for the redemption
of my country. ... In regard to the cause to which I have consecrated

myself, I esteem nothing more than the approbation of this great people;

and I believe it will be sufficient for them to know how I have honestly
and faithfully served the cause of liberty, in which they themselves have

given a great and noble example to the world.

G. Garibaldi.

In reply to this the committee on arrangements for the

proposed demonstration wrote:

"We lament the modesty of General Garibalidi, which,

more than his imperfect convalescence, has prevented the

success of our urgent requests."

Giuseppe Garibaldi was born in Nice on the 7th of July,

1807, "in a house by the sea." Although the inhabitants

of Nice were partly French and partly Italian, his family

was pure Italian. The son of a simple-minded, God-fearing

sea-captain, who owned the little trading-vessel in which

he sailed up and down the coast, Giuseppe was destined

for the priesthood, to which end he was given as good an

education as his father's limited means could afford. But

he reckoned without the desires of the lad himself, who,

having firmly determined on a seafaring life, kept to the

decision with such sturdy obstinacy that when he was

fifteen years old his father yielded to the boy's wishes and

let him go to sea. A playmate of his has thus described

him in those early days:

"Though Peppino [GiuseppeJ was a bright, brave lad,

who planned all sorts of adventures, played truant when he
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could get the loan of a gun or coax one of the fishermen to

take him in his boat, went oyster-trawling, never missed

the tunny festival at Villafranca, or the sardine hauls at

Limpia, he was often thoughtful and silent, and when he

had a book that interested him he would lie under the olive-

trees for hours reading, and then it would be no use to try

to make him join any of our schemes for mischief.

He had a beautiful voice, and knew all the songs of the

sailors and peasants, and a good many French ones besides.

Even as a boy we all looked up to him and chose him our

umpire, while the little ones regarded him as their natural

protector. He was the strongest and most enduring swimmer
I ever knew, and a very fish in water."

Despite a brief experience at school, and the fact that

most of those things he learned he afterward forgot, his

companions always noticed that "music and poetry had a

magical power over him," and he often expressed his feel-

ings in verse, although that would have seemed to be the

last medium of expression to be adopted by such a resolute,

practical nature as was his.

One day he lured two companions, Cesare Parodi and

RafFaelle Deandreis, away from school with the thrilling in-

tention of running away to Genoa to seek their fortune in

far-ofF lands. They seized a boat and some fishing-tackle

and escaped, actually sailing as far as Monaco, when, as

Garibaldi himself relates, "a vessel sent by my good father

overhauled us and brought us back, deeply humiliated.

An abbe had revealed our flight. . . ."

That adventure, with the subsequent conversations be-

tween Garibaldi and his father, revealed clearly to the

paternal mind the futility of resisting the boy's desire for

a life on the sea, and in that same year he was allowed to

make his first voyage on a brigantine bound from Nice
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to Odessa in command of Captain Angelo Pesante, who was,

Garibaldi says, "the best sea-captain I ever knew." He
also says, "I set to work with books by myself (mastering

the necessary mathematics, astronomy, geography, and

commercial law), and all my practical knowledge I owe to

Pesante; the rest came of itself."

During the next ten years by hard work he rose from

cabin-boy to the rank of captain in the merchant service,

being steadily promoted until, after "eleven years of hard-

ships, dangers, and struggles with the elements and all

sorts and conditions of men," he reached the lucrative posi-

tion of "master" and was so registered in the port of Venice

in February, 1832. "And so," Trevelyan says, "the sea

was his real school, and there his body and mind were drilled

to endure every hardship, and his qualities as a man of

action trained as only the sailor's life can train them. The
seas on which he set sail were not the peaceful highways
of modern travel and commerce, but those of old romance

on which one encountered pirates and boldest of buca-

neers," for he made many a voyage to the Levant dur-

ing the Greek war of independence. Three times he

was captured and robbed by pirates, experiences which

were dear to his adventurous nature, while even the

ships in which he sailed, with their graceful lines and

crews singing their national songs, made a strong appeal
to him.

Garibaldi's parents were conservatives of the old-fashioned

kind, and so was he until he voyaged to the Levant and

met a group of revolutionist exiles from France who told

him "that he had a country and that she bled,"
—that

Italy was under the yoke of the oppressor, especially domi-

nated and kept down by the Austrians. It was the revela-

tion of what was to be the passion of his after-life. He,
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too, like the Greeks, had a country for which to fight!

From that moment he was a man with a single aim. "Italy

first, Italy last, and always Italy! Nor till the day of his

death did his zeal and love once waver. He believed in

Italy as the saints believed in God."

With this revelation of his master passion, when his

father, on his second voyage, took him to Rome he looked

on the wonderful city with awe and patriotic pride, a pride

which was to lead him twenty years later to go armed to

her defense, and never did he forget the thrill of that first

glimpse of the holy city which had once been the capital

of the world.

After he had become a merchant captain, on one of his

voyages in a part of the Black Sea, he met a young man of

Genoa named Cuneo, whose warm friend he became after

finding that he, too, was enlisted on the side of Italian

liberty. From Cuneo he heard of many things unknown
to him before—of the English Reform Bill, of the French

Revolution, of the Carbonari, or Charcoal Burners—that

secret revolutionary society whose aim in Italy was the

winning of her independence, whose uprisings had been

successfully put down by the Austrians, and the leader of

the society, Menotti, hanged. But, so said the young

Cuneo, there had risen out of the ashes of the Carbonari

a new party, Young Italy, and a new Leader, Giuseppe

Mazzini, a revolutionist of Genoa.

Long and eagerly did Cuneo and Garibaldi talk of the

future of their beloved land, and as soon as Garibaldi re-

turned to Italy he hurried to Marseilles, where Mazzini

was in exile, to see and talk with the great patriot. The

meeting was a wonderful experience for Garibaldi, who
afterward said:

"Columbus was not so happy at the discovery of America
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as I at finding a man actually engaged in the redemption of

our country."

From Mazzini he heard of the plans of the Young Italy

party, as well as Mazzini's Manifesto of 1831, which de-

clared that "Italy must be founded on the three inseparable

bases of Independence, Unity, and Liberty
—that the Aus-

trians must go, the various small states must be united in

one, and democratic government with liberty of opinion

must be established."

As a result of their interview Garibaldi joined the revo-

lutionists, and assumed the name of Borel, for a member
of the party might be called upon at any moment for

secret action which required concealment of personality and

purpose.

From that moment life took on new dignity for the

young patriot, Garibaldi, and his enthusiasm flamed high

at the thought that he was now enrolled among those whose

highest ambition was the welfare of their country. Maz-

zini had told him of the intended invasion of Savoy from

Switzerland, and with flaming zeal the new member of the

Young Italy party agreed at the same time to enter the

royal navy, and if possible rouse officers and sailors on his

ship to a revolutionary outbreak. He enlisted under the

assumed name of Cleombroto, and sailed from Genoa on the

Eurydict, having planned for his outbreak to occur on the

4th of February; but on the 3d, without a word of warning,
he was suddenly transferred to the admiral's flagship, un-

doubtedly because the admiral in some way had heard

rumors of the intended uprising.

He had heard no good news of the Savoy expedition, and,

as it seemed to be an unfortunate time to champion the

cause, he escaped, and, having obtained a peasant's clothes,

left Genoa in disguise and "stole across the mountains to
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Nice." From there he went safely to Marseilles, where,

one morning, on taking up a newspaper, he read in large

letters his death sentence passed on him by a court-martial!

It was evident that the time had come to take refuge

in some safer retreat until events should favor his end.

Some of the noblest of the exiled Italian patriots had sailed

away to South America. There he would go, too. With

swift decision he shipped for Buenos Ayres, and as his ship

sailed into port he gazed with enthusiastic interest on the

shores of a new continent.

Soon after he landed in South America he met Rossetti,

a famous exile of Genoa, with whom he formed a close

friendship, which was one of his greatest inspirations during
his years in South America.

With Rossetti he set up in Rio Janeiro as a merchant,

and for nine months traded along the east coast of the con-

tinent. But this was too quiet an existence for Garibaldi,

who was dreaming greater deeds, as he wrote to Cuneo,
with whom he kept in close touch. At that time the

inhabitants of the province of Rio Grande were beginning a

struggle for independence against the Emperor of Brazil, and

Garibaldi was requested to take up arms for the cause.

This was more to his liking than being a peaceful trader,

and he immediately became a "bucaneer in the service of

the rebel government of an infant republic." Having armed

a small fishing-boat, and named it appropriately The Mazziniy

he and his comrade Rossetti embarked in it, with twenty
other companions, and Garibaldi says:

"My feelings at that epoch of my life were very peculiar.

I was enlisted in a new and hazardous enterprise, and for

the first time turned a helm for the ocean with a warlike

flag flying over my head—the flag of a republic
—the Re-

public of Rio Grande. I was at the head of a resolute
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band, but it was a mere handful, and my enemy was the

Empire of Brazil."

They captured a larger boat, the Luisa, whose passengers

and sailors being landed safely, the crew and provisions from

the Mazzini were transferred to her, and the revolutionists

steered to the south to have many memorable adventures

both as warriors and as privateers, and Garibaldi became

even more renowned for his exploits as a guerrilla chief

than for his adventures at sea, often "leading bodies of a

few hundred, and sometimes a few thousand, men across

the vast upland plains and forests and river gorges of the

continent that lay between the Atlantic and the Parana

River. The cavalry . . . were natives of the wilderness. . . .

Their favorite weapon was the lance, though many used the

saber, together with the lasso or the bolas—one of the

most terrible weapons used by the South American horse-

man. It consists of three leather balls fastened to three

cords. One ball is held while the others are flourished in

the air when the order is given to charge. A horse struck

in the leg with one is stopped by it and often falls. The
horrible Coltelo knife is also carried, and is a terrible instru-

ment of vengeance. With these weapons they hunt the

enemy, and cast at him as they had learned to do in pursuit

of the swift-footed ostrich. ... It was necessary to traverse

enormous distances across country far from the haunts of

men, to need no food but the cattle which the troops drove

with them and slaughtered at meal-time, . . . yet always to

know the whereabouts and strength of the enemy, to fall

on him when he was weakest, and when he was stronger to

vanish into space over the prairie, or hide in the dense

tropical forests." The spirited combats in "the bright,

breezy uplands of southern Brazil" and Uruguay, and the

new scenes and actions, "stirred Garibaldi's blood" and
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fired his imagination in the picturing of great future deeds,

and never in after years did any of his marvelous Italian

campaigns make his heart throb with joy and his hot blood

run riot in his veins as did that early warfare in South

America. When over sixty years old he wrote:

"I recall with emotion those scenes of the past when life

seemed to smile on me, in the presence of the most mag-
nificent spectacle I ever beheld. . . . Where are those splendid

horses? Where are the bulls, the antelopes, the ostriches,

which beautified and enlivened those pleasant hills? Their

descendants will no doubt still roam over those fertile

pastures, and will do so until steam and iron come to in-

crease the riches of the soil but destroy these marvelous

scenes of nature."

In those days of warfare against Brazil he was taken

prisoner, and when he tried to escape was caught, and for

punishment "endured two hours of torture hung up by his

wrists from the beams of the prison ceiling, while a jeering

mob peered through the doorway." Afterwards,when Millan,

who had ordered the torture, fell into Garibaldi's hands, to

the amazement of his men he not only refused to see the

man who had given him such agony, but ordered him to

be set free at once!

One by one Rossetti and the other exiles, whom Gari-

baldi had come to know and love, died either at sea or on

land in the country of their exile, but, thanks to Garibaldi's

superb physique, and to the good luck which was pro-

verbially his, he escaped all sorts of perilous happenings
which would have killed any other man. When he was

shipwrecked in 1839, and several of his close friends were un-

able from exhaustion to reach land, his strength was so

great that he was able to swim ashore, together with a few

sturdy comrades, and found himself in the Brazilian province
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of Santa Caterina. There the Republican inhabitants were

in revolt, and immediately Garibaldi and his men took

part as soldiers in the capture of the town of Laguna, and

Garibaldi went aboard one of the ships of the vanquished

Imperialists. Although he should have been in a happy
mood by reason of victory, he was lonely and despondent
because of the shipwreck by which he had lost so many
friends. Pacing up and down the deck, he cast his eyes

over a neighboring hill where a few dwellings were visible.

Then raising his telescope to examine them more closely,

he says, "I espied a young woman, and forthwith gave orders

for the boat to be got out, as I wished to go ashore."

Anita Riberas, the girl whose dark eyes and fine carriage

had produced such an effect upon Garibaldi, was then

eighteen years old, and was "a Creole born, but with all

the engaging manners of the senoritas of old Spain." She

"had in her veins the fighting blood of the race that ruled

on horseback the deserts of Brazil," and had in her indepen-

dent nature every characteristic to fit her to be the mate of a

great patriot and fighter like Garibaldi.

Having rowed to shore and met her, he discovered that

by her father's desire she was betrothed to a man whom
she did not love, whereupon he wooed her in the same way
in which he stormed a city or besieged a fortress, and she,

"a woman most direct and valiant," highly strung, too, by
the prospect of the forced marriage that awaited her, "sud-

denly seeing face to face the hero of her time and country,
who had just taken part in the liberation of her native

town, with his lionlike head and flowing mane of gold,

come as her deliverer, armed with the irresistible might of

his will . . . without wait or protest gave her heart into his

keeping!"

A few nights later Garibaldi "carried her off on board
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his ship, under the protection of his guns and mariners,

and the expectant husband was left to lament the coming
of a more forceful rival.",

Such was the beginning of a love story of unparalleled

beauty, a perfect union of two spirits. "From the moment
of giving herself up to him, Anita was Garibaldi's perfect

mate through ten years of his tempestuous life. Their

honeymoon was spent in sea warfare along the coast and

in the lagoons, fighting at close quarters against desperate

odds. By Garibaldi's side Anita took the place of a com-

panion soldier, and in her first severe action she was knocked

down on deck by a cannon-ball on the top of three dead

men! Garibaldi rushed to her side, only to find her al-

ready on her feet and as actively engaged as if nothing had

happened to her." At another time, while Garibaldi was

away from her on shore, she was the soul of the battle on

shipboard until his return. Then, "before long, together

they were ranging the hills again, far inland at the head

of the Republican armies." Of that time the great gen-

eral writes:

"Anita was my treasure, and no less zealous than myself
for the sacred cause of nations and for a life of adventure.

She looked upon battles as a pleasure, and the hardships of

camp life as a pastime, so that, however things might turn

out, the future smiled on us, and the vast American deserts

which unrolled themselves before our gaze seemed all the

more delightful and beautiful for their wildness."

Consecrated to a noble cause, content in their ideal and

in each other, "they galloped side by side across the plains

and slept under the stars," and when in a battle which went

badly for the men of Rio Grande, Anita was captured and

believed that Garibaldi had been killed, she requested and

obtained permission to search for him, and went up and
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down the battle-field, looking into every dead face, expect-

ing to see that of the man she adored. But he was not

there, and there was a song in her heart as she realized that

he had probably escaped. She would join him! Slipping

away from the drunken guards watching her, she "plunged
into the tropical forest on a high-spirited horse which

she had obtained from a peasant, crossed sixty miles of

the most dangerous deserts in America alone, without food,

swimming great rivers in flood by holding on to her horse,

riding through hostile pickets at the passes of the hills and

fords of the streams, who took the wild Amazon for an

apparition and ran away in panic. After four days she

reached Lages, where Garibaldi soon joined her."

Small wonder if their first son, Menotti, born amid

such scenes, was more sturdy than other children, for "with

the twelve-day-old baby on her saddle-bow the young
mother had to fly into the forest from the enemy, where

she and Garibaldi spent the rainy season, practically out-

laws and with rapidly dwindling forces, safe only there

from the momentarily victorious army of Brazil." But

well Garibaldi knew that if he wished to preserve the health

of his small family this' kind of life could not go on, so

he decided to go back to a civilized community, and in 1842

he took Anita and Menotti to Montevideo, the capital of

the Republic of Uruguay, where he became a ship-broker,

and also taught mathematics, in order to provide a home
for his wife and child.

But peaceful occupation was not what he was best fitted

for, nor what he most enjoyed, and so he was delighted

several months later when the inhabitants of Montevideo,
who had been proud and pleased to have him settle in their

city, asked his aid against Rosas, the famous tyrant of the

rival Republic of Buenos Ayres on the other side of the Rio
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de la Plata. Rosas had threatened Montevideo, whereupon
the rulers of the city promptly appealed to Garibaldi for

assistance, and joyfully he took up arms again.

His first move was to help the Montevideans in gather-

ing together a navy; then won fresh laurels in a two days'

sea engagement, when he gave officers and sailors lessons

in naval warfare.

Then realizing that there were a large number of Italians

in the capital, mostly exiles who were looked on with scorn

by the French and other foreign residents, who greatly out-

numbered them, and who seemed to enjoy, so Garibaldi

says, "humiliating my countrymen," it occurred to him to

gather them together in an Italian Legion, under his com-

mand, to fight for Montevideo, not for any reward, but in

return for the shelter given them when driven from their

native land, and also to fight with the idea in their minds

of a coming struggle for the freedom of their beloved Italy.

To think was to act with Garibaldi, and with prompt
resolution he achieved his end. All the men who rallied

around him were enthusiastic and eager, and he found

himself at the head of the first large body of land troops

he had ever commanded, troops which were the beginnings
of the so-called Garibaldians who afterward became so

famous.

All of this "Legion" wore red shirts, from which came

the appellation "Red Shirts" for Garibaldi's forces in later

campaigns, and the famous costume was adopted at first for

a very simple reason. A dry-goods house in Montevideo

had a large stock of red woolen shirts on hand which had

been made for the Buenos Ayres market, to be used by
men employed in slaughter-houses, as they were warm for

winter wear and did not show the bloody nature of the

work; but the blockade established at Buenos Ayres had
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closed the market, and the stock was offered the govern-

ment at reduced rates. So, being obliged to use strict econ-

omy, the Legion was equipped with them. Each man had

also a long "poncho," or cloak, and they carried a "black

flag with a volcano in the midst—symbol of Italy mourning
with the sacred fire in her heart."

The old patriot Anzani, who had been in exile since 1821,

gave Garibaldi valuable aid in forming and training his

force, and also a younger exile of Milan, named Medici,

who had arrived in America since the coming of Garibaldi

and had at once formed a friendship with the man who
was already being whispered of as the "rising hope of the

Mazzinian circle."

Thus assisted, and with an eager, loyal band of followers,

Garibaldi gave valuable service to the young South-Ameri-

can republic, and saved Montevideo by the valiant fighting

of his Legion, who "took the leading part in the battles close

around the capital, when the enemy pressed the siege hard."

In Garibaldi's memoirs, he says: "The Italian Legion,

whose formation was ridiculed by some, . . . had now ac-

quired so much fame that they were envied by the best

troops. They had never been beaten (1843), though they
had shared in the most difficult enterprises and the most

arduous battles. At Tres Cruces (Three Crosses) they
had fought a hand-to-hand battle, driving the troops of

Ourives from their strongest positions until they brought

away the dead body of the chief of the line. The losses of

the Legion on that day were considerable compared with

their small numbers, but on that account they gained more

honor."

Another serious conflict was that at the Pass of Bajada,

where, after a fierce encounter, "finally Italian bravery

triumphed."
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But most did they win renown as "the heroes of the dis-

tant war along the banks of the Uruguay River, where un-

numbered herds of cattle and horses wandered at liberty

over the vast ranches of the half-savage patriarchs of that

rich wilderness."

The east bank of the Uruguay was also preserved for

Montevideo by the courage and skill of the Legion in the

early part of the year 1846, when a few hundred of them led

by Garibaldi defeated the forces of the enemy, Rosas, and

"formed an impregnable rock amid the swarms of wild

horsemen, who, armed with spears, sabers, and lassoes,

carried on the war between the two republics." Their in-

trepid valor and skill showed to advantage in the battle of

San Antonio, near Salto, in February, 1846, and, as a

memorial to his brave men who died in the successful

engagement, Garibaldi erected a cross in their honor on a

hill overlooking Salto, above the trench which was the last

resting-place of the fallen heroes.

On the 20th of May in that same year the Garibaldians,

with a force very much smaller than that of the enemy,
won the battle of the Daysman River, a battle, so says

Garibaldi, "with a practised enemy, superior in numbers

and better provided with horses, which are the principal

element of that kind of warfare; and several single combats

took place on horseback with great valor. Our cavalry

performed wonders," so he says, "that day, considering

their inferiority. Of the infantry it will be sufficient to

mention the case of Major Carvallo, who in both the actions

at San Antonio and Daysman had the misfortune to be

wounded in the face by a musket-shot. One struck two

inches below his right eye, and the other in the same spot

on his left cheek. . . . He was wounded the second time in

the beginning of the battle of the Daysman, and after its
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close begged leave to return to Salto to have his wounds

dressed. Passing under the battery of the city, he was

asked what was the fate of the day. His reply was:

"The Italian infantry are more solid than your bat-

tery!"

While Garibaldi and his Legion were fighting their way
to the center of South America, winning battles for the

young Republic in the name of independence, Anita, now
the mother of three children, Menotti, Riccotti, and Teresa,

kept house in Montevideo and cared for her babies with as

great tenderness as she had shown valor on the field of

battle; but she had a hard struggle with poverty, for Gari-

baldi firmly refused all rewards offered him in order not to

take money from the struggling republic!

The great-hearted, simple-minded nature of the man is

shown in many small incidents. One evening he went home
with his poncho wrapped up to his chin, having given away
his shirt to a member of the Legion who needed it more

than he did! At another time, when "he found Anita

weeping because in some mysterious way the three small

coins which she had hoarded for family use had vanished,"

with shamefaced boyishness Garibaldi confessed that he

had taken them to buy a toy for Teresa, and even as he

confessed his sin the small girl appeared in the doorway

waving aloft the precious prize! Another time he "came

home with his golden locks shaved close, because Anita had

said that the universal admiration of him by ladies of

Montevideo had distressed her, so he had shorn himself of

his crowning glory for her relief."

"At that time he often visited his friends of the British

Legation, but always late at night, and finally one of them

asked him why he never came by daylight. With a whim-

sical smile he threw back his poncho and showed a shabbi-
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ness and scantiness of costume which would not bear the

searching light of the sun!"

Despite the warm affection which Garibaldi had for the

people with whom his lot had been cast for so long, he was

growing more and more impatient to return to his native

land, to whose liberation he had consecrated his life—for

whose sake he had been an exile for twelve long years.

He had kept in constant touch with the movements of the

Young Italy party, through his correspondence with Cuneo

and others, and now, in 1844, he heard that the "liberal

and national movement was at flood-tide across the sea in

his native land, that a reforming pope had come to the

throne, that Savoy and Tuscany were moving toward a

constitutional government, and that it was hoped soon

to see the whole country arming for a national crusade

against the Austrians."

Long and deeply did he ponder. This news was of vital

importance to him as an Italian patriot. Could he not now

be of real assistance to his country in her struggle to free

herself from foreign invaders? Was he not needed now on

the other side of the sea? If he were to arrive in Italy,

would not the pope send for him, to enlist in the reforming

and reawakening of his country?

Well he knew that not one battle he had fought and won on

the plains of South America for the cause of republicanism

had been lost sight of by Mazzini and his followers; well

he knew that he had won his spurs as a fearless and able

defender of the faith.

Italy was calling and he would go!

Anita and the children went before him on a ship bound

for Genoa, as he himself would be obliged to embark with

his soldiers, and there was a possibility that political or

national complications might force them to land in the
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territory of the enemy and fight their way to victory or

defeat at a moment's notice. So Anita and the children

sailed away in safety to Genoa, and on landing Anita

thrilled at the shouts of an eager crowd gathered to bid

her welcome to her new country, and the cries of "Viva

Garibaldi! Viva la famiglia di nostro Garibaldi! revealed

Italian pride in her hero as great as was her own.

Several months later Garibaldi and his men followed on

the Speranza, and as the ship sailed toward the land of his

flaming devotion he felt an ecstasy which comes only with

real consecration, an ecstasy that meant moving onward to

"the attainment of the passion and desires of life," and

with the revelation came a deeper manhood and a more

heroic ideal, which was to be expressed later in those cam-

paigns by which the name of Garibaldi has been written

large across the pages of history as the central figure in the

winning of Italian independence.
Three parties there were in the Italy which was then

yearning for unity and freedom: the Young Italy party,

desiring to have their country a republic; another faction

eager for a confederation, with the pope as leader; and still

a third, wanting a constitutional monarchy with the King
of Sardinia, Victor Emanuel, as their head.

There had already been two uprisings by these parties

before 1848, and now came the revolution of that year
with its third outbreak of both Republicans and Liberals,

which, although it did not achieve its end, yet united the

three factions on the agreement that Sardinia, a peaceful

state in the northwest of the peninsula under King Victor

Emanuel's rule, must be the basis of the new United Italy.

Unity could only be accomplished in the king's name by the

efforts and diplomacy of his able minister, Count Cavour,

with such enthusiastic patriots as he could call on for aid,
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added to the daring of Garibaldi, who had his chance

now to move the hands of Italy's clock forward, if he

could but prove his ability, and no page of history, ancient or

modern, has given such proof of consummate genius as the

inspiring and romantic story of his later campaigns.
With breathless interest the student follows him in his

noble defense of Rome, in 1849, in his masterly retreat from

that city to the little seaport of Cesanatico on the Adriatic,

pursued by the armies of four countries, and accompanied

by his heroic Anita, who died of exhaustion at the end of

the journey and was buried in the sand by the sea. Then
came the most marvelous of his battles, when, his landing in

Sicily with a thousand "Red Shirts" armed with muskets fit

only for the scrap-heap, and, aided by the Sicilians, he took

the capital of the island from twenty-four thousand regular

troops armed with rifles. Having assumed the title of

Dictator of Sicily for the king, Victor Emanuel, and driven

the troops of the Sicilian king, Francis II., out of the island,

he crossed to the mainland and marched on to Naples,

where he was hailed as the deliverer of its people and of

the nation. But more worthy of note than such victories,

great though they are conceded to be, was the fact that,

though many believed him to be assuming the sover-

eignty of Sicily for his own advantage, and that he would

not give it up without a struggle, when the king approached

Naples, Garibaldi made a proclamation to the people of the

city, saying:

To-morrow Victor Emanuel, the King of Italy, the Elect of the Nation,

will appear here among us. Let us receive, in a becoming manner, him

who is sent by Providence, and scatter in his path, as a pledge of our

rescue and of our affection, the flower of concord, so grateful to him, so

necessary to Italy.

No more political distinctions! No more parties! No more discords!

Italy one, as the people of the metropolis have expressed it, and the gal-
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lant king be the perennial symbols of our regeneration and of the great-

ness and prosperity of the country.
G. Garibaldi.

Together the king and the deliverer entered Naples,

passing through streets profusely decorated and lined with

throngs of Neapolitans, shouting:
"
Viva Victor Emanuel! Viva Garibaldi! Viva Italia

Unita!"

But it was to Garibaldi, wearing the "same simple cos-

tume in which he had conquered the two Sicilies and given

away a kingdom," to whom the people clung as to a father,

fairly sobbing in their desire to show their great devotion.

And so Garibaldi disproved the rumors that he had won

Sicily for his own renown, and, having done this great

thing for his beloved country, embarked for his home on

the island of Caprera, expecting to take up life in the simple

cottage where he had lived in quiet comfort during former

months.

But what happened! Still following him, let the stu-

dent read a letter which describes his arrival at the island.

It says:

Garibaldi lives ... on the small isle of Caprera, . . . where he has a

small house and a little garden, . . . spending his time fishing. To his

hermitage he has retired, after having made a present to Victor Emanuel
of the kingdom of Naples. But you may fancy his surprise when on

arrival he found his little garden had given room for a park with large

trees, . . . flower-beds, etc. He entered his house. The outer walls were

as he left them, but the interior had become a palace with magnificent

furniture and velvet hangings. . . . He passed into his study, and there,

above the massive mahogany table, hanging against the wall upon the

tapestry, was a large painting made by one of the first artists of the

day, in which he could not but recognize himself sitting at a table, his

head bent over a drawing of a plan of battle he was forming, while the

king, standing next him, his right arm leaning familiarly on his shoulder,

was looking ... at what he was doing.
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Was not this a pretty surprise which the king prepared for his faith-

ful follower . . . who had given him a kingdom, and would accept nothing—neither rank nor honors—in return?

Garibaldi, the man who above all others made possible

the birth of a free united Italy, was from the beginning of

his career to the last day of his life a man who was "honest

in his principles, unselfish in his purposes, unalterable in

his decisions, lasting in his friendships, bitter in his enmities,

and magnanimous to all." He cared no whit for ostentation,

and through all his brilliant campaigns, as well as during

those periods when he was made much of by great rulers

and men of affairs, still wore the red shirt and gray trousers

of his early adventuring and surrounded himself with the

simplest objects, living on simple, frugal fare as though a

peasant of Caprera until the day of his death on the 2d of

June, 1882.

Well may America cherish the memory that the great

hero of Italy's awakening was always loyal in his devotion

to the country which received him so warmly in two exiles,

and always willing to acknowledge that much of his suc-

cess in those marvelous campaigns in Italy, when both luck

and consummate skill seemed to be with him, was due to

the years of training given to mind and muscles when on

the plains and uplands of South America he fought his first

victorious battles for the cause of freedom.

In the tremendous crisis which the world is facing to-day,

when many European nations are at war for a vague and

futile reason, the student will do well to pause after fol-

lowing the noble patriot through years of adventurous ex-

ploits, and contrast the dignity of that cause for which he

fought, and to the gaining of which he gave his life, with

the cause of this war of 191 5, in which several of his descend-

ants are engaged.
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The pith of the great Garibaldi's ambition for his country

is crudely expressed in the lines of his hymn :

To Arms J To Arms!

The tombs are uncovered, the dead come from far,

The ghosts of our martyrs are rising to war,

With swords in their hands and with laurels of fame
And dead hearts glowing in Italy's name.

Come join them—Come follow, O Youth of our land,

Come fling out our banner and marshal our band,
Come all with cold steel and come all with hot fire,

Come all with the flame of Italia's desire.

Begone from Italia! Begone from our home!
Go from Italia! Go from Italia! O stranger begone!

(Translation of Luigi Truzzi.)

THE END
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